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PREFACE

SWEDEN HAS LONG BEEN a major donor to Tanzania and, in this context, has been a major

player in the shift to a greater role for import support in Tanzania's aid programme.

SIDA has also supported the linking of import support iinance to a succession of

Structural adjustment programmes.

Import support in Tanzania has been subject to a series ofevaluations. These have

had a microeconomic focus, and have been largely favourable. However, donors are

becoming increasingly concemed that Tanzania is not on track macroeconomically.

Questions are beginning to be raised about the pace and direction of reform, and of
aid's role in this process. It is in this context that SIDA commissioned us, working in

close association with a Notwegian-financed team, to carry out a macroeconomically-

oriented evaluation of import support in Tanzania.
We would like to thank all those people in The Hague, Stockholm, Oslo and Dar-

es-salaam (unfortunately too nuxnerous to list by name) who have facilitated our work

and our colleagues from the Trondheim team for their helpful collaboration. Of

course, errors of presentation and interpretation are our own.

oslmu Dmiye

Howard White

Marc WuyLs

The Hagmg September I993
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ExEcuT vE SUMMARY

1. Aid flows have historically been very important. in Tanzania. The cotlnuy expert-

enced an aid boom in the late 19705. which peaked in 1980. This boomwas followed

by some years of relative isolation from the donor community, until the adoption
of the Economic Recovery Programme in 1986. Since that year there has been a

second aidboom ofeven greater magnitude than the first. There are signs, however,

thatdonors (many ofwhose budgets are under pressure at home) are wearying and

beginning to raise questions about aid's effectiveness in Tanzania: although aid
flows are currently being sustajned this may not be so in the longer run.

9 For political reasons, Sweden and Norway are both importantdonors to Tanzania.
In the mid-seventies Sweden accounted tor nearly one fifth of all ODA receipts -

though by the late 19805 this figure had fallen to 10 per cent. Norway's share in

Tanzania's aid inflows rose over the same period from 6 per cent to around 8 per
cent.

3. In the late 19705 there was increasing recognition thatrehabilitation andincreasing

capacity utilisation were more important concems than further expansions to the
capital stock (which could then not be maintained Zmd/ or utilised). Donors thus

began to allocate funds to import support - foreign exchange (forex) fbi the

importation of intermediate goods and items ofcapital equipment necessaly to use

existing plant.

4. Import support initiallytook the form of(Jommodity Import Support (CIS),which
was allocated by the Treasury in consultation with donors to specific enterprises.
However, the government's forex allocatjon largely supported ailing parastatals.
Moreover the enterprises received a "double subsidy" from CIS - first from the
premium in the official late compared to thaton parallel markets and, second, since
many enterprises did not anyhow pay (in full or even at all) tor their tbrex. CIS was

therefore coirectly perceived to be assisting the perpetuation of an inefficient
industrial sector, rather than promoting its restructuring.

SIDA Evaluation Report 5/93 7



5.

6.

7.

8.

(~

In response to the problems identifiedin ClS the donors moved to the market-based

Open General Licence (OGL) system. These monies are intended to be distributed
to importers on a *Öfirst come, first serve" principle. This principle, combinedwith
successive devaluations of the Tanzanian shilling, is intended to ensure that the
forex is receivedby the mostproductive users. An analysis of the uses of OGL shows
that it does indeed go mostly to the private sector, and that most of the goods
imported are either related to intermediate items for a range of uses, including
about one third for incentive goods. Ascepticism we ourselvesexpressed earlier that
the nature ofgoods would not benefit the agricultural sector does not appear to be
entirely warranted.

It is now proposed by the World Bank to abolish the OGL and to account import
support against imports that have already taken place. Such a proposal will
overcome many of the perceived problems in the OGL. Indeed, a separate OC-L
system is not sustainable following the unification of the exchange rate achieved
earlier this month (August 1993) . One outstanding issue is the treatment of arrears.
We stand by our earlier recommendation ofa review of the policy of blacklisting all
those in arrears. In addition, the practicality (and rationale) for maintaining a
negative list is open to doubt.

The remarkable feature of the longer term evolution of import volume is the
absence ofany (positive) trend over the period 1970to the present. At most, import
volume fluctuated around a constant value, reachingits low point during the crisis
ofthe early 19805. Consequently, againstthe background of GDpgrowth , the import
coefficientof the economyfell in real terms over the period concerned.The capacity
the import (the real purchasingpower of exports in terms of the volume of imports
itcan buy) , however, declined steadily over the period as a whole. In the 19705 and
early 19805, this decline was, to a large extent due to falling export volumes, while
in the second halfof the 19805, export volume rose slightly, but the terms of Hade
fell, thus causing the capacity to import to decline further.

The aid boom of the 19705 based on investment support through project aid
contributed signif1cantly towards the crisis subsequently experienced during the
early 19805. While foreign aid slackened the budget constraint on investment and

the importation of capital goods, the constraint on recurrent imports (consumer
and intennediate goods) hardened considerably, partly as a result of the aid boom

itself. The drive for capacity creation undermined its utilisation, particularly in
industry, while the multiplier effects of investments shifted relatjve prices in
agriculture in favourof food crops and awayfrom cash (export) crops. Coupledwith
the steep rises in the price of oil, the consequentfall in export volume eroded the
sustainability of economic growth.

SIDA Evaluation Report 5/93



9. Until 1988 import support took the form of commodity import support allocated
on the basis ofa list of agreedwith the respective donors. A large proportion of ClS
was allocated to a small number of large parastatals, a third of which are industrial

parastatals. In tenns of cash cover it appears that recoveries are more readily

enforced for parastatals than fbi the private sector.

10. In its effects, import support counteipart revenue has lead to decompression of

recurrent expenditure (excluding debt service) and has more or less eliminated

recourse to bank borrowing for deficit financing. Govemment revenue has also

increased during the period of increased import support, reflecting improved
overall economic growth. It should also be pointed out that import support was

substituted for project aid.

ll.The primatypurpose of aid is the alleviation of poverty. This purpose will onlybe
served if the direct and indirect effects reach areas of concern to the poor. Hence

aid should be predominately rural rather urban; agricultural rather than industrial;
and social rather than economic infrastructure. Neither import support nor aid in

general match up to these requirements. There is little indication that the "New

Poverty Agenda", propounrled by the World Bank, is being followed in Tanzania.

l2.There are channels through which OGL can benefit the rural poor - largely

through the provision of incentive goods and the facilitation of markering of
ag1iculturalproduce. Iris desirable that aid continue to allow these kindsof imports.
Nonetheless, our review suggests that there has been an undue neglect of poverty

issues bygovernment and donors. SIDA could well take the initiative in redressing

the balance.

13. Our proposal is that aid monies be directed to sectors of benet-it to the poor - we

highlightprimzuy education. Povertylending is not very import intensive. There-

fore the largest part of the aid will be required for local expenditures. The local

fundswillbe raisedbythe sale of the donor forex byauctjon by the Band ofTanzania
- no conditions whatsoever should be attached to the use of these funds (so that the

principle of not double-tying is not violated).

14.Adopting our proposal will result in a reduction in the share of Swedish aid

designated as import support. This is 011r recommendation.

SIDA Evaluation Report 5/93 9





NTRODUCT dN

There has been a resurgence of concern in the donor community about "aid

elfectiveness". There is 21 long history ofmicroeconomic evaluations of prtjects using
established techniques. But in the 19805 project aid declined in the face of rising

programme aid, given or rent in support of structural adjusunent policies. Since
adjustment policies are intended to improve the rnacroeconomic pe1iorinance ofithe
country implementing those policies rlonors are turning their attention to ai(l's

macroeconomic effects. This evaluation was (tarried out in this context: is Tanzania's

macroeconomic performance acceptable and what part has aid plaved in this state of

affairs?

Many readers of this report will have read our earlier attempt to answer these

questions in the lrttrrirzz Report. The Final Rzjxrrt takes our earlier analysis further and

presents some additional material. In this introduction we highlight in particular what
is new in this Report.

Chapter 2 outlines the history of aid flows to Tanzania and the evolution ofimport

support. Added to this chapter are: 21 brief analysis of the stnlcture of Tanzanian
external debt, a discussion ofpolicy reforms implemented since 1986, a comparison of

import supportprogrammeswith the SpAGuidelines and an analysis OfOGL based on
the NORAD database. The last ofthese has led us to revise our comments with regard

to the type of goods imported under OGL - about one third appear to be incentive

goods or for the production of incentive goods.
The macroeconomic analysis in Chapters 3 and 4is substantially rewritten from the

lntmim Report (we may in the 'ina! Report reincorporate some of the earlier material).

Chapter 3 focuses more specilically on the macroeconomic elfects of import support

versus prtject aid (investment support). In this context, we investigate the apparent
jack of a relatjonship between aid and imports - demonstrated in the lntmim Rzéprrrl -

in more detail. In Chapter 4we look more closely atthe tiscal implications ofTanzania's

aid receipts, and issues relating to counterpart funds.
Since the decision to abandon the OGI , earlier this month, much of the discussion

in the ln1é'rimrepm1is redundantl land thatwhich is relevantnow appears in Chapter 2.

1) Bur we learn that the concems we raised have been a part of the ongoing discussions over the future

of import support.

SIDA Evaluation Report 5/93 1I





AID To TANZANIA

2.1 Introduction

The history of aid to Tanzania is a chequered and controversial one. The Tanzanian

government renounced aid from two main donors - the UK and West Germany -

duringthe 19605, was fetedbymany. nou1blyNordic donors, as the model for a new path

to development in the seventjes, became the scene fbi one of the most public,

protracted and bitter conflicts between a developing country and the Fond in the early

19805, and in 1986 began implementing sweeping reforms with the support of

substantial aid-fmance.

Parti? brieflydescribes the pattem ofaid to Tanzania - and how the above political

shifts led first to an aid boom,wl'1ich peakedin 1980, but then a rapid decline in inflows

as disagreement with the Bank and the Fond deepened. Aid inflows boomed again

followingthe adoptjon of the Economic Recoveryprogramme in l986.Asdocumented
in Part2.3, Sweden and Norway have both been importantdonors toTanzania for most

of the period since Independence.
The type ofaid receivedbyTanzania has, in commonwith many recipients,changed

over the years. Du1ing the late 19805 aid has been orientecl toward supporting the

adjustment programme - in Part 2.4 we outline this programme and Part 2.5 discusses

the switch in the type ofaid, examiningthe theoretical rationale for import supportaid
and the actual evolution ofsuch aid in the Swedish andNorwegian programmes. In Part

2.6 we compare the fonns of import support provided to Tanzania with the guidelines
for such aid drawn up by workinggroups under the auspices ofthe Special Programme

of Assistance (SPA). Part 2.7 summarises the main points from this cl1apter.

2.2 Total lnflows to Tanzania
Aid and other inflows are shown in Figure 2.1 (which shows netreceipts - tliatis inflows

net of amortization, but not interest, payments) Since aid is such a large part of the

whole the two series are broadly similar. Apart from a slight dip in 1976, there was a

sustained nominal rise in both aid and total inflows throughout the 19705: this is the

first aid boom which peaked in 1980. lnilows then dropped away quite steeplyduring

1) Definitions and sourccs of data are discussed in the Appendix to this chapter.

SIDA Evaluation Report 5/93
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Figure 2.1 Net ODA lnflows
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Figure 2.2 Total Net Receipts
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the period 1980-85.

In 1986, when the ERP was adopted, flows again began to rise. In that and the

followingyear nominal aid inflows were approximately equal to the former maximum
attained in 1980. The sharp increase in 1988 took them well above this level. The rise
has been less rapid since 1988 - with two declines in total netinflows (1989 and 1991).

A final trend to note from Figure 2.1 is the virtual disappearance of non-aid inflows.

Indeed, these inflows have been negative in some recent years, so that net aid inflows

are greater than net total inflows. We will analyse the changing composition ofaid and

other inflows shortly, but first it is important to look at the overall trend in real terms.
Since the inflows are foreign exchange used to purchase imports it is appropriate

to obtain the real value of the series by deflatingthe nominal series byTanzania's import
price indexg. The deflated series fhr net aid and total inflows are shown in Figure 2.2.
In real terms, the two aid booms, 1978 to 1980 and that dating from 1986, are still

evidcnt. But in real terms the second aid boom was by far the larger. The real value of
aid (deflated by the dollar import price index) nearly doubled from 1985 to 1990 -

increasing from USfS 25.4 million to US5$ 7.7 million in constant 1987 prices}'.

Despite the similarity ofthe overall pattern, there have been some signilicant shifts
in the composition of foreign inflows to Tanzania. In the period to 1984, aid inflows

constituted the majority of inflows, but other inflows typically accounted for 10 to 20

per cent of the totalt. Much of the non-concessional monies utilised byTanzania have

been official (rather than private) flows. These funds have been either borrowings from
the "hard windows'" of the multilateral institutions - mostlv the IBRD window of the
WorldBank and, to a lesser extent, the African DevelopmentBank; purchases from the

IMF; and, in the early 19805, oil credits Hom Algeria. Angola, Iran and lraq.

The fact thatTanzania has, in recentyears, borrowed onlyfrom the softwindows of
the multilateral development institutions (the IDA window of the World Bank and
African Development Fond of the ADB) is one factor underlying tl1e decreased share

of non-aid since the 1nid-80s.

Thataid receipts are, as mentioned above, greater than total receipts in some recent

years is, in fact, largely a result of repayments made to IBRD (and, again to a lesser

extent, ADB). Since 1986 IBRD net disbursements to Tanzania have been negative -

2) The inflows are in dollars. The World Banks World Tables contains a dollar-b;Lsed import price index
for Tanzania, which is what is used here. For more recent years an implicit MP has been calculated
rising estimates of real import growth containcd in the most recent Policy Framework Paper.

3) A recent World Bank study (not yet publicly available) has recalculated net transfers to a number ol'
African countries taking accountof terms of trade changes. These calcnlations show thatTanzania has
not expcrinced an ai(l boom in the latter part of the 19805. However, the rationaJe tor the Bank's
methodology rc1nains nuclear to us. Certainly the terms of trade affect forex ax'ailal)ility - but this
effect operates, as examined in more detail in (lhapter 3. through the capacity to import.

4) The share ofaid in net receipts has twice fallen below 80 per cent - to 73 per cent in 1974 when IMF
purchases were of importance (see helow) and to 7l per cent in 1984 when a large OPEC loan was

received.
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Table 2. l . Net inflows to Tanzania from World Bank's IBRD Window, 1986- I990
(U$$ million)

Year Net inflow

I986 -l9.3
I987 - l9.4
I988 -22.0
I989 -23.0
I990 -26.0

Source: DAC Geogrophicol Distribution of Finunciul Flows to Developing Countries (various years)

Table 2.2 Structure of Externa! Debt in 1991

Aid 3,877.6 25 1 .6 23.7 I4.9
o/w multilateral 1,727.0 186.0 23.7 I4.9

bilateral 2.150.6 65.6 0.0 0.0

Other official 1.659.1 4.6 39.1 18.4
o/w multilateral 24 1 .2 3.7 35.9 18.4

bilateral I .4 I 7.9 0.9 3.2 0.0

Other 487.1 30.3 28.4 2.1

Total 6,023.8 286.5 9 I .2 35.4

I U I !

Aid 64.4 87.8 26.0 42.1
o/w multilateral 28.7 64.9 26.0 42.1

bilateral 35.7 229 0.0 0.0

Other official 27.5 I.6 42.9 52.0
o/w multilateral 4.0 I.3 39.4 52.0

bilateral 23.5 0.3 3.5 0.0

Other 8.1 I0.6 3 I . I 5.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Nora: Other comprises ollshort-term debt private jong-term (md use of IMF credits.

Source: World Debt Tables. I992.

Ib
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see Table 2.1. (The World Bank group that is including IDA - is, however, a net

contributor of capital to Tanzania).

But precisely because of their non-concessional nature, non-concessional flows

retain an important part of Tanzania's overall debt. As Table 2.2 shows, in 1991 non-

concessional official flows accounted for only 1.6 per cent of gross disbursements but

27.5 per cent of total external debt: they take an even more (lisproportjonate share of
debtservice payments.The counttyhas received substantial debt relief: atthe four Paris

Club meetings it has attended this relief has amounted to USEIS 2.5 billion, which is far

more than many neighbouring countrics (e.g. Malawi's US1$ 78 million; Nord et al.

1993: 9). However there is always the possibility that reschedulingwill not continue, so

that the burden of debt service will be high - according to estimates made for thejuly

1993 Consultative Group Meeting the debt service ratioö will rise from ll to 37 per cent

at the expiry of the current agreement.
At the start of the 19705 Tanzania had a manageable current account - the deficit

as a per cent of GDP was -1.3 per cent in 1970. In 1978/74 three events changed this

situation: (i) the adverse effects on agricultural output of villagisation; (ii) bad weather

conditions; and (iii) the oil price shock (Tanzania's importprice index rose from 27.8
in 1972 to 57.5 in 1974). In 1974 the external current deficit to GDP ratio reachcd its

lowest point of -12.5 per cent.
F unds from the IMF were the main source to finance this widened deficit - with

drawings mostly made from the Fund's Oil Facilityö. IMF purchases continued

tbroughout the 19705 - increasing significantly at the time of the second oil shock in

1979/ 80.

The funds utilisedfrom the Fond during the 19705 were from the "lower tranches",

meaning that the IMF maintained a monitoring role, but that there were no stringent

macroeconomic policy conditions attached to the receipt offunds (an attempt to draw

from the Second Credit Tranche in 1975 failed as the agreed domestic credit ceiling

was breached). Negotiations were begun in 1979 for further drawings, but the

Tanzanian government suspended these in October as itfound many of the conditjons

inappropriate and an infringement of Tanzania's autonomy. As Nverere put it:

l/wzm did tlzé IMF be€rmw cm Inlx/rmztiomzl Mi1zi.st'rv 0 Fi name? When did nations ugree to

surrmder to it their power 0/deci$irm making?

(quoted in Bank of Tanzania, 1981: 226)

Although drawings from existing agreements continued in 1980 and 1981 agree-

ment was not reached and Tanzania was unable to receive any finance from the IMF

again until 1986. (Since repayments continued to be made, the IMFwas "taking money

out" of Tanzania from 1981 to 1985).

As just described, both the World Bank and the IMF moved away from lending to

5) The debt service ratio is the value olö total clebt service (amortization plus interest) divided by cxports.
6) in 1974 SDR28.3 million outofSDR49,4 million were from the First Oil Fa(ility and the whole ofllle

1975 drawing OfSDR 28.8 million came from the First and Second Oil Facilities (Bank ofTanzania,
1981:22 =4).
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Tanzania in the early1980s. Other donors - includingsweden - sharedthe multilaterals'
reluctance so that the late 19705 aid boom soon became a slump. The aid/ GDP ratio
fell from its 1980 peak of 13.2 per cent to 5.4 per cent by 1985.

Private long-term inflows and short-term borrowings have been far less important.
The share ofprivate long-term inflows in total net receipts was highest (13 per cent) in
1970 and has - except for a modest recovery in 1980 - fallen since then. Such inflows
are now insignificant - and, indeed. the net position was negative in 1991. No short-
term borrowings were recorded until 1985, when it is likely that the Government had
little choice but to resort to this source of funds. More surprisingare substantial short
term borrowings in 1987 and 1988.

It cannotbe realistically expected that private f1ows will pick up in the near future.
There is very little likelihood ofprivate investment on anything but the tiniest scale.

Commercial banks are also unlikely to be willing lenders of new money. lnflows on
Tanzania's capital account will be restricted t.o aid monies - forwhich the prospects are
uncertain, but in the short-run seem good.

It is not unusual for donors to become enthusiastic about aiding a country
undertakingrefbrms thatthen to become disillusioned so thatthe country experiences
a temporaty aid boom (as Tanzania did in the late 19705). In our interim report we
suggested, on the basis ofan apparentgrowing disquietamongst donors at the pace of
reform in Tanzania, that the second aid boom was probably over. We appear to have

been wrong. At the Consultative Group meeting in Paris donors did indeed express
concern over the reform programme, but then made pledges totallingusfle 1.2 billion
- an increase over the year before. The shortfall from donors who have cut their
programmes (Sweden, Canada and Finland) has been more than compensated by
increases by other donors. Nonetheless, donors are vocal in their questioning of the
govemmenFs commitment to reform. Both because of this concern, and because we
argue that restructuring is the only way to avoid dependence on growth to sustajn the
need for aid in the future, we now turn to consider adjustment policies in Tanzania.

2.3 Adjustment in Tanzania

In 1984 a stnictural acljustmentprogramme was implementedbythe government. The
World Bank had been involved in the design of the programme, but the government
did not agree to the proposals and so wentahead alone. F inally, in 1986, agreementwas

reached with the Bank and the Fond on the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP),
which was financially supportedby manydonors. Many of these fundswere channelled
through the Multisector Rehabilitation Credit.

Table 2.3 shows the reforms thatwere planned and undertaken duringthe ER}' and
the follow up Economic and Social Action Programme (ESAP). It appears that the
majotity of the planned reforms have indeed taken place. Against this fact we should
set the fbllowing three observatjons: ( i) the pace of reform has frequentlybeen slower

I 8
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than originally intended - for example, exchange late unification has only recently
taken place; (ii) as pointed out by Basu and Morrissey (1993: 12), many of the

conditions are vague, such as increasing emphasis on cost recovery; and (iii) in some

important areas little has been achieved - notably the failure to meet monetary and

credit targets; restructuring of parastatals; and fo1lowing through agricultural reform
so that the benefits reach the producers.

Donors are cutrently emphasising three areas of reform: (i) financial restructuring;

(ii) public sector reform (which has come to focus on laying off workers); and (iii)

privatisation. Some donors, notably the US, are also concerned that the move to a

democratic political system shouldbe accelerated. Of the areas ofeconomic policy, the

important separation of the commercial banks from government appears to be taking
place during the middle of 1993. Although the target of 10,000 workers were laid off
prior to thejuly 1993 CG meeting the majority of these sackings were immecliately

before the meeting and we hear that many of the staff have been reinstated; moreover,

most sackings were of low level staff. A more serious systematic approach is required if
the target of 20,000 £1 year for the next two years is to be met. Large scale privatisatjon

is also likely to prove a more complex process than earlier reforms, in part because of

the political repercussions of selling to either foreign investors or the large share that
would be purchased by the resident Indian community in an unfettered market sale.

Despite these observationswe would conclude that Tanzaniahas undertaken quite
sizeable reforms. In the seven years from 1986 to 1993, the country has moved from

having an economyin which practically every sector was run by the govemment to one

in which market forces play a role in most key areas. A recent World Bank report
calculates an index ofmacroeconomic policyperformance for twentv-seven countries

in sub-sahanan Africa, and calculates the change in this index between 1981-86 and

1987-91. Tanzania ranks fourth in this list: that is, it is one of the countries to have

carried out the most extensive reforms. The speed of these changes may have been
slower than donors desired, but the government has to contend with the political
obstacles to reform.

Would these changes have occurred without the aid? There are two sides to this

question: (i) would the government have attempted refoml with the carrot ofdonor
finance; and (ii) would reform have been possible without these funds? The second of

these questionswe consider later in the lightofsubsequentanalysis. The first is difficult
to answer - a recent review by one of the authors of this report of the adjustment
literature (Vvhite and Luttik, 1993) concludes that no studies have really tackled the

question of whether donor-support has been a necessary ingredient in the refoml

process in a systematic manner. However, in the case of Tanzania, we feel that the

government would have attempted some reform in the late 19805 (there was little
choice) but that the extentof these reforms would have bccn somewhat less than they

have been.

Whatever the reluctance of academics to find a link between aid finance and
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Table 2.3 Summary of reforms under ERP and ESAP

ERP. 1986-1988 ESAP, 1989-1991
Exchange late Achieved: substantial and contjnued Achieved: continued devaluation; expansion of OGL

devaluation; introduction of OGL: (move to negative list); abolition of retention scheme for
reductjon of retention rates. non-traditional export5.

Trade liberalisation Achieved: QRS removed by intro- Achieved: reduction in ta1iffs; continuation of own funds.
duction of OGL; rationalisatjon of
tariff system.

F iscal policy and Achieved: improved efliciency of lax Achieved: broaden lax base; increase emphasis on cost
public spending. collection; public sector wage bill recovery; redirect spending to recovery; repair transport

restrained; redirect spending to infrastructure; restrain extemal debt.
priority areas; repair transport infra-

structure; medium term financial Slow progress: reduce public sector employment;
strategy; restrain external debt. strengthen budgetary planning.

Public enterprises Achieved: limit borrowing; Achieved: limit borrowing.
performance review.
No progress: restructuring to increase No progress: restructuring to increase productjvity.
productixdty.

Money and financial Little/ slow progress: positive real Achieved: positive real interest rate;
sector interest late. start offinancial sector reforms.

No progress: limit money/ credit
expansion.

Industrial policy Achieved: improved forex allocation Achieved: improved investment incentives; reduced
through OGL; capital allocatjons controls of private sector.
for rehabilitation.
Slow progress: improve efliciency Slow progress: improve elliciency
and capacity utilisation. and capacity utilisation.
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Contd. Table 2.3 Summary of reforms under ERP and ESAP

ERP, 1986-1988 ESAP, 1989-1991

Energy policy Slow progress: increase eificiencv ofpower generation.

Aqriculture Little progress: improve efficiency Achieved: restructure markering boards;

of markering boards. liberalise access to mputs.

Not achieved: increase producer
prices of export crops to 60-70%

export price or real increase 5 per
cent a year.

Other Achieved: eliminated/ relaxecl 388 Achieved: decontrol dornestic prices and distribution.

out of 400 price controls; liberalised Slow progress: improve social service delivery;

domestic distribution. establish emironmentaJ priorities

Source: Basu and Morrissey (l993: Tables 4 and 5).
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reforms, it is
clearly something that donors believe in. Two trends were notably in the

I9805. First, the drift of
the bilaterals to fall in behind the rnultjlatemls in adopting

policy condilionality. Second, the change in the nature ofaid to fomls deemed more
appropriate to support adjustment. These trends are described in more detail in Paris
2.4 and 2.5.

2.4 Swedish and orwegia Aid
F
rom Independence the Tanzanian governmentadopted a policy of not com promis-

ing on points ofprinciple in order to obtain aid. The first clash occasioned bythis stance
came on account ofGermany's Hallstein Doctrine - that is the policy of denyin g aid to
any countw maintaining diplomatic relations with East Germany. Zanzibar had
accorded East Germany diplomatic status prior to Union in 1984 and rather than

Figure 2.3 Real Swedish and Norwegian Aid
(Gross ODA, Constant I987 USS millions)

1987 USS ml I 1 Ions
180

'ISIJ

140

1 2 Cl

'10 0

Bd

6 0

4 Ci

20

jJ

1 986 198 8 195 0

Nor' way Swe-de n

Source: DAC (various) and World Tables

Table 2.4 Swedish and Norwegian aid to Tanzania

Tanzania's share Donor's share
of donors ODA of Tanzania'soDA
Norway Sweden Norway Sweden

I976-78 6.0
I979-82 15.2 I2.6 6.6 I I.4

I8.3

I983-86 l5.l I3.3 8.9 I l.l
I981-90 13.0 9.1 7.7 10.2

Source: OECD Geogrciphicul Distribution ofFinunciul Flows tu Developing Counrries (various years)
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comply with Germany's request that this status be withdrawn the Tanzanian govern
-

ment asked Gennany to terminate its aid programme. Aid was not resumed until the

late 19605, when Germany began to be more flexible vvith regard to application of the

Doctrine.
The second clashwas the breaking of diplomatic relationswith Britain in December

1965 over the Rhodesian question. The British also attempted to retaliate against the
Nationalisation of Buildings Act by blocking a 1972 World Bank loan. The UK aid

programme was resumed in 1974.
The difliculties with major donors, combinedwith the read rule assumedbyNyerere

following the Arusha Declaration in advocating African Socialism, led to a doser

relationship with donors whose aid programmes were fett to be relatively free of

political considerations and whose stronger social democratic tradition made them
sympathetic to Tanzania's chosen development strategy. Hence aid from the Scandi

-

navian countries, and also the Netherlands and Canada, came to play a more important

part than in many other developing countries.
Official Swedish assistance to Tanzania began in 1963 - like most aid at this time it

was concentrated in infrastructural development. By 1970 Tanzania was rece1v1ng

about 13 per cent of Swedish aid: since then Tanzania has always been, in absolute

terms, amongst the top three recipients of Swedish aid (DAC Report., 1991: 224).

Despite the rapid increase in the total Swedish aid programme in the years
1972-75

Tanzania's share was maintained at about this level, so that the real value of aid to

Tanzania grew by over one third at this time. At the time of this growth in aid assistance

to the industrial sector - especially small scale industry - grew rapidly. Figure 2.3 shows

Swedish aid (in dollars and deflated by Tanzania's MPI) since 1976.

Swedish aid fell away in the early 19805 and Swedenjoined other (lonors in their

disillusionment with Tanzania. Equallv clearly, Sweden has participated in the subse
-

quent aid boom, even so Tanzania's share of Swedish aid remains below the levels

reached in the 19705 (Table 2.4).

Tanzaniahas taken an even larger share ofNotway's aid than ithas ofsweden's:over

15 per cent ofNorway's gross ODAflows went to Tanzania in the first halfof the 19805.

Though this share fell somewhat in the second part of the decade Tanzania remains
the single largest recipient of Norwegian aid. Figure 2.3 also shows that Norway

maintained its support during the "difficult period" in which most donors abandoned

Tanzania.
Table 2.4 also shows the aid sharesfrom the other way round - thatis the importance

ofSweden and N01wayfrom the Tanzanian perspective. From thispointofview Sweden

emerges as the more important of the two.
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2.5 Import Spport ad Other Programme Aid
In Zaire in 1960 there were 88,000 miles of motorable road; in 1985 there were only
12,000 miles (Davidson, 1992) . The World Bank's 1989Report, Sub-sa/uzrana ricu.-From
Crisis to Sustainable Gmwth, listed ten countries - Tanzania amongst them - which had
sufferedfrom "de-industrialisation" duringthe 19705 and had capacity utilisation rates
ofas low as

30per cent. Mbelle and Sterner (19916) show that the elasticity of industrial
outputwith respect to foreign exchange in Tanzania is much higher than thatfor either
labour or capital.

Such data provide the rationale for import support. Foreign exchange shortages
meant that the existing capital stock was notbeing maintained. Project aid would only
provide more capital, increasing the requirement for imported supplies and spares -

when these items could not anyhow be afforded for existjng plant. Import support
would therefore be available to enhance the rehabilitatjon and utilisation of existing
investments (through the importatjon of intermediates or to replace capital compo
nenls).

A theoretical expositjon of this argument has recently been made by Doriye and
Wuyts (1993), who demonstrate how the output of an economv such as Tanzania is
indeed constrajned by a shortage of intermediate and consumer goods, rather than ajack of investment. Their model has an important corolla1y - as long as structural
parameters are unchanged then import support must assume a growing rule in the
overall aid programme. By contrast, donors assume import support to be a temporary
measure. It can only be temporary if the aid is accompanied by a process ofstructural
change, so that the economy either produces its own mtermediate and consumer
goods (import substitution) or earns the foreign exchange with which to purchase
them from its own production.

We mention the above point here as it is a common theme in our report - an

economy can only move away from requiring foreign capital to sustain its growth if it
undergoes structural change. Only under certain conditionst will an economy's
reliance on foreign exchange to maintajn growth (that is, the trade and savings gap
close) diminish over time. If

these conditions are not metwe describe the economy as
aid dependent - that is aid will be required indefinitely to sustajn growth. A related and
importantissue is whether the aid assists the economy move outof aiddependence. We
retum to this theme in Chapters 3 and 6.

1lvhen import support was first adopted in the late 19705 it took Lhe form labelled
as Commodity Import Support (CIS) or "administrative allocatjon". Donors, with
vaxyingdegrees of consultation with the Tanzanian Government, selected sectors and/
orlirms to benefitfrom theirimportsupport. Some donors allowed much of the money
to be administered largelyby the Treasury (over 40 per cent ofSweden's CISIn the late
19805 was so-called "free quota").

7)
These conditions are contained in the background paper "Aid Depcndence in TanzéuliaII ol. this report.
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The major concern that arose about CIS was that it was being used not to foster
industrial restructuring, as of course it was intended to, but to preserve the existing,
heavily protected, sector. This concern arose on account of the combined analysis of

the recipients of the funds and the costs of those funds to the recipient.
A large proportion of ClS funds were allocated to the parastatal sector. Analysis we

have canied out of Swedish CIS for the period 1988/ 89 to 1991/ 92 (by when donors
were well aware of the problem) shows that three quarters ofthe fnnds were allocated
to parastatals (Table 2.5). That this allocation need notbe so is shown by the allocation
of funds under the new Open General Licence (OGL) system (described below), for
which the situation has been practically reversed. The USAID import support pro-

gramme for roads has achieved an even higher share to the private sector.

Table 2.5 Allocation of Import Support

Swedish CIS OGL Norwegian OGL USAID CIS
( I 988-92) (l991 -92) (l990-91) (l991 -93)

Govemment 2. I 3.4 6.1 I6.5'
Parastatal 74.0 28.9 43.7
Private 23.9 67.7 50.I 83.5

I ) Note: lncludes pclmstatcrl

Source: calculated from reports frsom Tanna Somiya to SIDA DCO, Dar-es-salaam. Bank of Tanzania dam. NORAD
OGL database and USAID Of'Sce; Dar-es-salaam.

The inefficiencies apparently intrinsic to much of the paraslatal sector were well
documented and so scarce foreign exchange was unlikelytobe beingwell used. lndeed,

a 1987 World Bank report on the industrial sector described the allocation system as

useless" and suggested that a random allocation would have been more etlicient. A

study of the textile sector over the period 1976- 84 concluded that: considerable
reductions in cest could be realised if foreign currency were allocated according to
effciency criteria" (Mbelle and Sterner, 1991a: 37).

The second cause for complaint was that, not only were ineflicientfirms receiving
the scarce forex, butthat theywere receivingitat subsidised rates. The subsidy operated

through two channels. The import support aid was a gift to the government, not the
importer who had to pay the local currency equivalent to the Treasu1y (cash cover or
counterpart funds). The amount owing was calculated at the oHicial late - in the early
19805 the official rate was loss than TShlO/ $ whereas the parallel marketrate stood at
over TSh30/ $ (Egures are 1980-88 averages). The importer had to pay only one third

of whatthe importbillwould have been had the firm had to resortto the parallel market
(as many in the private sector did).

But in fact the exchange late was largelyirrelevant, since the second componentof
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the subsidywas thatmany importers did not paytheir cash cover. In some cases-notably
the TanzaniaFertilizer Corporation - the governmentclearlychose (ZIS as its prefbrred
means of subsidy to a chronicallyloss-making enterprise. The collection ofcash cover

by the Treasury remains a matter of dispute between the Tanzanian Govemment and
donors to this day.

The donor response to the problems identilied in ClS was to propose instead the
market-based" OGL. OGL was planned to be available to importers on a "first come,

first save"basis. The money would no longer be allocated byTreasurybut administered
by the Bank of Tanzania (BOT) and the commercial banks. BOT would issue import
licences and, once the importer had obtained 21 letter ofcredit (LC) from his or her
commercial bank, auth01ise the transfer of fbrex. The commercial bank would be

responsible for paying cash cover to the BOT, who would then pay il to the Treasury.
Under the OGL the forex is in effect allocated to those importers that can obtain

LCS from the commercial banks - this fäct is clearer still under the change of
proceduresin early1993 wherebythe importer applies to the commercialbankfor both
the import licence and the LC. The control of the banks over allocation has been

increased further still by the abolition ofimport licences for all goods except those on
the neqative list.

Importers complained that the banks do not adhere to the '"first come, first sen/e

principle, though the banks deny this charge. Itis diflicult to obtain directdata on this
question. It is well known that historically the Tanzanian banking system was better

Table 2.6 Source of Funds to the OGL

Donor Multisector Industrial Agricultural Financial Sector
Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Adjustment Adjustment

& Trade Programme Commitments Disbursements
(I988) (l989) (l990) ( I 99 I )

World Bank 147.40 182.14 2 12.00 200.00 I I l.lb
Sweden 7.00 50.00 10.00 10.00
Norway 3.00 74.73
Switzerland 9.20 14.00 6.79 0.00
UK 15.20 13.00 23.00 36.00 18.00
Germany 17.30 6.00
Netherlands 23.00 10.60 32.6 I

ltaly 50.00
Saudi Arabia 4.00
Finland I0.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
ADB 25.00 18.00 30.00

Total 3 I l. lo 242.74 398.34 287.79 144.18

Source: Bank of Tanzania
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regarded as an extension of government and that many loans were a matter of

government directive. Financial sector reslructu1ing, currently underway, is meant to

eliminate such interventions. A new concern, to which we return in Chapter 3, is that

the allocation of creditwill be to short-term profil making actiyities, rather than more

developmental undertakings.
When it first started OGL began with a "positive list" of the item eligible for

importation under the scheme. Over time the list grew, so that itwas eventuallyreplaced

with a negative list". Under pressure from the WorldBank and the IMF, butwith some

apparent reluctance on the part of government, the list has been shortened on a

number of occasions.

Since the unification of the exchange rate in August the OGL as practised to date

is not sustainable. What form it should take is still being discussed, and we make a

contribution to this discussion in Part 2.6.

As shown in Table 2.6, many donors responded to the call to support the OGL and
have given funds linked to successive sectoral achustment programmets. Some donors

have paid funds directly into the OGL, but for the last two programmes Sweden has
adopted "parallel financing". We turn now to a more detailed presentation of Swedish

import support.

Swedish Importsupport
Like other countries, Tanzania receives a country allocation every year, which is

distributed amongst the agreed activities for Swedish aid. As we shall see, import

support has had a growing share of the country allocation. Added to this aid is usually

a carry over from previously unutilisedfunds and then a number of items outside of the

country allocation (emergency support, regional projects, lunds directed through
NC-OS etc.). Balance of Payments support is one such extraordinary item - which

includes both import support and debt relief, the second of which we discuss below.

Import support to Tanzania from Sweden was begun in 1978/ 79, and - as showm

in Table 2.7 - has since that time grown in importance. Until 1990/91, all import

supportwas commodity importsupport (CIS) .Since thatyear an increasingproportion
has gone into the Open General Licence (OGL), and it is intended that all import

support funds should go through this window from 1992/93.

As shown in Table 2.8 Sweden, like other donors, exercised varying degrees of

control over the use ofthe CISfunds. Overthe period 1988/ 89-1991/ 925EK36 million

were allocated (4 per cent of total allocations) to the Small Indust1ies Development
Organisation (SIDO). These funds were passed on to various enterprises in the SIDO

estates at Arusha, Moshi, Mbeya, Iringa and Musoma, the allocation being made by

SlDO. Other import support money was prtject-related. And in 1990/91 some funds

were targetted to the Foresnv andTelecommunications sectors. The remaining funds
(42 per cent of total allocations) are "free quota", some of which are earmarked fot

Zanzibar. Free quota funds are allocated by the Treasuxy, with the list being approved
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Table 2.7 Swedish Aid to Tanzania (l978179-94195, SEK million)

ALLOCATIONS DISBURSEMENTS
Total CIS OGL Total CIS OGL

1978/79 , 0,01 : ..3 116,0 70,0 00
I979/80 0.0 3 16,0 82,0
I 980/8 I 0.0 304,0 67,0

0,0

0,0
l 98 1/82 0,0 466,0 l 6 I ,0 0.0
I982/83 0,0 4I0,0 153,0
I983I84 0,0 489,0 l 56,0

0,0

0,0
I984/85 0,0 479.0 I 66,0 0.0
I985I86 0.0 420.0 23 1,0 0.0
I986/87 0.0 49 I ,0 I 96,0 0,0
I987/88 0.0 44 I ,2 175,6 0.0
I 988/89 668,0 0,0 686,8 I83.5 0.0
I 989/90 6 17,0 2 12.3 0,0 890,4 I 06,9
l 990/9 I 622.0 I 05,9

0,0
123.0 740.0 99.4 I I I,4

I99 I/92 668,0 25.0 235.0 20.6 202.6
I 992/93 6 14,0 0,0 185.0 - -
I 993/94 582.0 0,0 200,0
I 994/95 526,0 0.0 200,0

Notes: Allocotion is country ollocotion plus bdlonce cnrried oveL lt excludes ddditionol items. which
ute moinly BOP (decided annuoily), regional funds ond monies through NGOS.

Source= Skarstein et al. (l988); Tanna Somaiya (variou&); SIDA "Halvårsrapport Tanzania" (various); SIDA DCO.
DSA; Bhaduri et al. (I993).

by SIDA.

Under the OGL system adoptedbysiDA, having received an allocation an importer
must establish a letter of creditlTom his or her domestic commercial bankin favour of
the supplier which lodged at Nordbanken. N ordbanken must approve the LC and
will then pay the supplier. Nordbanken only draws the money down from the Swedish
Central Bank at the time the disbursement is to be made - unutilised funds do not "sit
in an OGL account. The Swedish system differs on this point, to that ofother donors.

Thejoint Evaluation Missions (]EMS) under the SPA (regular meetings of govern-

mentand donor officials who monitor OGL) have recommended that donors should
pass their records of OGL transactions to government. Such a record can only be
generated by the commercial bank administe1ing the lunds. Den norske Bank does
maintain a database which is regularly communicated to the NORAD oflice in Dar-es-
Salaam. It is therefore possible to identi~' the beneliciaries ofNorwegian OGL funds
which is not possible for other donors, who have not complied with the SPA'S

recommendation. The Norwegian data are used below to give a more detailed analysis
of the use of OGL funds.

On the other hand, SIDA have employed a local accountjng company, Tanna
Somiya, to monitor cash cover collection. Tanna Somiya have produced annual reports
since 1988/ 89 ( from whichTable 2.815 procluced).As mentioned above, the Treasuiy's
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Table 2.8 SIDA Import Support (I988189-9 II92, Current SEK 005)

YEAR ALLOCATlON

~

LlCs DISBURSED CASH COVER ARREARS

ESTABLISHED COLLECTED (% Dls.)

l. Open General Licence

l.I 1990/91 23,000 23,000 22,868 23,482 -3%

1.2 I990/9 I I 00,000 89,558 88,642 0 100%

1.3 I99I/92 235,000 259,3 I I 202,569 50,53 I 75%

2. SIDO

2.1 I988/89 10.000 8,108 7,165 1,995 72%

2.2 I 989/90 I 1,000 5,210 2,838 2.867 - l%
2.3 I990/91 10,000 6.272 5.771 1,376 76%

2.4 I99I/92 5,000 4.686 3.569 1,328 63%

3. Free quota (Zanzibar)

3. l I 988/89 5,000 1,528 457 0

3.2 I 990/9 I 10,000 9.108 8,655 9.400 -9%

3.3 I99I/92 10,000 10.53 I 9.953 9.825 l%

4. Free quota (Treasury)

4.1 I988/89 107,500 101.221 NA 62,678
4.2 I 989/90 205,650 I 33,074 I 04,084 55,290 18%

4.3 I990/91 5,942 1,605 4.263 1,535 64%

4.4 I990/91 44,000 43,756 43,722 7,862 82%

5. Industry Prdject Related

5.1 I988/89 89,800 0 NA 35.943 NA
5.2 l 990/9 I 20,000 18,899 18,612 9.461 28%

5.3 1991/92 10,000 8.054 7,128 2,270 12%

6. Forestry

6.1 1990/91 1,000 l,l l I l,l I l 0 10%

7. Telecornmunlcations

7.1 I990/91 15,000 17,188 I7, I88 I4.594 15%

8. Total

8.l.l I988/89 I22,500 ll0,857 85.370 64.672 24%

8.1.2 I988/89 89,800 0 NA 35.943 NA
8.2 I989/90 2 16,650 l 38,283 106,922 58.157 18%

8.3 I990/9 I 228,942 2 I 0,497 2 I0,832 67,710 65%

8.4 I99 1/92 260,000 282,583 223,2 I 9 63,954 70%

Notes: see next page.
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Notes for Table 2.8:

l.l Supplementary ollocotion from undisbursed I 989/90 CIS.

4.2 Arreors ollow for SEK 30 million woiver to TFC
4.3 Supplementory ollocotion. Some of "orreors" covered by over

poyments ofcash cover in previous years.
5.2 SEK 3,922,489 not due.

5.3 SEK 4 million waiver.

6.2 No disbursement although orders ploced - butpayment
schedule ogreed with Treosury. SEK I million not due.

8. I.2 is project reloted, not included in total CIS ollocotion by TS.

8.2 Arrears ollow for SEK 30 million woiver to TFC
8.3 Cash cover does not include OGL for which data unovoiloble.
8.4 lndudes woiver for Industry of SEK 4 million.

Sources: compiled from reports prepclredfor SIDA by Tanna Somaiya & Co, Ddr-es-$alaomtable 2. l 0 Main recipients of
Norwegian OGL

failure to collect cash cover was one factor behind the switch from (ZIS to OGL. In fact,
the arrears appear greater on OGL - but this does not accordwith the overall evidence
( presented in chapter 4, which suggests that cash cover collection is superior under
OGL). ClS arrears are highestfor SIDO and the Treasury's free quota and lowest. for
the allocation to Zanzibar.

Debtreliq'
Import support is the most important fonn of programme aid received by Tanzania,
but there are other forms, of which (lebt relief has been quite signihcant. In 1986

Sweden created a fond fbi BOP support for debt destressed countries, this fond now
being closely linked to the Special Programme of Assistance to Africa (SPA). The

moneyis allocated on an annual basis in support ofadjustment programmes approved
by the World Bank and IMF. Tanzania has been a recipient of such funds, including
debt relief on officiallyguaranteed debts from Sweden and repayment ofworld Bank
loans. In view of the importance ofdebt relief, we devote some space to discussing its
rationale and elfects.

We shouldfirstdistinguishbetween relief of debt heldbythe donor in question and
relief of other debt. Much officialdebtwas incurred at a time when aid was given on loss

concessional terms than it is today (nearly all bilateral aid to su = Saharan Africa is now
giants). Debt relief on past official loans is belated recognition of the fact that the aid
should have been a grant in the first place - this form of debt relief is indeed called
retroactive terms adjustment (RTA). If this is the rationale then the practice ofshowing
the figures in the current aid budget is misleading - what is being done is in fact to
increase the grant element of historical aid flows*{. By the same logic, if debt reliefis
given against a previously non-concessional flow then the value of past aid is being
increased.

8) Debt relief, but not rescheduling, appears ju the donor's aid to the recipient.
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The argument that debt relief is not current aid does not apply if the relief is given

against another donor's debt - as Sweden has done for the World Bank. The World

Bank discontinues all operations with countries which fall into arrears on IDA and

IBRD loans. To repay this debt (and that to the IMF) is therefore the first call on a

country's foreign exchange - not only to preserve access to Bank/ Fond monies, but

since many donors make continued support conditional on Bank/ Fond approval.
The policy ofsome donors - inclucling Sweden - to pay back Bank/Fond debt is of

undoubted importance to the recipient. But there is a growingleelingin some quarters

that the Bank should explicitly recognise its partial responsibility for the failure of

programmes it designed andfnnded in the past by not collecting all the monies owing
from the funding of those programmes. Such pressures are reduced - and the issue,

which we believe to be a serious one, moved down the agenda - if other donors are

willing to pay the Bank its money.

Debt relief may also be given on debt to the private sector. Many people find this
olfensive - thinking that the banks shouldpay the costs of their excessive lending in the

past (e.g. Li, 1992). But this moralposition does not reflectthe political realities of debt

relief. Although, since the Brady plan, banks are at last undertaking debt reduction
rescheduling operations (prexious reschedulings frequentlyincreased the net present
value of future repaymentobligations) the fact is that many countries will continue to

require relief from donors to assist with the burden of private debt.

The macroeconomic effects of debt relief vary. In the case of an excessive debt

burden which the debtor had no intention ofrepaying then there is no impact on the

beneficia1y at. all. In other cases the debt reduction can have both beneficial and

harmful effects. The beneficial effects are that (i) if the recipientwouldhave otherwise

paid the debt itself the debt relief is equivalent to a gift of untied forex; and (ii) the
reduction in the debt overhang may stimulate investment. One the negative side: (i)
the reduction in outstanding debt may actually increase the amount the recipient is

expected to pay (the debt Laffer curve); and (ii) there may have been no intention to

pay so much of the debt so if the relief is deducted from aid that would have othenrvise

have been received forex availability is reduced.

Swedish delat relief has notbeen part ofthe countryprogramme - so this last point

cannot apply directly. But there may still be a less direct effect as the size of country

programmes diminishes as more funds are allocated to regional activitjes. In future,
however, debt reliefis to be includedin the countryprogramme, so that increaseddebt

relief will detract from other activities. We can also say that it is unlikely that Tanzania

would pay its debt in the absence of the relief, so the relief is not providing additional

forex. The exception is undertaking repaymenrs to the Bankwhich, as indicated above,

are necessary to secure continued inflows.
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NoruJ~kzn OGL

As already mentioned, the NORAD OGL database allows a more detailed desctiption
of what the money is actually used for. We present an ovewiew of this analysis here
which we draw upon in subsequentchapters. Mbelle and Karamagi used that database
to classifyimports as intermediate, capital and consumer. They also identified the SIC
code of the importer and the SITC code of the goods (both at the two digit level). The
allocation of these (share byvalue ofgoods imported) were reportedin the Mbelle and
Karamagi report. Butwe have found it useful to take the analysis more in depth to build
a more concrete picture of the use of OGL funds.

Based on (i) an analysis of the list of items imported; and (ii) judgements as to
categories ofgood itwould be useful to separate, we devised a system to place all imports
in 16 categories. These are shown in Table 2.9, along with the share (calculated as
Tshilling value of imports as per cent of Tshilling value ofwhole programme) in the
programme.

Table 2.9 Use of Norwegian OGL by type ofgood

Type of good Share
(% value)

Agricultural implements and paris 5.5
Other agricultural goods l.l
Food and agricultural processing 7.5
lnputs for manufacture of soft drinks 2.7
Bikes and paris thereof I0.7
Soaps and inputs for soap production 5.7
Radios, cassetEes. batteries and partis 2.6
Medicines 8.2
Vehicles and paris thereof 13.5
Other engines and paris thereof 4.1
Computers and accessories 0.8
Office equipment and educational supplies 2.7
Construction materials 3.8
Electrical machinery, goods and components 7.5
Other industrial intermediate goods I9.3
Other goods nes 4.4

Total 100.0

Source: NORAD OGL database. provided by Dr. Mbelle

The first two categories are items goingdirectlyto the agricultural sector - ofwllich
agricultural implements (including tractors) are the largestpart. The third covers cash
crop industries and food processing. The former have mostly resorted to import
support for machinery and parts, and these may also be seen as important to
agricultural revival. Food processingis most likelynot so wholly reliant on local inputs.
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Hence the share of total Norwegian OGL directly beneiitting agriculture is probably

a little over 10 per cent (which is consistentwith the figure given by BOT for OGL as

a whole - see Chapter 5).
Next come items that may fall under the broad category of incentive goods: soft

drinks,bikes, soap, radios and medicines. Together these categories accountfor aquite
considerable share of the programme (29.9 per cent). In the case of soap and soft

drinks (and, to a lesser extent, radios) the imports are mostly for the manufacture of

these items, so that the OGL funds have the doubly beneficial effect of stimulating

domestic production of incentive goods. land for each of these, the share may be

underestimatecl, since some inputs may be purchased from intermedia1ies, and so

could not be identified by the industry of end-use).

Improved supply of medicines is also, of course, important for the welfare of the

population, especially given the poor state of the government distribution system.

(Most, though not all, the pharmaceutical imports are by private enterprises). Unlike
health. education needs seern to be left out from OGL - the few textbooks that have

been imported are included under office supplies. Most of the goods in this category

appear however to be for office, not school, use.

Transportgoods - vehicles and paris - also have a subslantial share. Both these and

bicycles can play an important part in the facilitating the marketing of agiicultural
produce, though the extent to which this has been the case is undocumented. Again,

the overall share of transport is broadly consistent with the BOT'S fignres.

Much of the talk aboutimport support suggests it is intended for machinery, spare

paris and other intermediates (mostly chemicals) - and our analysis shows that a large

part of the OGL is indeed used to linance such imports. lncluding engines in this

category gives a figure of around a third.

In summary, about a third each goes to each of the manufacture of incentive goods

and to support other industrialproduction. The remaining third sp1its roughly equally

between agriculture, transport and miscellaneous itemsi'.
We can go still deeper in our analysis by considering the data presented in Table

2.10, which lists all importerswho have received eightor more allocations of Norwegian

OGL funds. Between them, the twenty-nine finns account for just under a third of the

total Norwegian programme. The distribution by public/ private and by type of good

is similar to that observed for the programme as a whole. I'Vhat is interesting here is to

focus on the activities of the tradingfimls. These films have strong orientation towards

bikes and bike parts. Second to this they import a range of intermediate goods land

some other items such as hurricane lamps). Both these trading companies, and many

of the other enterprises, are basedin Dar es Salaam. Butsome of them (e.g. Matsuishita,

General Tyre, TOTAL andNational Pharmaceutical) have their own Outlets across the

9) A list provided bv the EC shows that the goods imported under their OGL-like import support scheme
(GIF) have a broadly similar composition (with perhaps a slightiy stronger oricntation towards

intermediate goods).
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COMPANY OWNERSHlP ALLOCATlON ITEHS lHPORTED
No. Share

(% value)

A rotech Private 9 0.3 Tools; miscellaneous intermediate oods
Bobb Soa Private 9 0.9 In uts for soa manufacture
El s Ltd Private 9 0.2 Medicines
Fazal Karmali Sons

E E
Private I8 I.3 Yeast; miscellaneous s are arts

Fidahussien & Co.
E

Private I 3 0.6 Bikes and arts thereof' miscellaneous items
General T re Public 55
Gu ta Tradin Private 8 0.2

2.8 T res' in uts for re manufacture
Bikes and arts thereof; en ine arts; tools

Heko Pharmac Private 8 0.2 Medicines
International Su liers Private 9 0.7 Miscellaneous intermediate oods
Inter Pharmac Services Private I2 0.3 Medicines
e'e lndustries Private 26 I.6 Bikes and arts thereof; misc. intermediate oods
Ka era Su r Ltd Public 8 0.8 Machine and arts
Kibo Match Com an Public I7 0.6 Intermediate in uts for match roduction
Lake Sea Ltd Private 8 I.I In uts for soa manufacture
Lonhro-Tanz Holdin s Private 8 0.6 Tractors
Machole Traders Private I I 0.4 Bikes; miscellaneous intermediate goods
Matsushita Electrical Co. Private

E
I I 2 7 Radios cassettes batteries and com onents

National Pharmaceutical Co Public I8 I.4 Medicines
Shell s Ltd Private l l

Simba Plastics Private I4
I .0

I.4
Pharmaceutical materials - misc intermediate oods
Intermediate goods

Seth lm ex Ltd Private 8
Steelcast Private I3 0.8

0.3 Bikes and arts thereof- misc intermediate oods
Construction and other materials

Sunderi'i Na'i Ltd Private 8 0 6
Tanzania Ci rette Co Public 8 0.8

Bikes and arts thereof' misc intermediate oods
Machine s ares

TANESCO Public I7 I .3 Machinerx and sEaresTanz. and Italian Petrol Ref. Public [! E
I7 I 3 Machine and s ares

Technical Tradin
TOTAL Tanzania Ltd

Private I 3

Private
9 E E B

8 0.4

l.I Miscellaneous intermediate oods
E ui ment and arts for etrol distribution

Zanzibar Millin Private 8 4 3 Machine and arts

Sourcet NORAD OGL database. provided by Dr.Mbelle.
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country. The other trading Hrms are not national concems, but act as wholesalers so

that their goods mav reach other areas.

In fact, the donors supporting OGL have not (aside from the issue of the negative

list) been too concerned over the use of funds. The focus has been far more on the

procedures by which the system has been administered.

2.6 Modalities of Import Support: An Assessmet

In our interim report we discussed in some (letail problems in the implementation of

the OGL. Most of these issues have become redund;mtsince abandonmentof the OGL

in August 1998. lt is, however, still perlinent to assess import support to Tanzania
against international guiclelines for such ai(l.

SpAworkinggroups have developed guidelines to improve the effectiveness of the

use of both import support and counterpart funds. In this section we outline these

guidelines, and compare the performance of the different import support schemes
operatingin Tanzania against these standards. In this review we raise those issues from
our earlier analvsis that are still of relevance.

The Guidelines for import support (adopted bydonors at the SPA meeting ofApril

Table 2.1 I Comparison of Import Support Programmes with SPA Guidelines

OGL Sweden US Netherlands EC

Enterprice efjiciency
Policy conditionality NI *1 */ *1 X

Foreign exchange market
Marker-based allocation *1 xi X X xI

Unified ratelcommon
procedures across windows x X X X X

Common negative list NI Kl X X *1

Apply blacklist xI Kl il xi Kl

Procurement ond pcyment
Standardised procurement Kl X X X *1

Standardised audit *1 NI X X NI

Untied Kl Kl Är il X

Counterport funds
Standardised procedures *1 NI X X Ni

Allocated within
context of
government budget X X X X Kl

No earmarking NI NI X X X
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1992) identified four important areas for import support programmes: (i) enterprise
elliciency; (ii) foreign exchange market efficiency; (iii) procurement and payment
practjces; and (iv) transparency and accountability. We look at each of these in turn,
laying out the recommendations of the guidelines and discussing the practice of the
various donors (summarised in Table 2.11){{).

Enterprise qjiakmy
To ensure that import support is used efficiently it should be used in an environment
in which firms can compete according to the criterion ofeconomic efliciency. It is not
recommended that sectors or films be precluded on the grounds of inefliciency, but
rather thatprogrammes should be in the context ofagreed reforms (e.g. elimination
of market distortions and subsidies to parastatals) that will ensure eliiciency.

In Tanzania, OGL Binds land so, therefore, moneyfrom the World Bank, Norway,
UKand other donorsputting moneythrough this channel) have been linked to various
sectoral adjustment credit5, and so satisfythe en terprise efl-iciency condition. Although
Sweden has put its finance parallel to the OGL, with a separate agreement with the
government, the conditionalityhasbeen ofthe same type (linkedto meeting the targets

laid out in the Policy Framework Paper). The USAID import support programme,
whilst very different from the OGL in most respects, is linked to policy conditionality
- for example, the first tranche of the private sector import support programme is

conditional upon the BOT restrictjng itself to the functions ofa central bank, and the
commercial banking sector being allowed to operate in a genuinely commercial way.

Foreign erdmnge market qjiabmy
Elficiency in the forex market has two essential features: (i) a "realistic", preferably
unified, market rate; and (ii) procedures for processing applicatjons should be

transparent, not undulybureaucratic and uniform. The period since the introduction
of OGL has seen a narrowing of the premium between the official and bureaus and
parallel rates. Moreover, the allocation system is market-based, and intended to be

open to all importers. Therefore donors supporting the OC-L - butnot those retaining
some form of CIS (Netherlands and US) - satisfyin part the forex market guidelines.

The guidelines are not satisfied to the extentthatthe OGL system still allows (in fact
creates) a degree of market segmentation. Goods on the negative list and services may

not be imported with OGL funds, whereas they can with ovm funds or through the
bureaux - this fact drives a potential wedge between the official (OGL) and bureaux
rates. (Althoughitis the case,at least, thatdonors supportjngthe OGL adopta common
negative list, as suggested by the guidelines - but again this is not so for donors using
CIS). With the new system this segmentation will not exist so long as the demand for
eligible imports exceeds the value of importsupport fhnds. Also the problem would not
exist if the negative list were to be abolished.

10) Thejapanese programme is not shown as we do not have adequate information. The programme is,
however, of the CIS type and most probably satjsfies fbw if any of the guidelines.
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Table 2. l2 Négative List lmports, I990.

ltems Value Share
(TShs) (%)

Fruit, vegetables and planfs 76 028 809 0.3

Food industry residues 65 445 644 0.2

Asbestos and fabricated asbestos 65 247 836 0.2

Ores, slags and ash 43 928 695 0.2

Wood tar and oil 58 I64 660 0.2

Worn clothing and textiles I 020 331 267 3.8

Coal lignite, peat, coke etc. 405 854 893 1.5

Crude oil petroleum I6 235 296 834 60.6

Explosives 330 9I3 4I5 1.2

Unused postage stamps, cards etc. 9I0 339 089 3.4

Guns, amiored vehicles etc. I40 IBI 305 0.5

Alcoholic beverages 3 I8 3l I 398 1.2

Perfumes and cosmetic oils 88 450 566 0.3

Luxury vehicles 6 480 308 777 24.2

Bears 447 709 381 1.7

Cameras 70 4I5 180 0.3

Other items Is 142 208 0.1

Total 26 772 069 957 100.0

Source: Bureau of Statistlcs

Table 2.12 shows the items on the current negatjve list and the value of these goods

importedin 1990, aswell as their share in total negatjve list imports.petroleum accounts

for 60 per cent of negative list imports. It is a matter of policy if petroleum imports

shouldcontinue to be controlled - butsuch apolicy couldbe controlledbymeans other

than the negative list. Nearly another 25 per cent is accounted for by luxury vehicles,

which includes four wheel drive vehicles with a canying capacity of less than nine

persons; another 1.7 per centis contributed byboats. We are not sure that any vehicles

should appear on the negative list. What is left after taking away these items is, anyhow,

less than 15 per centofncgative list imports. Since suchimports are less than lspercent
of total imports, the excluded items are around 2 per cent of total imports.

The negligible importance ofthese imports, combinedwith the factthat newsystem

has no safegnards againstfungibility and so economic analysis would suggestthat some

of the import support must be actuallyfinancing some negative list items, suggest that
abandonment of the negative list is desimhle. The bureaucracy required to administer

the list will, impose greater costs than any conceivable costs. Discouragement of the

consumption of certajn luxuryitems can be ensuredbyadifferentjal sales Lax. However,

we realise that this issue is a contentious one. Our proposed reform of import support,

given in Chapter 5, avoids the problem of the negative list altogether.

One area of agreement amongst all the donors has been on the blacklist, which

excludes any importer in default for cash cover payments from having access to new
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funds. We recommended before that a certain leniency be considered for some
importers and do not change that recommendation here. Indeed, it is difficult to see

how the blacklistitselfcan operate under the new system (though ofcourse companies
in arrears may be pursued through legal channels).

Procurement (md payment pmctices

In countries in which there is fnnctjoning forex market donors should not link their
funds to specilic imports but account for these funds ex post against (locumentation
provided by commercial banks and/ or customs. Donors should also agree standard-

ised procedures regarding requirements for jim) ormas and lCB. Finally, additional
monitoring should be provided through a functioningpre-shipment inspection (PSI)
system and a service proxided to importers to permit access to lowest-cost sources of
goods.

Tanzania is moving towards a fully market-based allocation of forex. At the same
time the World Bank's suggested new system proposes ex post linking as suggested by
the guidelines - though the proposal is yet to be agreed by other donors. Donors
supporting()GL and also the EC have adopted common procedures for procurement
-wit.h the exception thatEc import support is tied to the purchase of EGACP goods,
whereas OGL funds are not procurement tied.

Tanzania's PSI system has recently been ew1luated by an SPA mission, though the
results are no yet avajlable. Proposals for a service to importers, operating through the
Chamber of Commerce, have so far come to nothing.

Tm1r.~arency (md aocmmtubility

The guidelines state t.hat independentauditing ofthe forex provided and counterpart
funds collected are an i1nportant part of a good import support program1ne. Donors
should facilitate the practice by adopling common accounting procedures - it is also

recommended that the World Bank take the lead in monitoring audit compliance.
Once again, funds through the OGL do have a common auditprocedure, but the CIS
programmes of course do not.

Counterpartjimds

An earlier setof guidelines (adopted atthe April 1991 SPA meeting) laid outprinciples
for the use of counterpartfunds. These guidelines cover two basic areas: ( i) standard-

ising procedures ofthe system of collecting, using and monitoring counterpart funds
across donors; and (ii) the use of counterpart funds should be within lramework of
government budget. If the recipient has acceptable public expenditure planning then
donors should allow counterpart funds to be general budget support - in other cases

regular consultatjonswith govemmentshould agree and monitor the use ofthe funds.
If the system of counterpart funds used by the OGL is taken as the standard then

donors Operatingcls - underwhich payment of funds is direct. to the Treasury, rather
than via the Central Bank -

can be said to not be operating with standardised systems.
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] udging the use of the funds is less simple. lt does not appear to be the case the donors

have consciouslyplanned the volume and use of fundswithin the context of the overall

governmentbudget planning. (Indeed, the govemmentandworld Bank estimates of
financing requirements (liffer quite considerably). However, there is some consensus

that counterpart funds should be used to offset the need for deficit financing, rather
than forincremental expenditures. However, funds raised through Usimport support
are earmarked to specific expenditures (and ones which are mostly quite clearly

incremental, such as a Business Services Bureau). Dutch funds are linked to social

sector expenditures, although through a system of ""soft tying" rather than earmarking

to specific expenditures.

Implemmtirzg the gmkielines

A number of actions have been agreed to help implement the gnidelines. We

concentrate on one of these of special relevance to Tanzania. In addition tojoint
Evaluation Missions (]EMS) and the aldo mmoire they produce, country status reports

should be prepared indicating the extent to which recipients are implementing the

guidelines, andthe extentto whichdonors' importsupportprogrammes are cons1stent
with them. Since it is the donors that take the lead in determining what system is

adopted, it is the latter if these - the consistency of donor programmes - thatdeserves
the more immediate attention. We are not aware that such an assessment (similar to

that in Table 2.11) has been made in the case of Tanzania. Given the apparent

discrepancies that exist between donors we recommend that such reports are made to
facilitate the move towards a standardised system.

2.7 Summary

Aid flows have historicallybeen very important in Tanzania. The country experienced

an aid boom in the late 19705, which peakedin 1980. This boom was followed by some

years of relative isolation from the donor community, until the adoption of the
Economic Recovery Programme in 1986. Since that year there has been a second aid

boom of even greater magnitude than the first. There are signs, however, that donors

(many ofwhose budgets are under pressure at home) are wearying and beginning to

raise questions about aid's effectiveness in Tanzania: although aid flows are currently

being sustained this may not be so in the longer run.
For political reasons, Sweden and Norway are both importantdonors to Tanzania.

In the mid-seventies Sweden accountedfor nearly one fifth of all ODAreceipts - though

by the late 19805 this figure had fallen to 10 per cent. Norway's share in Tanzania's aid

inflows rose over the same period from 6 per cent to around 8 per cent.

In the late 19705 therewas increasing recognition that rehabilitation andincreasing

capacity utilisation were more important concems than further expansions to the
capital stock (which couldthen notbe maintained and/or utilised) . Donors thus began

to allocate funds to import support - foreign exchange (forex) for the importation of
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intermediat.e goods and items of capital equipment necessary to use existjng plant.
Import supportinitially took the form of Commodity Importsupport (CIS), which

was allocated by the Treasury in consultation with donors to specific enterprises.
However, Lhe govemment's forex allocatjon largely supported ailing parastatals.
Moreoverf the enterprises received a "(fouble subsidy" from CIS - first from the
premium in the official late compared to that on parallel markets and, second, since
many enterprises did not anyhow pay (in full or even at all) for their forex. ClS was

thereforé correctly perceived to be assistihg the perpetuation of an inefficient indus-

trial sector, rather than promoting its resuucturing.
In response to the problems identjf1edin CIS the donors have moved to support of

the market-based Open General Licence (OGL) system. These monies are intended
to be distributed to importers on a "first come, first serve" principle. This principle,
combinedwith successive devaluations of the Tanzanian shilling, is intended to ensure
that the forex is received by the most productive users. An analysis of the uses of OGL
shows that it does indeed go mostly to the private sector, and that most of the goods
imported are either related to intennediate items for a range of uses. A scepticism we
ourselves expressed earlier that the nature ofgoods would notbenefit the agricultural
sector does not appear to be entirely warranted.

lt is now proposed by the World Bank to abolish the OGL and to account import
support against imports that have already taken place. Such a proposal will overcome
many of the perceived problems in the OGL. One outstanding issue is the treatment
of arrears. The practjcality (and rationale) for maintaining a negative list is also open
to doubt.
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Appendix:

S0URCES oF AID AD OTHE

I i FLOW DATA

The most widely accepted definition of aid is DAC s definition of Official Development

Assistance (ODA) . That is tlows meeting the following criteria:
' official: from government to a developing country government or international

agency;

' development: to be used for developmental purposes; and

' assistance (concessionality): having terms and conditjons so that the grant element

exceeds 25 per cent.

Flows meeting the Hrst two, but not the third of these (which includes money through the
World Banks IBRD window) are Official DevelopmentFinance (ODF) . ODFIS one component

of Other OfHcial Flows (OOF). which covers all flows satisfying the first but not the third
cr1terlon.

There are three main sources from which aid and other inflow data can be gathered:

' Work! Debt Thbles (WD7), published by the World Bank from the data collected by its
Debt Reporting System;

' the DAC publication Geogmpfmal Distribution 0] Finu -nrial Flozus to Dé'ueloj)ing Countri/ps,

ba-sed on the retums to DAC by each of its members, and supplementary information
collected by DAG; and

* national sources (national accounts, balance of payments and govem1nent finance
statistics) .

Each source has its advantages (and disadvantages). National accounts are useful fbi

identifying aid flows in the govemment budget. On the other hand, in the case ofTanzaJ1ia, it

is difficult to isolate aid in the external account and so obtain a reconciled picture. Also the

government accounts give incomplete coverage of the aid programme.

The main advantage of the DAC data is that it allows the identification of inflows by donor

and, for recent years, a sectoral allocation of ODF. World Debl Ihlnlras, on the other hand, have

more disaggregated information on non-aid inflows and allow an easiet' calculation of the

different inilow concepts. The WDT series is also available for a longer period (197091,

compared to 1976-90 for DAG). Ideally, then, we would like to be able to draw on both sources

to illustrate differentpoint5. Butwe shouldbe wary of adopting such an approach if the different

sources give radically different pictures.
Figures A2.1 and A.22 show the value of net ODA receipts and net receipts of all inflows

from the two sources. In both cases - but especially that of ODA the two appear very similar. In

the case of total inflows it appears, as might be suspected and is stated in Geogmphieal

Dist1ilmti(m... itself, the DAC figures slightly underestimate private inflows. The correlatjon
coefficients between the two series are 0.97 and 0.93 for ODA and all inflows respectively.

A more formar test of the similarity of the two series is to regress one on another. If the slope

coefficientfrom such a regression is unity then they change bythe same magnitude and the use
ofeither serieswouldyield the same result ifused in a regression analysis. To same that the two
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series are the "same variablc" then, in addition to the slope CoefHcieHl of unity the intermptshould be zero. The results from these regressions are (slzln(lzu"('l ermrs in parcntheses):

ODA""'T = 6 7.92 + 0.96ODA'''*Ö R2 = 0.96
(47.6) (0.07)

TOTWDT = I I . 74 + I .06TOT"AE R2 = 0.86
(89.8) (0.II)

where ODA andT()T are netODA and nettolal receipts andWDT and DAl 1indicate the sourcelhr {he series.

In both (tases the [est lhr being the 'same variablc" is passed. The t-statistic lin" tllc hull
hypothesis that the slope coefficienl is unitv is

-
0.57 and 0.50 fbi' aid and total inflows, respectivelv -

both well below the critical value at any
usually accepted level of cot1lidence. Ajoint test of these nulls gives F st.å1tisl.ics of3.65 and 2.65
fbi" aid and total inflows respcctively. com paret! to a crilical valuc <)f3.8( ) Eu the 5 per cent level.On Lhc basis nf these results we (lraw on both DAC and H1)Tal dillbrenl points in our
analysis.
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NVESTMENT SUPPORT VERSUS

MPDRT SUPPORT

3.I ltroduction
This chapter dealswith the interrelationships between aiclfungibility, aidclependence,
and the type ofaid (investmentversus import support) in the context of the Tanzanian
experience. As we intend to show, the type of aid matiters a great deal with respect to

its eflects on the macro economv.
Aid is meant., among other Objectjves, to increase economic growth. It can do so by

increasing social and economic investment in the recipient country, butalso. in certain

conditions, by permitting greater capacitv utilisation in an econonly severely con-

strained by foreign exchange. In the former case. aid enhances capacity creation by

supplementing domestjc savings or by allowing for the importation of capital goods.
This is aid asinvestmentsupportwhich traditionally took the for1n of projectaid. Of1en,

in this case, the donor agency would finance the direct foreign exchange costs of the

projectwhile the recipient country was cxpected to meet the local resource costs from

local savings. In the second case, aid finances imports of raw materials and incentive

goods which could otherwise not have been imported. This is the classic form of aid as

import support exemplified by (LIS in the 19805. The connection between both

potential uses of aid is clear once we realise that the late of growth of an economv's.{

output (GDP) (approximately) equals the sum of the growth rate ofcapacity output
(resulting Hom investment) and of the growth late of capacity utilisation.

Both components in this sum do not always go hand in hand. The Tanzanian

experience teaches us that the growth in capacity output can, in certain conditions,

adversely aflect capacity utilisation in the economy. (Jonsequently. as more capacity

becomes avajlable, its ulilisation late falls, lcading to a situation where both factors pull

the economy in opposite directions. It fbllows, therefore, that any assessment of the

macro impact of aid needs to take account of both itsvolume and its composition in the

lightofthe nature ofthe constraints operative, at anygiven time, in the economy. These
constraints, in turn, depend onwhether aid renders the economy more aiddependent,
or whether it enables the economy to embark on selilsustained growth.

But economic growth and development is not just a question of the quantitative

interplay of macro aggregates. lt also has to do with agency. In this respect, quite a
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dramatic shift in development aid and policy took place over recent years: a shift in
emphasis from a concept of the state as the principal agentof development towards a
view which identif1es the state as part of the problem. The latterview puls the emphasis
squarelyon markedbasedsolutions in which the private sector, and not the state, is seen
as the prime mover behind economic growth. The question of agency, therefore,
matters in the analysis of the type and form of aid and of its macro impact on the
economy.

This chapter looks atboth the conventionalquantitative aspects ofthe impact ofaid
in the economy and on the perceived role of agency in shaping the mechanisms
through which aid is allocated. In our opinion, it is important to integrate both these
aspects into the analysis of import support since present policy discussions on this
matter have as much to do with agency as with assessing quantity effects. F or example,
the shift from CIS to OGL can only be properly analysed by taking proper account of
the role ofagency in development. VWth respect to this, there appears to be quite some
confusion still in policy discussions.

More specifically, in various discussions we held with representatives of donor
agencies in Tanzania, it struck us that views on the future of import support could be

widely divergent, even in the same discussion. At times, import support was seen as a
temporary measure to relieve a severe import constraint on capacity utilisation. This
is mostly the idea behind ClS. However, the more towards OGL was also seen as a
delinite step towards a more market-based system for allocating foreign aid. Itwas not
always clear, however, whether import support in either of both forms was seen to be
essentially a short-run quick-relief measure or whether it represents a def1nite shift
towards a more lasting restructuring of the mechanisms through which aid is allocated.
For some, import supportis a necessary, buthopefully shortbypass operation to enable
donors to retum subsequently to the more traditional fomi of project aid. Others,
however, saw it as a new and lasting fonh of aid which enabled donors to shift aid
resources mainlybehind private sector development. In sirnilar vain, the SIDA report
on Prindples o Import Support (january 1993:7) questions whether import support
should be seen as a step on the way towards a new form of programme aid consisting
of untied foreign exchange support which can be used for import5, domestic credit,
local cost5, etc. By doing so, the report broadens the question of agency - that is, it
addresses notjust the private/public dichotomywithin the recipient country, but also
the choice between tightly donor-steered project aid versus aid as a support for locally
based (private) initiative and a vehicle to develop local management capabilities.

As to its structure, this chapter starts with a discussion of two key concepts which we
shall use to analyse the macroeconomic effects ofaid: aid fungibility and aid depend-

ence. N ext, in the lightofthis discussion, we brieflylookat trends in importvolume and
in the import capacity of exports, after which we deal with the experience of the aid
boom of the 19705. This was the period where aid mainly consisted of investment

supportin the form of projectaid. This period, therefore, may not appear to be all that
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relevant to a discussion on the macro economics of import support. However, the
discussion of the 19705 matters for two reasons. First, it shows how policies (enhanced

by aid funded investment support) which aimed to achieve self-reliance ended up by

creatinggreater aid dependence.And secondly, we argue that this process of increased

aid dependence led to the necessity of shifting the composition of aid towards import

support to prevent further economic stagnation and crisis. Our alm is not to give a

comprehensive historical account of the experience of the 19705, but to present an

interpretation of this phase which allows us to draw some important lessons which

remain valid in the present time. Finally, we look at the dynamics of import support -

first CIS and subsequently OGL - under structural adjustment policies in the light of

the problem of aid dependence.

3.2 Fungibility and Aid Dependence

As we know, policydesign does not necessarily conform with its final outcomes. In Pact,

aid fungibility occurs when the donor's policy design in terms of the volume of aid
allocation produces an unintended outcome. In this respect, it is useful to distinguish

two kinds of fungibility: aggregate fungibility and categorical fungibility.

Aggregate zlersus cungoricul jimgibility

Suppose that funds (A) are intended to be used to finance goods or activity X.

Aggregate fungibility occurs if the increase in expenditure on X is loss than the value

of the funds (that is, dX/ dA<l). Suppose X may be sub-divided into items X] , X

and that the funds are intended to be used for item XI. If expenditure on the other

categories of item X (X2... Xn) rises in response to the increased availability of funds

there is categorical fungibility.
This distinction mayappear unnecessary, aswhether a case isdescribed as aggregate

or categorical fungibility rests on the perhaps arbitrary designation of expenditure

items as X or non-x goods. in practice, the distinction proves easy to apply.

Consider the case of import support aid given to fmance importation of interme-

diate goods. If the aid somehow reduces exports through whatever process at work or

displaces foreign borrowing, imports rise by less than the value of the aid inflow. This

is a case of aggregate fungibility. But if imports of consumer goods increase as a result

ofthe aid, then there is categorical fungibility. Of course, both types of fungibility may

occur at once.
The distjnction is also usefhl in the discussion of aid's impact on fiscal policy.

Aggregate fungibility exists if taxes or government borrowing fall when aid increases.
There is categorical fungibility if non-developmental expenditures (such as military

expenditure) rise with higher aid.
Hence, fungibility occurs when donor's policy intentions as to aid allocation are

wholly or in partfrustrated inasmuch as they result in a different outcome. The reasons

for this different outcome may be twofold.
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First, the recipientof the aid has differentpolicy Objectives from those ofthe donor
and succeeds in altering the final outcome by reallocating own funds away from the
activity targeted by donor aid. The classic example is when the donors intend to raise

the investment ratio in the economybyfurnishinginvestmen t support through aid, but
the recipientgovernment, in response, reduces its savings effort accordingly. Another
example could be when arecipientgovernment reduces its lax effort and relies instead

on increased counterpart funds to finance government expenditures while donors'
intentions were to close the fiscal deficit. Or, a further example is when a recipient
govemment reduces its commercial borrowing from abroad as access to foreign aid
1mproves.

Secondly, the inflow of foreign aid may produce unintended results which do not

reflect policies of either the donor community or of the recipient government. For
example, if the inflow of aid causes a decline in exports by purely economic mecha-

nisms, imports will rise by less than intended by either the donor community or the
recipient count1y's government.

Aid depen/dence

Turning now to the concept of aid dependence. As we shall argue, this refers to a

situation or, better still, a process in which a country becomes chronically (lependent
on £1 continued intlow of foreign aid. To discuss this concept in more depth, however,
it is useful to make use of the basic accounting framework for the macro analysis of
foreign aid.

Hence, the starting point for our analysis are the internal and externa] balance
identities. That is, the gap between gross national savings and investment (the savings
gap) must be linanced by the net inflow of foreign savings (the capital account) , and

that these both must equal the current accountdeficit (the trade gap). More formally:
(3.1)

Sazlingsgap = Current accmmt = Capital account

These identities must hold at all times. A change in either the current or capital
accounts as a result of an aid inflow must therefore be accommodated by changes in
other va1iables in the identities. Which variables adjust and by how much is the subject
matter of the analysis of aid's macroeconomic impact.

We look first at the capital and currentaccounts and present empirical analysis of
aid's impact on imports. We next focus on the internal balance condition and the
response of investment.
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The capital (md current accounls

The capital and current accounts may be written in more detail as:

(3.2)

X + NTR + NFP - M = -(LTLÖ + LTL" + STL + OM + (IR )

where X is exports of goods and non-factor services, NTR net current transfers

(which comprise official transfers (OT) - that is grant aid - and private current
transfers, PCT), NFP net factor payments from abroad, M imports of goods and non-

factor services, LTL" net disbursements of concessional long-term capital, LTL" net

disbursements of non-concessional long-term capital, STL net short-term inflows, OKI

net other capital inflows and dR the change in reserves. (A negative dR is a reduction

in reserves, that is an "inflow" of capital to the capital account).

Aid may appear in either the capital or current account. Non-grant aidwill appear

as LTL*. Bythe UN'S Systmn o NationalAcmtmts (SNA) grantaidintendedfor investment

purposes should appear in the capital account as capital grants. Some economists

dispute this method, arguing that only inflows carrying with them a repayment

obligation should appear in the capital account. And in practice most countries do not
follow the SNA recommendation but instead record all grant aid (that intended for

both consumption and investment) as official transfers (OT), that is a part of net

current transfers. NCT are a current account item but it is a common practice to treat

DT as an "intermediaty item" and report the current accountwith andwithoutoflicia1
transfers. Such a practice is commonly adopted by the World Bank and IMF and, as we

shall see, it has important implications for the macroeconomic analysis of countries

with high aid inflows.

Suppose that the aid inflow is non-concessional, so thatthere is an increase in LTL".

For illustrative purposes, suppose that LTLÖ increases by 100 units, so that the change

in on the right hand side ofequation (3.2) is -il 00. How is the identity in equation (3.2)

preserved? The "conventional view" is that imports increase by the full value of the aid

inflow - this is supposed to be a direct relationship. Hence, the conventional view

assumes that there is no aggregate fungibility of aid. That is, the aid pays lbr the

imported goods used in Et development project, or in the case of import support pay

for imports that would not have been otherwise imported. Therefore the identity is

maintained by a current account deterioration of an identical amount to the value of

the aid.
This last sentence contains an important point for the analysis of the economic

perfonnance of economieswithhigh aidinflows.As juststated, ifaidis a capital account

item and this aid is used entirely for additional imports then the current account will

worsen by the value of the aid inflow. It is not possible for an economy with high aid

inflows to have a "healthy" trade balance - the aid forces there to be a gap.

A similar point may be made if the aid appears as a current account item. If there

is an increase in grantaid of 100 units and this is fully used to payfor imports then there
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1s no impacton the level of either the currentor capital accounts. However, as indicated
above, the currentaccount is often reported "before oflicial transfers". One rationale
for this practice is that their inclusion leads to too-rosy a picture - the "true" picture is

fett to be that given vvithout the giants. But if the giants are leading to a one-for-one
increase in imports then it. is in fact excludingthem from the current accountthatgives
the misleading picture.

The World Bank and IMF in particular present the accounts of aid recipients as if
the currentaccountdelicitis given and then aid is required to fi1l the gap. There is scant
recognition that, ifaid is doingitsjob, then it is the aid that is causing the gap. It makes
little sense to chastise a countxywithgrowingaidinflows for having a worsening current
account.

This brings us to an important pointwith respect to the nature of aid dependence.
The basic issue isnot the value of the currentaccountnow (which moves more negative
as 21 resultof the inflow of aid), butwhether the aidisfacilitatingaprocess of adjustment
so that the required level of imporls will be sustainable from domestjcally-generated
foreign exchange earnings in the future. Hence, a meaningful discussion of aid
dependence will need to look at the longer term implications of aid and not at its

immediate short term impact in terms of *worsening' the trade/savings gaps.
Before we tum to the question of aid dependence, note, however, that aid most

likelywill not read to an increase in imports by the full value of the aid inflow. That is,
there is likely to be aggregate fungibility. Rather than an increase in imports, the
balance in equation (3.2) may also be preserved by any (or 21 combination) of the
following mechanisms:

' a reduction in anyof the othercategories of foreign borrowing (LTL", OKI, STL);
'

higher debt payments (so the netfigures on capital account fall ifthese payments
are amortization or NFP falls if they are fbi interest);

' accumulation of reserves (dR is therefore negative); or
0 a reduction in exports.

We call the allocation ofaid expenditure over these categoties the wayin which the
current and capital accounts "accommodate" an aid inflow.

In the case of the first three acc01nmodatory mechanisms the increase in the net
capital inflow is less than the value of the aid inflow, and so the required increase in
imports to maintain equation (3.2) is less than without such accommodation. In the
extreme case aid entirely displaces other types of borrowing, is entirely added to
reserves or used to repaydebtso that there is no increase in imports as a resultof higher
aid.

The final possible accommodation of the aid inflow is through a reduction in
exports - so that the increase in available forex is less than the value of the inflow. The
ways in which aid may reduce exports hasbeen the subjectof recentacademic literature
that may be labelled "aid as Dutch disease". Generally, Dutch disease is said to result
from movements in the real exhange rate.
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In a floating exchange rate regime itis clear that the increase in the supply of forex

caused by the aid flow will put pressure on the exchange rate to appreciate. This

pressure willbe offsetto the extentthatthe aidfunds are directlyfinancingimports. But

if the increase in imports is less than the aid there will be a net appreciation of the

nominal exchange rate. Theory then postulates that this will lead to a reduction in

export volume.
Historically most aid recipients, Tanzania among them, have had fixed exchange

rates, and so the reduction ofexports required to maintain balance is brought about

byreal rather than nominal exchange late adjustment. The argumentis as follows. Aid-

financed activity rcsults in an increase in demand, some of which falls on non-traded

goods. There is therefore an increase in the price of non-traded goods. The price of

traded goods is, by contrast, f1xed on world markets (the small-country assumption) so

that there is an increase in the price ratio PN/ PT - this is by definition a real exchange

rate appreciation. The real appreciation (or, to put the same thing another way, loss

of competitiveness) leads to a reduction in exports. Below we investigate the concrete
mechanisms through which a similar process was operative in the Tanzanian experi-

ence.

All these accommodatory mechanisms may applyif aid is either a capital or current

accountitem. lf aidis a grant and the aidfullyfinances higher imports then there need
be no adjustment at all in the capital account. This is also the case if the dilference

between the increases in aid and imports respectively is accommodated by lower

exports. On the other hand, if the giants substitute for capital account borrowings or

are added to resewes then imports vvill not rise by the value of the higher aid.

Interna! and extemal balémce

We now consider how the internal (investment-savings) balance accommodates an aid

inflow. Consider the case in which aid is a grant. (Iombining the definition:
(3.3)

GNS= GDS+ NFP+ NTR

where GNS andGDS are gross national and domestic savings respectively, with the first

identity in equation (3.1) gives:
(3.4)

GDS+1VTR+NITP - I = X+NTR+NFP - M

Suppose thatthe increase in NTR isfullyaccommodatedwithin the currentaccount
this is meant to happen by an increase in M of the same amount. The left hand side

of equation (3.4) must therefore also remain the same. The orthodox view ofhow this

happens is that investment increases by the value of the increment in aid with other

variables (notably GDS) remaining unchanged. Simply put, the aid is fully (and

directly) used to finance higher investment: in equation (3.4) the increase in NTR is
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entirely offset by the one-for-one increase in investrnent so that there is no change in
the net balance on the left-hand side.

Ofcourse, once more, this assumes thatthere is nofungibility atwork. In actual fact,
investment may rise with less than the inflow of aid. That is, the aid flow is being
accommodated in some way other than an increases in investment. One possible
accommodatory mechanism is the basis of the critjque made byKeith Griffin - giving
rise to "the savings debate" - that. aid causes a reduction in GDS. Therefore CNS rises
by less than the value of the aid inflow. Since the left-hand side ofequation (3.4) must
remain, unchanged investrnent will only rise by the value of the increase in jENS.

Before continuing we make a brief aside on an important limitation to GrifHn's

argument. His argumentis simply that some aid will be used for consumption rather
than all being saved - indeed some aid is intended for consumption purposes.
Therefore the rise in GNSIS less than the rise in NTRwhichis onlypossible ifGDSfalls.
This argument is more explicitif we write the definition of GDS:

(3.5)
GDS = GDP - C

where C is total (public and private) consumption. If consumption rises and GDP is
unchanged then GDS must fall. So it is being assumed in Griffin's argument that
income does notincrease as a result of the aid inflow. If aid leads to an increase in GDP
in the current period then both consumption and GDS may rise - the negative
relationshipbetween the two onlyarises because Griffin holds GDP constant. lifsavings

do rise then the increase in investment caused by the aid inflow must be greater than
the value of the aid flow). This point also underlines the limitation of the accounting
framework discussed in this section of this report. It provides a conceptual framework,
butthefinal analysis ofaid's impact is dependentupon the incorporation ofbehaviourial
relationships.

Qynumic ccmditions coneeming old dependenne

With the aid of this macroeconomic accounting framework we have argued that aid
dependence needs to be looked at from a longer term perspective. The mere existence
ofa large savingsgap ora trade gapdoes notin itself show that the economyhas become
aid dependent. Vi/hat matters is whether the inflow of aid facilitates a process of
adjustmentsuch thatthe requiredlevel of import3 will be sustainable from domestically
generated foreign exchange in the future and, similarly, that domestic investrnentcan

be supported by domestic savings and, possibly, commercial capital inflows.
Hence, to verify whether aid dependence is endemic or not in a given process of

development we need to look at the savings and trade gaps in a dynamic perspective.
Therefore, we propose to use two simple (yet somewhat crude) indicators to verify
whether aid dependence is likely to occur or not.

First, as to the savings gap, sustainable growth without long term aid dependence
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requires that the average savings ratio (when less than the investment ratio) Iises over

time so as to close the savings gap. In economic jargon, this means that the marginal

propensity to save should exceed the average propensity to save in the process of

adjustment. Obviously, when stating this condition we assume that the investmentratio
is not unreasonably high given the context of the economy, a situation which may well

occur in qiven circumstances as we shall see below.

Secondly, as to the trade gap, assuming that nornlally imports grow roughly at the

late of GDl', long term closure of this gap would require that exports (not just in
volume, but also in terms of the volume ofimports they can boy) grow faster than GDP.

More generally, export growth should exceed import growth in a longer run perspec-

tive. What matters here is the long run tendency. Indeed, for example, a sudden jump

in aid inflows may read to rapid short run growth in imports which exceeds exports

growth. However, since aid inilows are unlikely to continue growing in real reims at 21

high late, this type ofa one-step increase in volume does not affect long run tendencies

and. hence. should be discounted.
Given the frameworkdeveloped in this section we can now turn to an analysis of the

djmamics of aid dependence in the Tanzanian context.

3.3 Import Volume versus Import Capacity of Exports

Fig 3.1 plots the long term evolution ofimport volume over the period 1970 - 91. The

remarkable feature of this graph is the virtual absence of a trend. In fact, insofar as a

trend exists. it is negatjve. However, since imports in recent years are likely to be

underrecorded, it is probably fair to assume that, by and large, import volume

lluctuated around a constant volume over a prolonged period of time. Hence, what

Figure 3.1 Evolution of Import Volume
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Figure 3.2 Compositlon of lmports
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needs to be looked at is not the trend in import volume, but its fluctuatjons around a
long tenn average as well as its changing composition (consumer, intermediate, and

capital goods).As to fluctuations, the graph clearly shows the crisis in import compres-
sion during the early 19805 and the subsequent recovery towards its average value.

As far as the composition of imports is concerned, Fig 3.2 presents the overall
picture. As can be seen from this graph, the share of capital goods rose stee ply du1ing
the mid-

1970s and remained high thereafter, notwithstanding the crisis years of the
early 19805. The share of consumer goods provides the mirror image: itfell markedly
during the mid-

1970 and remained low thereafter, while the share of intermediate
goods remained largely constant (with some fluctuations) .

This constancy of the share of intermediate goods is somewhat misleading. It is

1mportantto distinguish between oil imports and other intermediaries. Fig3.3provides
a close up of recurrent imports (consumer goods and intermediate goods: oil and
others). From this graph, it is clear that the share of oil crowded out the share ofother
intermediate goods during the late 19705 and early 19805. This was the resultof the rise
in the price of oil in a situation where demand was inelastic. However, what remains to
be explained is that, in this period, the share ofrecurrent imports actually fell. As we
shall see below, this was the result of the economy's increased dependence on aid to
finance imports and of the character of the aid provided - i.e. mainly, investment
support in the fom1 of project aid.

In short, import volume stagnated over the period as a whole but its compostion
showed a marked shift towards capital goods from the mid-1970s onwards. Notwith-
standing the absence ofa trend, there were nevertheless pronounced fluctuations in
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Figure 3.3 Composition of Recurrent lmports
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the volume of imports over time. More specifically, the 19805 witnessed both crisis

(import compression) and recovety in terms of import volume. For this re~on, it is

important to look at the 19805 from a longer term perspective. The evolution ofimport
volume since the mid-1980s, taken on its own, gives the false perspective inasmuch as

it suggests that the economy became more import dependent, while, in fact, import

volume merely regained its previous level.

Against this background of a stagnating import volume, real output (GDP) grew
over time, as shown in F ig 3.2. This suggests that, in real terms, the import coefficient

actually fell over time. At first sight, this may appear as a success story of import

substitutjon, although, in actual fact, the truth is exactly the opposite. The import

constraintbecame increasingly more light and restrictive. The adjustingfactor was the

sectoral composition of GDP. As will be shown in chapter 5, after an initial phase of

manufacturing growth up to the mid-1970s, continued capacity creation in Inanufac-

turing jointlywith the sleep rises in the price of oil led to falling capacity utilisation in

industry and, eventually, fallinglevels of outputaswell.This situation was only reversed

when oil prices fell and the marked shift ofaid towards import support, particularlycis

to industry, from the mid-1980s onwards. Hence, in the crisis of the late 19705 and early

19805, oil crowded out other int.ermediate goods while capacity creation in industry

wentatthe expense ofits utilisation.As we shall argue below, foreign aidplayed a cmcial

role in this equation.
So much for the evolution of import volume. In Tanzania, imports are mainlypaid

for by exports or by an inflow of foreign saving - particularly, of foreign aid. The extent

to which exports can payfor imports depends on the evolution of its volume and of the
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Figure 3.4 GDP Growth and Import Volume
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Figure 3.5 Decomposing Capacity to Import
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temis of trade. Consequently, the growth in the import capacity ofexports - that is, the
real purchasing power of exports in terms of the volume of imports it can boy -

approximately equals the sum ofthe growth in export volume and late ofchange in the
terms of trade. F ig 3.5 gives the evolution of real exports, the terms of trade and the
import capacity ofexports for Tanzania in the period 1970 to 1991.
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As can be seen from this graph, with the exception of 1981, export volumes fell

dramaticallyfrom the mid-1970s until the mid- 1980s, aft.er which itwitnessed a modest

rise. Hence, during this period, the falling export volumes were a major contributing

factor to the collapse in the capacityto importofdomestic exports. Since the mid-1980s,

however, the modest lise in exportproduction was offsetby the falling terms of trade,

thereby resultjng in a further fall in import capacity.

It. appears, therefore, that, with falling capacity to import from exports, the

economy became increasingly reliant on foreign aid to Iinance its stagnating (but
fluctuating) import bill. This can be seen from Fig 8.6. which plots import volume

against real aid. If foreign aid simply were to add to imports, other things being equal,

this plotwould have a slope of unity (thatis, 45"). Hence, ifwe take the firstyear (1970)

in our data set as the starting point then this line will pass through that point: as seen

in chapter 2 real aid has increased substantially since that time so that, other things

being equal, we might have expected ;=1 similarly large increase in import$. If the points

for later years lie above the 45*' line this fact indicates that other sources of foreign

exchange have increased andyears that are below are those fbi which other sources are

less than in the starting year.

The plot is shown in Figure 3.1. We see that all but three points (which are the years

1971 -73) lie below the 45*) line - that is the increase in imports has been less than the

value ofthe increase in aid. Indeed, farfrom havingthe slope ofl thatwe expectif other

things remained equal, the fittedline of imports on aid has a negative slope: despite the

massive increases in aid since 1970 real imports have actuallybeen lower in manyyears.

In fact, in view of our earlier analysis this result is not surprising. With stagnating

import volumes we know that the inflow ofaid at most managed to compensate for the
secular fall in the import capacity ofexports. This raises the important question as to

whether this negative relationship between between aid and the import capacity of

exports is an unfortunate coincidence or whether it manifests causal mechanisms at

work. In the latter case, aggregate fungibilitywould be atwork. lfso, fig 3.5 suggests that

the mechanisms concerned must have been different in the 19705 and the early 19805

(when exportvolumcs fellclramatically) than those at work since the second halfof the

19805 (when the falling terms of trade accounted mainly for the fall in the import
capacity of exports).

Furthermore, it is dear that for the period as a whole, one of our conditions for the

absence of aid dependence is clearlyviolated: while imports stagnated, the growth in

the import capacity of export was persistently negative and, hence, rendered the

economy more and more aiddependent. However, whether causal mechanisrnswere/
are at work which made or make the economy aid dependent is still needs to be

investigated in more depth. This is the question we tum to next. First we look at the

experience ofthe 19705.
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Figure 3.6 Aid and Imports, I970-91
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3.4 The 19705' : lnvestmet Huger, Project Aid ad
Import Compressio

It is our contention that the aid-boom of the 19905, along with the Tanzanian
governmenfs (state-centered) investment policy, contributed significantlytowards the
crisis the economy subsequently expetienced in the early 19805. Slated diflerently, the
aid-funded investment boom of the 19705, particularly from the mid-1970s onwards,
funded a process of development which undermined its own momentum and,
consequently, led to it own demise. Our intention in this section is not to apportion
blame, but to derive lessons from this experience which, we believe, continue to be
relevant today.

Tanzania's developmentpolicy in the 19705 was essentially an investment strategy
which took little account of its recurrent implications - both in industry and in public
service. The overall contextwas root.ed in a concept ofa developmental state which was
to assume responsibility tbr social and economic development. Its instrumentswere an

expanding civil service financed by the central budget and the development of a
parastatal sector in industry and in commerce. Its policy was import-substituting
industrialization to be financed largely by cash (export) crop production of the

1) The material elaborated in this sectjon is drawn from the following background papers: ] . Doriye &
M.wuyts (1992) Aujustmmtrmrl Susmin.ableRrc0-umy. SOAS Economics Departmentworkingpaper no
6;] . Doriye & Wuyts (1998) libreign aid, import ronsimint and azjmcity utilisation.: the case 0/Tkmzcmia, lSSmimeo; and M. WuyLs (1993) il shm1 Run Macm MOd/él zuilh rlmriiznd ~ JU/1PIV mnstluims, technical
appendix.
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peasanuywhichwas reorganisedbyujamaa and, subsequently, the disastrousvillagisation

policies. These elements of Tanzania's development are well knovm and it is not om

intention to go into much further detail into this overall context.

The point we intend to make, however, is that this particular process of develop-

mententailed some real contradictory elementsvvithin its own momentum. Essentially,

while the budget constraint on investmentsoftened throughoutthe 19705, the budget

constraint on recurrent costs (particularly, but not only, on imported consumer goods,

raw materials and spare parts) hardened considerably as the decade proceeded.

Moreover, the tightening of the latterconstraintwas, in part, the resultof the investment

drive propelled by the slackening of the former constraint. In this process, as we shall

argue, the adjusting variable was the production of export crops which declined
signif1cantly in the second halfof the 19705. Furthermore, the sleep rises in the price

of oil caused a further, contingent hardening of the budget constraint on recurrent

imports with fatal consequences. The oil price effectively came to determine the level
of industrial outputand the availability ofconsumergoods in the economy (Doriye and

Wuyt5, 1992). Meanwhile, the investment drive fuelled by donor funded investment
support through project aid continued unabatedly, while capacity utilisation in

manufactuting fell dramatically (Lipumba et. al., 1988).

l/vhy was the production of export crops an adjustingfactor in this process? To see

this point, itisimportantto investigate how the demand multiplier elfects ofinvestment

expenditures interacted with supply constraints in the economy (Wuyts, 1993).
To start with, in the Tanzanian context of the 19705, the rate of investment was

largely determined by the availability of external Hnance needed to payfor the import

costs of domestic investments. In fact, foreign aid sets a limit to the domestic savings

ratio if the import capacity of exports fails to expand or, worse still, contracts.A similar

argument, fonnulated rather strongly, was put forward by the authors of the BOT

report (1982) as follows:

In theabsmmo nreign exchangeeamirzgsinaåccesso recurrentimpm1requirentents, the 60
-

70 per amt direct impmt cement o jixeri im/estmmt mill ineuitzzbly limit dom,/astir sawings to

at most 3040 percmt (yi med inuestmmt, with their absolute leuel and mtio to GDP set

primurily by ar/ailabilities o Ureign loans and grums. (@1).5I: om emplzasis).

The arithmetic in this argument is not wholly correct since the authors appear to

assume that the the availability of foreign aid automatically increases imports by the
same extent. This does not necessarelyfollow. Nevertheless, the importantpointin the

argument is that, in the 19705, aid as investment support largely determined the level

of invesunent. However, it appears to have been common practice that donors would

fond the foreign exchange costs of investmentprojects, leaving the local counterpart

to generate local finance to cover local resource costs. Doriye andwuyts (1992: 30-32),

for example, showed thatthere was a positive relationship between the level ofexternal

loans and giants to the state budget and the level of bank borrowing by government.

In the absence of govemment savings, therefore, an increase in project aid brought
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aboutan increase in the money supply as thegovernmentchose to borrow the necessa1y
linance needed to cover local resource costs.

The recently available revision of the national accounts data for the period 1976 to
1985 (Staglin & Komba, 1992) appears to confirm this hypothesis as well. In fact, in the
mid-1960s, tbe investment ratio (investment as % OfGDP at market prices) was about
14 to 15%,while the savings ratio (savings as % ofGDP at market prices) was about 10
to 11%, leaxing a relatively small savings-investmentgap ofabout 4% OfGDP. After the
Arusha declaration (particularly, during the 19705) the investment ratio was stepped
up. The old national income accounts recorded a rise in the investinent ratio from
about 14% in the mid 19605 to a peak of 27% in 1971. after which it dropped slightly,
to increase again to an average of 25-26% in the late 19705. However, the revised
national income accounts (which involve closer consistency checking between na-

tional accounts, input-output data, balance of payments data, and the consumer
budget survey) show that the investment ratio in the second half of the 19705 was. in
fact, much higher, reachinglevels above 30% durin g the late 19705 and early 19805, 11p

to 1983 when it dropped dramatically to about 16%. As to savings, the old national

income accounts suggest that the savings ratio did not increase that much during the
19705 butwas subjectto large variationswhich in part, reflected tenns of trade changes.
The revised national income accounts, however, give a differentpicture ofthe savings
ratio in the second half of the 19705. For example, during the cofiee boom of 1976/
7, the savings ratio peaked at 25 to 26%, subsequentlydeclined to still high levels vvithin
the 18 to 22% range up till 1981, afterwhich the savings ratio collapsed down to 9% in
l985.Asdiscussedin chapter l, the periodof the 19705 (and, particularly, in the second
half of the 19705) witnessed a pronounced aid boom fuelled by investment support.

Figure 3.7 ComparingAid with lnvestment
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This is shown in Fig 3.7. The availability of foreign finance fuelled the necessity to

generate more local savings to finance local resource costs of the investment drive.

Consequently, the savings ratio moved up along with the investment ratio.
The argument made above points at an inevitable consequence of an import

substitutingindustrialisation strategy (or, for that matter, anyother strategy) whichiails

to expand its export base, whether in agriculture or in industry, yet remains import

dependent for its very succesfulness. However, the argument, partjcularly as put

forward in the quote from the BOT report, seems to suggest that the recurrent import

requirements are somehow given in advance independently of the level and rhytlm1 of
domestic investment. This overloolu two important factors which affect the level of

recu1rent import requirements.
First, as new investments materialise and come on stream, recun*entcosts (includ-

ing recurrentimports needs), inevitablyfollow in itswake. Consequently, as the process

continues, capacity creat.ion will increasingly take place at the expense of its utilization

if the import capacity of exports is constrained.

Secondly, and importantly, investmentproduces multiplier effects (either quantily
or price multipliers, or a combination of both) which aifect the level of recurrent

spending, including imports. For example, an investment project which employs
workers to builcl a railwaywill lead to increased demand for consumer goods as wages

are spent in shops. This, in tum, necessitates the production ofconsumer goods which

will stimulate further demand. Similarly, building materialsboughtlocallyfbr construc-

tion vvill boost income and, therefore, expenditures on consumer goods on the part of
workers in the construction industry. Consequently, the level of recurrent spending
(including the demand for recurrent imports) depends on the level of investment.
Obviously, the multjplier effects in the domestic economywill be larger, the lower the

direct import cosls of investment projects. But even with 60 to 70% import content of
investment, the multiplier effects generated by such investmentcannotbe ignoredfor
two reasons which we shall now discuss.

First, the authors of the BOT report probably ignored the multiplier effects of
investment on recurrent imports because these effects were, in part., neutralised

through increasing quantitative restrictions on imports. As pressure on imports

mounted, the lid on import demand was hold on tight by restricting imports to those

demands deemed essential. Therefore, importswere delinked from their dependence
on the level of investmentby cutting otfdemand. This provides grounds for the illusion
thatdemand multiplier effects could conveniently be ignored in a supply constrained

economy. Note, however, that, in a context of import liberalisation, it is important to

take explicit account that investment projects inevimbly imply a greater need for

derived indirect imports of consumer goods or raw materials (Wuyts, 1993).
Second, as argued above, the multiplier elfects emanating from the investment

drive also increase the demand for domesticaJlyproduced consumer goods (both food

and manufacted consumer goods). Wöhether this increased demand rneets with
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increased supply or merely pushes up the price of consumer goods (in official or in
parallel markets) depends on the effective supply elasticities in the sectors producing
consumer goods. As far as manufacturing was concerned, initially capacity expansion
through import substituting industrialisation provided the basis for a supply response.
However, progressively, capacity creation went at the expense of its utilisation. The
sleep successive rises in the price of oil hardened the budget constraint on imported
intermediate goods (and, hence, constrained local production) while investment,
propelled by foreign aid, went on unabated. The result was falling capacity utilisatjon
and, eventually, falling output levels in manufacturing (Doriye and Wuyts, 1993).

As to the supply of food, agricultural policy in the immediate post-Arusha period
stronglyfavoured cash crops at the expense of food crops (Loxley, 1975 ; Raikes, 1986) .

This may appear puzzling in the light of the so-called "Öanti-export. bias" of Tanzania's
development strategy in the 19705. It is important, however, to distinguish between
policyintentjons and its unintended outcomes. In the earlypost-Arnsha years, the role
of agliculture was, in part, seen to provide the necessary finance for the process of
industrialisation and, hence, the production of export crops was a prima1y goal.
Investment, however, concentrated on import substituting industrialisation and,

hence, did not favour ag1iculture. This may account for the limits imposed on the
overall supply response in agriculture. But there were also substitution effects at work.
The veryprocess ofan investment drive in import-substituting industrialisation ended
up by eroding the export capacity of the economy. To see this, it is necessary to take
account ofthe multiplier effects of investment on the demand for food. For example,
according to the revised national income accounts, (lirect private consumption
expenditures on agricultural products accounted for about 43% of all primte con-

sumption expenditures. The rapid expansion ofurban employmentprovided the basis

for the increaseddemandfor marketedfood surplusses. In fact, the food crisis of 1974/
5 gave the first warning signs which subsequentlyprompted agricultural policy to shift

more in favour of food crop production by raising oliicial food prices relatively to those
of cash crops. However, as Rajkes (1986,122) pointed out:

Ojjidalpace poiiqy is said to hane azJoured odd zfmps sina' the mid-1970s and this has been

hold responsible or jällingexpm1 Grop production. But tim real inrmtiue to substitute odd [hr
export Greps zs more like~) to haile bom the di mmaé betzuem the qjicialprice (ir export Krropx
und ene unojlicial {nice o odd crops.2

Raikes did not fully explain, however, the macroeconomic process which fuelled

the demand for food and propelled this growth of the parallel economy. In our
opinion, this can only be done if the demand implications of the investment drive
(fuelled by foreign aid) which aimed to *force the pace' are fully taken into account.

2) Lipumba and Ndulu ( l 989) provide interesting cconometric exidence as to the rule played by relativc
prices of food vis a vis cash crops in reducing the production of the latter. They show that the supply
of export crops depended principal!}' on the real exchange late, the weather conditions and,
importantly. on the relative price ofcash crops vis a vis food crops.
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Figure 3.8 Export Volume Index: Major Cash Crops
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Consequentiy, price inflation in the official and,more importantly, the parallel markets
of food dramaticallyshifted relative p1ices in favour offood crops. Furthermore. export

producers were confronted with £1 virtuallyfixed nominal exchange late while the real

exchange late appreciated markedly as inflation accelerated. Not surp1isingly, as

shown in Fig 3.8, export production fell signilicantly from the mid-1970s onwards as

producers switch towards t.he production of food crops. Note that we are not arguing

that the peasanuy retreated into subsistence as incentives were blunted. Rather, the

argument is that the peasantty responcled to changing relative prices by shifting into

the production of food, particular for the parallel markets. Nor do we denythat the jack
of investment in agriculture as well as adverse institutional factors (such the ill-

conceived xillagisation campaign) did not adverselv atfect agricultural production as

a whole. Our argument is that, in the process, exportproduction bure the brunt of the

adjustment to a high rate of investment.
The investment drive, therefore, set in motion forces which ended up by eroding

its own foundations. In this sense, a peculiar type of *Dutch disease' was at work in the

Tanzanian context. Investment propelled by foreign aid necessitated a future flow of

recurrent imports. However, the same process erodecl the production of export crop

production and, therefore, tightened the constraint on recurrent imports. The sleep
rise in the price of oil atthe end ofthe 19705 merelygave the 'coupde grace' to aprocess

the momentum of which was unsustainable. The result was that the subsequent

contraction in the supply of incentive goods meant that the state lost its capacity to

organise a meaningful exchange with the peasantry.
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l/vhat then are the lessons we can drawfrom this experience with respect to the role
offoreign aid?

First, with the exception of food aid and the emergence of limited import support
in the late 19705, aidbasically consisted of investmentsupport in the context of project
aid. Foreign aid, therefore, eased the budget constraint on investment but, in the
process, contributed to ahardeningof the budgetconstrainton recurrentimports and,
hence, manufacturing output. This explains why, in section 3.3, we observed that the
share ofrecurrentimports in total imports actuallyfell at a time (late 19705; early 19805)
when goods scarcity turned into a veritable goods féunine. Capacity creation in

manufactu1ing went hand in hand with its lower utilisation. Perhaps this experience
calls into question any attempts to force the pace with an investment strategy (relying
on foreign aid) which does not take account of its recurrent implications.

Second, the going practjce seems to have been that donors financed the direct
import costs of investment, leaving the recipient country to finance local costs. This
posed two severe problems.

(1) In conditions ofa hard foreign exchange constrainton recurrent imports, this
type of aid ignores the indirect effects of such investment on import demand
for consumer goods and raw materials. In Tanzania, in the 19705, this demand
was chokedby increasingquantitative resuictions on imports. In conditions of
import liberalisation, however, this option is not feasible and, hence, the
multjplier effects on imports of increased investment cannot be ignored.

(2) If the recipient government lacked sul:licient savings to match local resource
costs of the aid project, the policy choice is between refusing project aid or
financing its local costs by inflationary means. Invariably, it seems, the latter
road was chosen which rendered the money supply endogenous to the supply
of aidfunded investments. Similarly, the savings ratio becomes endogenous to
the supply of foreign project aid and, effectively, private consumption expen-

ditures becomes the adjusting item.

Third, itis important to distinguish between policydesign and its often unintended
outcomes. As we have seen. in the case ofTanzania, the emphasis on exportproduction
was an essential part of the strategy of import substituting industrialisatjon. What was
overlooked, however, were the mechanisms through which the investment drive
(which did not principally concern agliculture) produced demand eftects which
shifted agricultural output awayfrom export production and towards the production
of marketed surplusses of food. A conscious investment strategy which largelyignored
agriculture combinedwith its unintended outcomes in terms of shifting relative prices
in favour of food crops and shifting the supply of food awayfiom official markets jointly
accounted to a considerable extentfor the erosion ofthe import capacity of domestic
exports.

Fotu1h, it is easy to see how the shift towards commodity import support can case

the tension inherent in this momentum. On the one hand, insofar as it implies a
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reduction in the late of investment, it eases the pressure on demand. On the other

hand, by increasing recurrent imports, it allows a recovery in manufacturing output. in

particular, and in the supply ofincentive goodsin general. This, in turn, gives substance

to the exchange with the peasantry and, hence, can stimulate the production of

marketed surplusses of food and of export crops. This is indeed what (LIS intendecl to

achieve and appears to have achieved in the second halfof the 19805.

F'mally, whatdoes this add up to in tenns of the question ofaid dependence? in fact,

both conditions for the absence of aid dependence were essentiallyviolated. While it

is true that the savings ratio rose over time, itdid so because it had become endogenous

vis a vis the investment ratio (which, in turn, depended on the inllow of aid). Savings

followed the rhythm of investment but did not close the gap. Furthermore, and

importantly, the high late of investment (propelled by foreign aid as investment

support) eroded the capacity ofthe economy to expand its export volumes to pay for

import needs. The net result was increasecl aid dependence of which the need for

import support was the clearest manifestation.

3.5 The Shift to Import Support: Tactic or Strategy?

The 19805 witnessed a pronounced shift towards import support as the principal form

of foreign aid. This section poses the question as to whether this should be seen as a

temporary tactic or a step in the direction of a new strategy.

Obviously, at one level, as explained above, the shift to import support was a

necessary tempora1y (tactical) measure to provide breathing space for an import

statved economy, particularly with respect to recurrent imports. As argued above,

import support, in this case, eased the tension between capacity creation and its

utilisation by shifting the balance in favour of the latter and, thereby, increasing the

supply of commodities in the economy. This, jointly with increased imports of

consumer goods, enabled to establish a more meaningful exchange with the peasantry

which, in turn, stimulated agricultural production. The breathing space, thus pro-

vided, allowedthe economy to adjust to more market-based policies which aimed/aim

to restructure its future potential. To the extent that these policies actually work and,

hence, export production picks up, the question is whether foreign aid should

subsequently revert to its traditional form of project aid or assume new forms which

provide greater market-based flexibility in aid allocation.

Indeed, it can be argued (see, for example, SIDA'S report on the Principles of

Import Support) that the shift towards more market-based policies also necessitates a

different, more market based approach to foreign aid. In fact, the traditional form of

project aid was characterised by the following basic features:

ill it concerned investrnent support;

(*2) it ajmed to support public investment; and, finally,

(3) it was considerably donor steered and rooted on administrative allocation.
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The present phase of structural adjustment, in contrast, puts the emphasis on
market-based programrne aid which supports the overall policy context and direction.
The underlying assumptions of the policy package are therefore the following:

(1) that market-based policies will enhance export production and read to the
growth in domestic import capacity;

(2) that the principal agent to effectthis change is the private sector rather than the
state or the parastatals;

(3) and, finally, that donors should seek to enhance market-based allocation ofaid
resources byputting resources princi pallybehind private sector development
while, at the same time, reducing the public sector deficit.

Put differently, the private sector should be the main beneficiary of the resource
transfer, yet payfull cash cover to ensure that resources are efiiciently allocated, while
the allocation of counterpart funds to the governmentbudget should enable the state
to reduce its deficit (rather than boost expenditures or reduce taxes). The price
mechanism then should ensure that resource allocation favours the recovery and
growth of exportproduction as well as stimulate private investmentand savings. These
are the essential elements of the policydesign behind structural adjustment. The move
from (BIS (which largely retained the principle of donor-led administrative allocation)
to the more market-based OGL system is 21 reflection of this approach to economic
policy.

Of critical importance to this strategy is the actual behaviour ofthe private sector
and its impact on the future evolution ofthe import capacity ofexports. Data are scarce
and often unreliable on this issue, but some indications can nevertheless be obtained
with respect to present trends in private sector investment and activity as well as on
export growth and its composition.

Figure 3.9 Gross Fixed Capital Formation
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The clumging structure ofinzlestment

The period since the mid-1980s witnessed a sleep rise in real investment, both in

absolute terms and as £1 share OfGDP as can be seen in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. Fig

3.9 shows the evolution of investment as recorded by the standard series (1976-1991)

ofthe national accounts aswell as by the revised accounts for the period 1976-85. As can

be seen from the graph, the revised series show a higher level ofinvestment, particularly

in the late 19705 and early 19805, although the gap narrows towards 1985. Fig 8.10 and

subsequentdata in this section uses the old series (19761991) to maintain consistency

across the period as awhole. In temis of shares ofGDP, the series in current prices rose

much more markedly than the one in constant prices. The reason is that investnlent

depends to a large extent on importecl goods. Consequently, the depreciation of the

real exchange rate which changes domestjc relatjve prices between traded and home

goods leads to a steeper rise in the investmentratjo than its growth in real terms would

suggest.

The most striking feature ofinvestment behaviour in recent years, however, is the

changingbalance between public and private sector capital formation.As can be seen

from Figure 3.ll, up to the early 19805 the share of the public sector (government and

parastatal) in total capital formation was consistentlymore than half (55 per cent to 59

per cent). (Note, however, that the revised series ofthe national income accounts puts

the share of private investment higher than that recorded in the old series. Since data

for this revised series are not available since 1985, however, it best to look at trends

in overall composition of investment using the old series.) From 1984 onwards,

however, the share of the private sector in total investment rose markedly to well over

60 per cent (with the exception of 1988 and 1989 when major parastatal investments
took place), reaching nearly 70 per cent in 1990 and 1991.As to the public sector, the

Figure 3.10 Gross Fixed Capital Formation
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Figure 3.I l Public and Private lnvestment
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pattern of investment differed between government and parastatals. The share of
government in total investment rose in the late 19705 from about,20 per cent to *29 per
cent in 191, and subsequentlyfell steadily to in between 6 per cent to 8 per cent at the
end of the decade and early 19905. The share ofparastatal investment ( the gap between
total public sector and govemment investment) did not witness a similar decline (in
fact, itrose significantlyin 1988/ 9) . Therefore, in the adjustmentprocess in the 19805,
it was govemment investment which gave way to private and parastatal investment.

The question now arises as to how this change in quantity and composition across
the public/private divide affected the nature of investment. This question can b€
answered in two ways: bylooking at the changing pattern of investment in terms of tvpe
ofasset (buildings; equipment; otherworks) and of sectoral composition (agriculture
manufacturing, etc).

As to the investment patterns across types of asset, Figure 3.12 shows the pro-

nounced shift towards a greater share of investment in equipment in total investment:
this share rose from 50 per cent, in the mid-1970s to about 70 per cent in the late 19805
and early 19905. Most equipment is imported and, hence, the increase in the share of
equipment is, in part, also due to the depreciation of the real exchange rate (which
increase prices oftradedgoods relatively to non-traded goods, oföwhich local construc-

tion materials is an important component as far as investment is concerned.) Note,

however, that investmentdata are rather shaky andderive mainlyfrom import statjstics
plus data on local cement production.

However, undoubtedly the dominant feature in the changing patterns of invest-
ment is the shift towards investment in transport equipment. Its share in total
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Figure 3. IZ Capital Formation by Type of Asset
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investment increased from about 15 per cent during the period 1976-83 to close to 50

per centby the early 1990. Consequently, while the share oftransport equipment. rose

steeply, the share of other equipment actually fell since the mid-1980s (with exception

of 1989 when parastatal investment boomed). There is, therefore, uncloubtedly a

strong relationship between the shift from public to private investment and the shift
towards investment in transport equipment. This might be an inclication that the

investment boom is mainly oriented towarcls more quick-yielding commercial invest

ments (where transport equipment plays a major role) rather than more long run

production-oriented investments. However, this boom in transport investment is

probably notsurprising given the the critical importance ofthis sectorin the Tanzanian
economy.

As to investment in other assets, the share of building dropped consistently since

1982 and subsequentlylevelled off bythe early 1990s.interestingly, however,within this

category, residential buildings increased markedly in the early 19905. Consequently,

the share ofresidential buildingin totalbuilding rose markedlv in the early 19905. This

also indicates that private investment., at least in part, appears to go towards quick-

yielding ventures: building residential housing for purpose of charging rent rather
than investing in productive capacily. The remaining category, other works (land

improvements, roads and bridges, water supplies, etc), declined as a share in total

investment in the mid-1980 and, subsequently, returned to its prior level.

As far as sect.oral allocation ofgross fixed capital formation is concerned, the shift

towards transportis equally marked as is clear from Figure 3. 18. Manufacturingroughly
maintained its relative share, while construction, after its secular rise during the 19705,
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Figure 3. I3 Sectoral Composition OfGFCF
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levelled out from 1984 onwards. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect is the dramatic
fall in the share of agriculture in total investment since the mid- 1980s. Itdroppcd from
a level of about 10 per cent during the 19705 and early 19805 to 2 per cent to 3 per cent
in the period since 1987. Hence, the figures (shaky as they are) (end to indicate that
investmentdidnotmove towards agriculture atari. This, in itself, is more wor1ying since
it appears to accentuate the earlier trend away from investment in agriculture
characteristic of the 19705. Åå noted by Badhuri et al (1993), greater availability of
incentive goods along with better weather conditions in recent. years probably ac-

counted for the expansion in agricultural output, but little investment appears as yet
to take place to consolidate future output expansion.

While investment (partjcularly, private investment) increased, both in volume and
as a share in GDP, there appeared to have been no commensurate increase in the
savings ratio which remained historically low (10% of GDP or less) throughout the
whole period of structural adjustment. Hence, the savings gap widened considerably
throughout this period and, as yet, there is no indication of any reversal ofthis trend.

Irgformal see-ler actizlity

One aspect of Tanzanian economic development is the importance and evolution of

the informal sector in the economy at large. Despite some interesting earlier academic
work (Maliyamkono andBagachwa, 1990) , the dynamics ofthis sector remained largely
unknown due to severe lack of reliable data. Recently, however, a first comprehensive
sample sun/ey ofthe lnformal sector (excluding rural agriculture) has been completed
for the year 1991 (Planning Commission & Ministry of Labour and Youth Develop-

ment, l993).This throws some lighton the structure of this sector, but obviouslyitgives
us as yet little idea about its underlying Irends since it concerns a cross section analysis.
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What follows is z1hrief summary of key findings ofthis report (pz1rticularly, ofchapter

3) insolhr as it concerns our purposes here.

According to this survey, the value a(l(le(l of inlbrmal sector actixity, thus defined
(Le., not including rural agriculture), amounts 32% of ofiicinlly recorded GDP. At =1

value ofTShs 489.9 billion, this is considerably more than the entire gross output of the
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parastatal sector which was equal to T.shs 336.1 in 1991. In some key sectors, informal
sector value added exceeds the value of added of the oflicially recorded economy by
a significant margin: manufacturing (144% of official manutacturing GDP); trade,
restaurants & hotels ( 125.7%) and community and private services (284.8%) (see
Table 3.1) . Interestingly, after trade, rest.a11rants 8<:hotels (57% ofinformal sector value
added), manufacturing is the second largest sector with 16% ofinfonnal sector value
added. (lbi(l:pp. 1 - 14/15)

Employment patterns in the informal sector give us an insight into the more
detailed type of activities in this sector. The leading business is the sale (and prepara-
lion) of local beer which alone provides 15% of all employment in the sector.
Manufacturing of wood products comes second with 7% followed by little stalls selling
roasted meatorfish with 6%. Patterns difler geogTaphically: in Dar Es Salaam, the main
business is the sale of cooked food which employs 15% of t.otal infom1al employment

in this town. Other main activities in Dar are restaurants, food stalls, fruit5/ vegetable
sales and urban agxiculture, including livestock. In other urban sectors, livestock
keeping and urban agriculture employ the same proportion as cooked food in Dar. In
rural areas, the sale of local beer leads with 18%. Other main actjvities in rural areas are

fishing, manufacturing of wood products, mats plus lfibre products and masonry. (lbid:
pp. 1 -7/8)

Obviously, the distribution of actjvities accross employment does not necessarilv
reilect its distribution in value added or gross output since productivity can be widely
divergent across activitjes, establishments and localities (see Table 3.2). In general,
labour productivity is higher in urban than in rural areas: average value added was Tshs
110,700 in urban areas as against Tshs 50,3001n rural areas. Not surprisingly, however.
rural productivity is higher in agriculture andfishing aswellas in miningandquarrying.
These activitjes are clearlymore local resource-basecl. As to urban areas, some activities

like agriculture and fishing, mining and quarrying, construction and personal services
show higher value added per person than the lormal parastatal sector!

Although the urban areas accountfor only ll% of the total population, urban value
addedin the informal sector nevertheless accountsfor 60% of its value added and hosts
36% of all establishments. The report lists two possible reasons for this pattern. First.
both government jeg. SIDO, NBC, CRDB) and NGOS who support this sector t.o some
extent, appear to prefer urban-based activitjes for reasons ofcase of monitoring or less
administrative costs. Secondly, urban locations offer infrastructural advantages with
easier access to industrial inputs (especially imports) and more garanteed markels.
(Ibid. p. 1 - 15).

Unfortunately the infbrmal sector suivey does not allow us to assess the extent to
which this sector is dependent on imports since the survey only records from whom

informal establishments obtain their inputs, but not from where. Hence, for example
petrol boughtat the local petrol station is recorded as a local supply rather than as an
imported input. Clearly, a large part of informa1 sector activities (particularly rural but
also a signilticant part of urban) depend on local resources or local industry, but an
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Table 3.2 lnformal Sector -Value Added Per Person

lnformal Sector Parastatal Sector

(I99 I) (I99 I)
Total value Added Total Value Added Value Added

('000) Employment per Person per worker

TOTAL I83 4I6 866 2 451 753 74 800

Agri. & Fish 204 46 486 247 5 I4 82 600

Mining & Quarry l I59 I85 24 540 47 200

Manufacturing 29 799 999 545 395 54 600

Construction Id 863 981 I67 790 64 700

Tradelrest/Her. 104 726 £,64 I 249 501 83 800

Transport 6 1 13 796 79 I37 77 300

C & P. Services" lo 306 755 I37 876 74 800

URBAN
Total I l0 027 99I 994 094 I I0 700 685 680

Agr. & Fish 9 47I I58 136 925 69 200 66 600

Mining & Quarry 894 073 20 2I9 44 200 38 477

Manufacturing 144 635 337 I28 I69 II2800 24-4671

Construction 6 484 405 52 4I8 I23 700 88 898

Tradelrest./Hot, 68 507 063 580 981 lI7 900 I 369 548

Transport 3 I84 298 I2 338 258 I00 722 491

C & P.servicess 7 023 457 63 044 I l I 400 I00 262

RURAL
Total 73 388 775 I 457 659 50 300

Agri. & Fish Id 975 328 1 I0 589 99 200

Mining & Quarry 265 I I2 4 321 61 400

Manufacturing Is 336 462 4I7 226 36 800

Construction 4 379 576 I Is 372 38 000

Trade/Rest,/Hoc 36 2I9 601 668 520 54 200

Transport 2 929 498 66 799 43 900

C & P. Services 3 283 298 74 832 43 900

Source: Tanzania: The lnformal Sector l99I. p. I -27.

important part of urban-based activities will undoubtedlydepend on imports (particu-

larlv, own-fi1nded importsf) as well.

On the other hand, as could be expected, the informal sector (apart from some

paris of mining) appears to show little export, orientation. By and large, it concerns

activities directed to local markets. Perllaps a f1lrther reason for this local focus is that

the sector at large employs little capital. In general, iixedinvestment per establishment
in informal sector activities tends to be very low and, equally, often very small amounts

of working capital are turned over. In fact, the estimated gross fixed capital formation
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Table 3.3 lnforrnal Sector -Gross Output Per Unit of lnvestment

Gross Total Gross Output
Total Output Capital Per Unit of

lnvestment
('000 Tshs) ('000 Tshs) ('Tshs)

TOTAL 486 868 880 55 880 I06 8.7

Agr. & Fish 35 305 809 5 I62 083 6.8
Mining & Quarry l 665 071 I35 923 12.3
Manufacturing 59 395 778 I0 404 870 5.7
Construction I4 576 855 1 3 I6 091

1 1.1
Trade/Rest./Hot. 344 233 889 25 395 473 I3.6
Transport l3 796 431 10 I80 I62 I.4
C. & P. Services I8 I65 047 3 285 504 5.5

URBAN
Total 3 Id 976 086 25 822 565 12.0
Agr. & Fish I7 771 056 2 789 396 6.4
Mining & Quarry l 074 834 I I0 694 9.7
Manufacturing 32 432 771 5 I29 423 6.3
Construction 9 320 009 763 587 12.2
Trade/Rest./Hot. 229 725 042 I2 376 549 I8.6
Transport 7 546 504 3 I I7 930 2.4
C. & P. Services I3 I05 870 1 534 986 8.5

RURAL
Total I75 892 794 30 057 541 5.9
Agr. & Fish I7 264 753 2 372 687 7.3
Mining & Quarry 590 237 25 229 23.4
Manufacturing 26 963 007 5 275 447 5.1
Construction 5 256 846 552 504 9.5
Tradelrest./Hot I I4 508 847 I3 0I8 924 8.8
Transport 6 249 927 7 062 232 0.9
C. & P. Services 5 059 I 77 I 750 5 I8 2.9

Source: Tanzania; The lnformal Sector 1991. p. I -27.

of this sector was only 2% of total official capital formation for the entire economy,
although - as the report points outé this is probably an underestirnate (since invest-

ments in buildings, livestock and construction may have been unclerrecorded). (lbicl:
1 -14/5)

Table 3.3 gives the gross output per unit of investment (Hxed and workin g capital)
for informell sector activities. In urban areas the productjvity of investment is highesl
in construction and least in transport. In rural areas it is highest in mining and
quanying and lowest in transport. The reason for the low score of transport is that it
requires relatively more Iixed investment than other sectors. Comparing tables 3.2 and
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we note that both invesunent productivity and value added per person for t.he

transport sector is higher in the urban than in the rural areas. This suggests that the

more expensive investments in this sector (imported vehicles rather than push carts)

may well be concentrated in the towns. (lbid: 1 -18)

Finally, a word of warning. The survey detta give us a better idea of the importance

of the informal sector in the economybut, obviously, they cannot throw much light on

imgrowth in recentyears. Hence itwouldbe wrong to see these data as reflecting a newly

emerging growth area which befbre did not exist. It is likely that the sector grew

significantly in recent years but it is impossible to derive its rate of growth from cross

section data.

Export perj'ormam:e and aid dependence

As stated earlier, the period olstructural adjustmcnt reversed the downwards trend in

the volume of exports and witncssed a modest revival ofthe count1y's export produc-

tion. This is true both for exports in general (see Fig 3.5) as well as for exports of the

major cash crops (see Fig 3.8). There is, however, a problem with the data since a

signilicantamount ofexports maywell go unrecorded. For this reason, the World Bank
suggests that own-fnnded imports are in Eact rnostly paid for by unrecorded exports

and, hence, exports should be increased accordingly. This assumption may well be
correct and, if so, the export to import ratio improves considerably. However, this
argument is irrelevant as far an analysis ofu-ends in export volumes is concerned.

Indeed, own-fundedimport (which started in 1984 as Et resultof liberalistion measures)

have remained relatively constantin dollar terms ($5 400 million) and, hence, probably

(leclined slightly in volume. Hence, since 1984 there has been no noticeable trend in
this category. As to the period before 1984, such unrecorded exports may well have

taken place but did not, at the time, result in import5. Hence, it is impossible to assess

whether exports expanded in 1984 as £1 result ol' the liberalisation measures or not.

Import capacity of exports E1i1ed to recover because of adverse movements in the

terms of trade du1ing the period concerned,. Whether this is mere coincidence or the

result ofcausal mechanisms is hard to assess at this time, but the possibility of the latter

hypothesis cannot be easily dismissed.
Indeed, it can bc argued that if a large number ol' countries all pursue export

promoting policies involving the same limited set Ofprima1y commodities, the final

outcome may wellbe a E1llin Inc prices ofsuch commodities (and, hence, a fall in their

terms of trade). This is the 'fallacy of composition' argument which cautions against

export promotion with a narrow specialisation in a small range of prima1y commodi-

ties. The World Bank's counterargument that African countries should try to regain

their relative market shares for these respective commodities does not invalidate the

Öfallacy of composition' argument which is derived from the consequences of an an

absolute expansion of supply. In the case ofTa.nzania, it seems prudent, therefore, to

pursue a policy ofdiversification in export promotion.
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Figure 3. I4 Non-traditional & Manufacturing Exports
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This raises the question as to the periomlance of non-traditional (particularly,
manufacturing) exports in the recent period. Fig 3.14 sheds some light on this issue.
Again, once more, a long term trend provides a better picture than merely looking at
the evolution of non-traditional exports in the 19805. It is clear that the exports ofnon-

tradilional and of manufacturinggoods have grown more rapidlv nce the crisis years
1981 -84. However, ifwe look at itfrom a more longer run perspective, we note that the
growth in the share of export of non-traditional and manufacturing goods in total
exports is present but not not all that impressive. The late 19705 witnessed a growth in

the exports of manufacturing goods, but, subsequently, this process was markedly
interrupted in the crisis years. Part of the growth of 1nanufacturing exports in the
secondhalf of the 19805, therefore,wasin factarecovery toalevel (expressedin % share
of exports) existing before the crisis itself. Hence, the extent to which there are real
signs of diversification is as yet hard to assess. This raises the question whether such

diversification can be expected to come about spontaneously in response to market
forces or whether there is a need for an explicit industrial strategy backed by public
investment to create an enablingenvironmentfor export-orien ted private manufatttur-
ing industry.

F inally, as to the problem of aid dependence. our analysis leads us to (ionclude that

there are asyetno signs that the conditions for avoiding such depenclence are satisfied.
The saving ratio remains low relatively to a high rate of investment and the import
capaciiy ofexports continued to decline during the period of structural adjustment.
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MPDRT SUPPORT EFFECTS dN0
0

BUDGET AND CREDIT POL oY

4.1 Introduction

This chapter begins from where the previous one left oil'. The aim to examine the

eflöect.s otimport support on Government budget and credit policy. The link between

import support and these macro economic va1iables is through the counterpart Lunds

gcnerated by import support. Before examining the actual mechanisms through which
this works, it is necesszuy to present the context in which the need for import support

arose. The latter has been (liscussed in the previous chapter. We shall only recount

those elements that are essential fbi our present argument.

When import support was introcluced in 1979/ 80, it was cssentially a departure

from the normal form ill which aid was provitled. In this regard donors were being

asked to Hnance importation of recurrent imports. This move was because domestit'

import (tapacity hadfallen below the critical minimum neccssary to operate the existing

productive capacity of the economy. Since donors have always considered their role as

being that ol" assisting recipient country to increase its productive capacitv, import

support, was a departurc from that basic principle. This (leparture was made on the

grounds of dealingwith an emergency situation believed to have arisen partly from the
war with Uganda but also from deterioration in the terms oftrade following the rise in

world oil prices.
The Government's initial response was to seek :1 shift of project aid to import

support. Butsince emergency aid carrieswith itthe requirement thatthe recipient must
be seen to be doing something about ending the emergency, import support unlike

prtjectaid, is conditional on policy reforms. In this regard the evidence that something

was being done about the emergency required an agreement with the IMF. Since an
agreementwasnotreached untiljuly 1986, the cndof the lirstaidboom (broughtabout,

by a change in Government policy) did notcoincide with the second foreign aid boom
described in the previous chapters. Accordingly in the intewening period (the early
19805) adjustment took the form of import compression.

Counterpart funds are a product of import support in that they are local currency

proceeds ofa Sale ofcommodities or cash obtained under the scheme. Since 1979/
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80, counterpart funds have provided budgetary support. Prior to that date aid was
provided to finance foreign exchange costs of development expenditure, while local
currency costs were met partly from surpluses on the recurrent budget (government
savings) , non bankdomestic borrowing and bank borrowing which was by far the most
importantsource. Bythe late 19705, governmentsavings had virtuallydisappeared and
an increasingproportion of recurrent expenditure was being Iinanced through bank
borrowing.

The pressure on t.he recurrent budget came Hom the growing need to sen/ice and
maintain past investment in social administrative and economic intrastructure; itselfa
product of projectaid. When the abilityto finance recurrentcosts lellbelow the c1itical
minimum, recourse was made to bank borrowing. However, this action was clearly
unsustainable as the inflationaty pressures were seen to have gone beyond tolerahle
limits. As was the case with the extemal accounttwo adjustmentoptions were sought.
The first

was to persuade the donors to switch project aid to recurrent cost financing.
However, lbr the same reasons that project foreign exchange was not switched to
recurrentimportfinancing, this did not happen on the desired magnitude also. Again
aswith the balance ofpayments adjustmenttookth e form of expenditure compression.

It is against this background that we examine the macroeconomic impact of
counterpartfunds. Since the impact ofimport support on investment and growth has

alreadybeen discussed in the preceding chapter the present focus will be on the effects

of counterpartfunds on the Governmentbudget and on creditpolicy. The rest of this
chapter is

divided into four parts. Section 4.2 deals with the generation and manage-

mentof counterpartfunds while the followingthree sections will address the effects of

counterpart funds on the budget, money supply and credit policy' The filial section
summarizes our argument.

4.2 Generation and Management of Couterpart Funds
Counterpartfunds arise from sale of commodities or foreign currency provided under

import support in domestic cunency. Prior to the introduction of the open general
license in 1988, import support was provided in the form ofcommodities which are a

grant to the Government. These are partly used by the Government itself and the rest
are sold to the commercial sector consistir1g of parastatals and private enterprises.

Let us consider the use of commodity import support (CIS) by a Government
Ministry. In this case there is no cash transaction involvedbecause the governmentdoes

not sell itself the commoditjes provided to it through import support. lnstead the
exercise should reduce itself to simple accounting adjustments on both the expendi-
ture and financing sides. The use of commodities should appear on the expenditure
side while the value ofthe commodities used should appear as :1 linancing item for the
expenditure. Other things being equal, such use of commodity import support would
increase budgetdef1cit but also increase linancing available by the same amount. This
clarif1cation is important because currently there appears to be some confusion about
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L
cash cover treatmentof commodity import support used (lirectly by the Government.

Treasury records (for whatever they are worth) show that Government ministries have

cash cover arrears of aboutTshs 8,200mi1110n for the period 1987/88 - 1990/91. If this

is correct, then total import support counterpart revenue in the budget will have been
underestimated by that amount.

The balance of commodity import support is sold to the public and private

enterprises on the basis of a list agreed with the respective donors. Beneficiaries are

supposed to pay 100% cash cover for the commodities they receive to the Treasu1y as

soon as they are notified of allocation. In practice the recipients have often been able
to negotiate credittennswith the Treasury. Some of the recipients have ultimatelv pajd

their cash cover requirements but others have not. Table 4.1 shows the allocation of

import support fbi the period 1987/88 to 1992/ 93. The figures are based on

reconstructed Treasuxy records prior to reconciliation with the recipients: their

reliability is thcrefbre uncertain.

Table 4.1 Allocation of Import Support

I987/88 - I992/93

Government Parastatals Private
Total (TShs millions) 9,200 77,030 41.433

Arrears
TShs millions 34.710 24.706

% ofallocations 45.0 59.6

However, they probably reprcsent the correct relative orders of magnitude. The
data confirm that the allocatjon of commodity import support has, on the whole,

favoured the parastatal sector. Nevertheless, there are large variations among the main

donors on the allocation of commodity importsupport.. Ofthe nine main donors which

account for 88% of total commodity import support the average allocatjon to

parastatals is about 54%. Howcver, as can be seen from Table 4.2, there are important

donors whose commodity import support is n1ainly to the private sector; the United

Kingdom, Netherlands, and Denmark fall in this category. Although the bulk of

Swedish commodity import support was to the parastatel sector, it is noteworthy that

Swedish aid to the private sector reached more films than that ofany other donor - 80

Erms for Sweden as against 28 for the nearest donor. This in turn means that, on the

average, individual film allocations are smallest for Sweden than fbi any other donor.

This raises the question of allocation criteria for commodity import support.

Oif1cially the recipients ofcommodity import support were expected to meet one
or more of three criteria, namely, that either they are revenue generators, producers
of incentive goods and or infrastructural support. Swedish commodity import support

would appear to have conformed with these criteria with regard to allocation to the
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parastatal sector but notfor the private sector. To a large extentswedisl'1 import support
to the private sector - and as shown in (Ihapter 2 - was directed at small enterprises
which had been established by Swedish development aid under the auspices of the
Smalllndustries Developmentorganization (SIDO).TO that extentswedish commod-

ityimport support to the private sectorwas allocated on differentbasis, namely, support
to small scale enterprises; predominantly Ögraduates' of an earlier cleveloment aid. In
this regard Swedish commodity import support, like its developmentassistance to the
private sector before it, is un1que.

Table 4.2 Allocation of Commodity Import Support Between Parastatals and
Private Sectors by Main Donors

Total Parastatal Private
millions of TShs

Sweden I9,777.7 80% 20%

Norway l 1.787.4 57% 43%
Netherlands 2 1 .226. l 41% 59%

Denmark 9.0 15.6 37% 63%
Finland 3,224.7 72% 28%
UK 6.750.0 8% 92%

japan I4,9 16.8 71% 29%

Canada 12..446.1 79% 2 1 %

ltaly 7.349.2 5 1 % 49%

Total 106.493.6 54.4% 45.6%

With regard to commodity import support to the parastatal sector there are two

importantfacts which need to be recognized.The firstrelates to the coverage.Although
at the inception of the reform process there were over 400 parastatal enterprises, the
allocation of commodity import support is actually heavily concentrated in a few
enterprises. Table 4.3 shows thatover 70% of commodity import supportwentto fifteen
parastatals. It is then dear that CIS was not as thinly spread as is often feared.

The second importantfact about CIS allocation to parastatal enterprises is that the
majority ofthe beneficia1ies are not industrial parastatals. Of the top f1fteen benelici-

aries, only four are industrial parastatals; the rest being trading and infrastmctural
finns. Some ofthe industrial parastatals in the table are actually single linn indust1ies;
as such theyhave no domestic competjtors private or public. Itis clear that even though
allocation of commodity import. support was done administratively, it often took
account of the strategic importance of the beneficiaries, if not necessarily their
efficiency. Some of the beneficiaries such as General Tyre lEA) Ltd are probably as
efficient as comparable f1rms in the East Africa region. In some instrances mrgetjng
import support, has helped to speed up restructuring as has been the case of the
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Table 4.3 Top Fifteen Parastatal Beneficiaries of CIS

(TShs million)

Allocation Arrears

General Tyre (EA) Ltd l 2,7 I 4 836

Aluminium Africa Ltd 8,053 1.566

Tanzania Fertilizer Company 6,534 6.534

Tanzania Posts and Telecommunication 5.332 2,263

Tanzania Coffee Markering Board 4.576 2,847

Tanzania Motor Company 3.26 I 1.282

National Transport Company 3.258 96 1

Tanzania Railways Corporation 2,467 2,467

Tanzania Petroleum Development Corp. 2, I27 554

Tanzania Portland Cement Co. 1.557 944

National Steel Corporation I.466 559

Tanganyika Tegry Plastics 1.239 520

Tanzania Harbours Authority 1,006

Tanzania Electric Supply Company I.479 933

British Petroleum (T) Ltd. 830 48

Total 55,899 22,3 l4

Portland Cement Company. There is therefbre, nothin ginherently anti-restructuring

in commodity import support; it all depends on the objectives attached to its applica-

lion, and the policy context in which it occurs.
Turning to import support cash cover recove1y we need to distinguish between cash

cover on commodity import support and cash cover paylnents on foreign exchange

provided under the open general license (OGL). The two components of import
support were administered separately. Vvhile the ClS was directly administered by the

Treasury, the OGL system was placed under the Bank ofTanzania. The two systems of
administration also implied different mechanisms of cash cover recovery manage-

ment.
In the case of commodity import support the beneficiaries were expected to pav

cash cover directlyto the Treasu1y on notification ofallocatjon. However, byim nature

commodity import support cash cover tends to be secondaiy to the objective of

targeting the resources. That is to say, the beneficiaries were selected on the basis of
criteria other than their liquidity or cash flow position. Accordingly, some of the
beneticiaries were often without the necessary resources to be able to pay 100% cash

cover up front. Whenever that has been the case there has been a tendency to work out

a payment schedule on anticipated cash intlows. When these repayments are not

realized cash cover payment arrears accumulate. Table 4.1 shows allocation of com-
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modity import support and arrears between parastatals and the private sector. Iris clear

from the Table that nearly three Efths of commodity import support to the private
sector has its cash cover payments outstanding as against 45% for the parastatal sector.

Over all, about50% ofcash cover on commodity import support to the parastatal and
private sector is outstanding.

The situation is different with regards to OGL. Under this scheme, foreign
exchange is sold to the Central Bank which then pays cash cover to the Treasury by
crediting the exchequer account with it by the local curency value of the foreign
exchange. From the point ofview of the Govemment there is no cash cover payment
Outstanding. In this regard the administration ofcash cover payments under the open
general license has been by and large superior to that under commodity import
support. Available information suggests that cash cover arrears on the OGL are a mere
8% of the total generated under the scheme.

4.3 Monetary Effects of Couterpart Fuds
In this sectjon we investigate the effects of counterpart funds collection on money
supply. We begin by looking at commodity import support. In this case a commodity
grant to the Government is sold to the commercial sector which in turn pays
counterpart funds to the Government - either through payment by the private sector
into Government account at the Central Bank or by crediting Government account
with commercial banks. In the lirst case, the elfect will be to reduce currency in the
hands of the public as well as commercial bank reserves at the Central Bank. The
reduction in the monetary base should then read to a reduction in the money supply
bya multiple of the monetaxybase. In the second case the eflectwillbe to reduce private
(leposits and increase government deposits at the commercial banks. On the implicit
assumption of 100% reserve requirements on governmentdeposits at the commercial
banks, a change in the structure ofdeposits ownership in favour of the govemmentwill
lead to a multiple deposits contraction on the part of the commercial banks thereby
reducing money supply.

In theory, therefore, the effect of counterpart thnds payment by the commercial
sector is expected to be deflationary in that stock of moneyin the economywillfall and,
other things being equal, inflation should also fall. However, in practice it is unlikely
this result is actually what obtained. In the first place since the cash cover was not fully
collected, the deflationaty effectof counterpart funds was less than the value of im port
support received. In addition, the assumption of lastingdeflationary effects ofcounter
part funds is based on a further assumption that there is a longlagbetween receipts of
counterpartfunds and their spending by the Govemment. In the Tanzanian case this
assumption is unwarranted primarily because such a lag was for practical purposes
negligible. In factthe more likely situation was thatthe Central Bankprovided advances
as bridging finance for the Govemment in anticipation of cash receipts including
counterpart funds.
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It would have been surprisingif counterpart funds had a deflationary effect in this

context. This is because counterpart funds, as will be shown in the next section, had a

deHnite monetary policy role which was inconsistent with the one ascribed to it in

theory. The fact that they were meant to substitute for govemment bank borrowing
implies little time lag between their receipt and expenditure.

Nevertheless, there is a real possibility that the whole process of counterpart funds

management can become inflationary. This possibility can be demonstrated by the
context in which cash cover arrears arise under the OGL system. As has already been

pointed out under this system the Central Bank paid cash cover up front so that the

budget received the full amountof the value of import support. The next stage is that

the Central Bank sold foreign exchange to the commercial banks. Ideally the latter

should pay fl1ll cash cover to the Central Bank. This would normally take the form of
a fall in the commercial bank's balances or reserves at the Central Bank matched by an

increase in their netforeign assets. The overall elfectwouldbe neutral. However, there

was an occasion when the Central Bank did not collect the cash cover thereby making

a net addition to commercial bank liquidity. This situation is the context in which

counterpart funds can actually contribute to an inflationa1y situation.
Under the new system of foreign exchange allocation through the auction the

possibility of this problem arisingis remote. However, the transfer of the management

of the commodity import support to the Central Bank carries similar dangers. As we
have alreadypointed out the justif1cation for maintaining commodity import support
is the need to target some strategic institutions. Since not all the targeted beneficiaries

are unlikely to be able to pay cash cover upfront some credit arrangements for their

payment mayhave to be worked out. However, should the Central Bankpay cash cover
upfront. to the Govemment as was the case with the OGL and then allow the

beneficiaries to stagger their cash cover payments, the effect will be inflationary. To
avoid this situation, the burden of staggered cash cover payments should fall on the

budget and never on the monetaiy $/stem.

4.4 Couterpart Fuds ad Fiscal ehavior
in examining the impact of counterpart funds, it is important to recall that a result

ofadjustments prior to 1986 expenditures were compressed in real terms. This was in

response to a deteriorating revenue position. Table 4.4 shows ;t sharpdrop in recurrent

revenue in real terms reaching its lowest level in 1985/ 86. This was marched by

expenditure compression. Recurrentexpenditure (excluding debt service) was down

to less than three lifths of its 1979/ 80 level. The fall in development expenditure was

even more severe.

Nevertheless, even though some reduction in bankborrowingdid take place,it was

not suflicient to stern inflationary pressures particularly because it was taking place at

a time when output was either falling or stagnant. Under these conditions the aim of

fiscal policy was to decompress expenditure without, recourse to inflationaryfinancing.
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Table 4.4 shows the evolution of counterpart funds. The first point to note is that
there was a sharp decrease in theirvolume in the early 19805 indicating disagreements
with the donors on the nature and contents ofadjustmentpolicies. l/vhen in 1984/85,

the Govemment belatedly introduced some of the measures earlier required by the
Fond as a basis for agreement, there was a signiiicant increase in import support
underlining the sensitivity of this source of financing to appropriate policy changes.
However, major increases in counterpart funds took place afterjune 1986 when an
agreementwas reached with the Fond. In the firstyear of the agreement alone import
support counterpart fhnds increased four ford and continued to increase thereafter.

The effect of increased counterpart funds on various components of expenditure
are shown in the first three columns ofTable 4.4. To begin with, the first column shows
total expenditure includingdebt servicing. ltis evident thattotal expenditure has been

decompressed but has not recoveredyet to its pre-crisis levels. Recurrent expenditure
excluding debt service has, on the other hand, actually increased to surpass the pre-

crisis levels while development expenditure remains at about 25% of its level in 1978/
79. The effect of import support counterpartfunds in this regard has been to increase
discretionary recurrent expenditure by switching resources away from the develop-

ment budget.

Turning to the expenditure financing side a number of obsenations can be made.
The first relates to domestic revenue. It can be seen that recurrent revenues which had
earlier declined in real terms grew with an increasedinflow of import support and has
more or less recovered to its pre-crisis levels. The effect of import support on revenue
is through its effects on vaiious lax bases such as imports and domestic output. The
question which arises is whether more domestic revenue could have been raised
through the lax system than has been the case.

There is little doubt that oliicially there is dissatisfaction with the overall revenue
perfotrnance so far. The evidence to this was the establishment of the Presidential
Commission of Enquiry into Public Revenues, Taxation and Expenditure in 1989.
Vvhile the Commission recommended a number of lax reform measures, its overall

viewwas that the basic problem lieswith the administration of revenue collection more
than anything else. This view is bome by studies on revenue performance of different
taxes. These studies distingnish between the elasticity of a lax and its buoyancy. While
the former refers to the amount by which revenue from a lax changes in response to

a change in its lax base (given the lax structure) lax buoyancy refers to total change in
revenue from a particular lax. That is to say lax buoyancy is a sum of lax elasticity and
changes in the lax rates. An analysis byosoro (1992) of the elasticity and buoyancy of
the Tanzanian lax system for the period 1979-89 indicates that the elasticity of the lax
system was less than unitywhile the buoyancywas unity indicating that revenue growth
was generated more by discretionary changes in the lax rates than by the elasticity of
the lax system. This Hnding seems to suggestdifliculties in revenue collection attribut-

able to institutional capacity and poor working environment for lax collectors. The
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Table 4.4: Effects of Counterpart Funds on the Budget

Year Total Recurrent Recurrent Development Recurrent CIS Loans & Domestic WNCPI

expenditure exp. (incl exp. (excl expenditure revenue gr-ants borrowing (deflator)

debt serv) debt serv)

5022 4427 5794 1804 I234 I00

s3s$ s25e 45a3 3097 étl4 2OH sga Hoé

géas $9é9 $009 37lé éosé lsos lslé lzaé

4069 3H9 SsaB $Oé 1430 2214 usas

7371 $20a 4385 Zlé3 4281 437 3530 1541 2002

SlaZ la00 3778 410 H967 44é 2490

4369 3977 I319 3168 225 lé97 éé4 3339

3976 3408 IH4 asea 1$2 2159 1368 4010

SH7 38é2 3118 I249 3341 222 usas 720 5578

4430 3335 2535 1095 307a 157 1498 864 TlSe

2988 és7 3094 é4é é58 47é 9477

4533 40sé 753 3833 am 198 399 lzeas

seal Elsa 3049 823 4438 mé éé9 Hz lsaéa

€.529 5595 5895 €,34 slél lm 294 638 I8962

70% SH7 94é £994 1992 271 40é 22872

Notes: I) All the figures have been deflated useing the National Consumer Price Index.

2) Total expenditure includes debt service.

3) Expenditure and financing items do not balance because of omission of other items and lax reserve certihcates from the Table.

Source: Bank of Tanzania Economic and Operations Report (various years).



conclusion seems to be that while there is potential revenue capacityit is unlikely that
it can be realized within the existing institutjonal framework.

The second observation with regard to the fmancing side relates to the extent to

which recurrent revenue Hnances recurrent expenditure. Recurrent expenditure in
column two of Table 4.4 consists of two components, namely, discretionary expendi-

ture shown in the thrid column and debt servicing which is the difference between
columns two and three. It can be seen that during the period 1986-91 while the overall
recurrent budget recorded a deficit of about 7% annually, on the average, the

discretionary recurrent budgetwas in surplus by nearly 15%. This figure indicates the
extent of debt servicing burden on the recurrent budget.

With regard to otheriinancingitems shown in columns seven and eight of the table
the effect of counterpart revenue is even clearer. Loans and giants which constituted
the earlier form in which aid was provided declined sharply as import support took
greater effect. While the data is believed to underrepresentdirect to project aid there
is no reason to assume that the recording of this kind ofaid got worse during the ERP
period. It would therefore appear that there was a clear shift away from project aid to
import support and that this facilitated a recoveiy in recurrent expenditure.

Finally, the last column of the table shows the effects of counterpart funds on
domestic borrowing the bulk of which was bankborrowing. Iris to be recalled that one
of the goals of Government policy was to reduce inflation and that although early
adjustment efforts succeeded in compressing expenditure, they did not succeed in
reducing bank borrowing and credit growth to acceptable levels. In this regard the
effects of expansion in import support counterpart funds have been to reduce
Govemmentborrowingfrom the bankingsystem. On this account, therefore, counter-

part funds have supported anti-inflation policies. However, since Government bank
borrowing is only one element in the overall credit growth, we now tum to the
examination of the overall credit developments.

4.5 Foreig Exchange Allocation System ad Credit Policy
Prior to 1988, the dominant form of foreign exchange allocation was administrative.

Both the free foreign exchange resources and the commodity import support were
allocated by the Central Bank and the Treasury respectively on the basis of prior
application and screening which did not take into account market efliciency of the
applicants. Since then, however, considerable progress has been made towards market
based allocation of foreign exchange. This reform began with the introduction of the
opengenerallicense in early l988followedbythe enactrnentofa newforeign exchange
legislation to provide a legal framework for the introduction of foreign exchange
bureaux in 1992. The act also provided for individual holdings of foreign exchange
account as well as cash which was previouslyprohibited. A further movement towards
market based foreign exchange allocation was made in August 1993 when the
exchange rate wasunified and an auction system for foreign exchange in which foreign
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exchange bureaux were invited to participate was introduced.

1lvhile there is little doubt that considerable progress has been made in the

liberalization of the foreign exchange market, there are reservations about the viability

of this process unless there is also a parallel liberalization of the domestic creditmarket.

Historically, the financial system has been controlled bv the Government which also
owned the major institutions in that sector. This fact, coupled with the Government
control and ownership of real sector activities, has tended to obviate market based

allocation ofcredit. Instead creditwas allocated in the context of Govemment's annual

finance and credit plans thereby taking away the power ofdecision making over credit

allocation from bank management. In this context the Central Bank credit also

responded more to the Hnancial requirements under the plan than on its assessment
of the monetary and credit situation. If these are to be the conditions to prevail in the

credit market, there is no doubt that liberalization of the foreign exchange marketwill

be underrnined through the credit allocation process.
However, since 1991, there has been a wide rangingprogramme of linancial sector

reforms. Under the new Banking and Financial Institutions Act the autonomy of
management on credit allocation is provided for and entry ofprivate banks is allowed.

Since then the banks' managerial autonomyhas increasedin that: initiallythey had the

rightto settheir own interest rates subject to a minimum deposit rate setabove the rate

of inflation and a maximum lending rate. More recentlythese restrictive requirements
have been removed so thatthe banks are free to setboth their lending anddepositrates.

This reform is believed to be essential for the hanks to compete for customers in a

multibanking environment tollowing the entry of two intemational banks and the
restructuring of existing ones. At the same time the relationship between the commer
cial banks and the Central Bank has been redefined in that the Central Bank operates

through its rediscountwindow and can vary its rediscount late on its assessment of the

moneta1y situation.
It is therefore clear that the liberalization of the foreign exchange market is

supportedbythatin the domestic creditmarket. The overall creditpolicy Objectives are
consistent with the measures outlined. From the outset, the policy had two basic

Objecftives. First, consideringthatdomestic creditwas the source ofexcessive moneta1y

expansion, the policy goal was to limit the overall growth. The second credit policy

Objective was to shift distribution of credit in favour of the private sector. Table 4.5

assesses progress on both accounts. It can be seen that little progress was made in

controlling the overall credit growth and this has continued to be the source of

continued excess liquidity in the economy.
With regard to the distribution ofcreditbetween public andprivate sectors itis clear

that an overwhelmingproportion is allocated to the public sector. Nevertheless, there

has been an upward trendin the proportion of total claims on the private sector. This
is an indication that the rate of increase of credit to the private sector is higher than the

overall growth of credit. However, the dominance of the public sector in credit
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allocation reflects its overall dominance in the economy. Accordingly, a signihcant
change in the distribution ofcreditwilloccurwith the restructurin g ofthe public sector
ajmed at privatizing a mz~or part ofGovernment interest in the productive sectors of

the economy. In this regardthe liberalization of the domestic creditmarketwillrequire
not only the linancial sector reform but also restructuring of the real side of the

economy currently being undertaken in the context of parastatal sector and agricul-
tural marketing reforms.

Table 4.5 Domestic Credit Growth and its Distribution by Sectors'

Total
Credit Rate of Official Private
(TShs MN) lncrease Government} Entities Sector

I986 26474 14.2 71.8 I 1.0
I987 56I37 I 12.0 6.5 83.0 I0.4
I988 86933 54.8 15.3 66.0 18.2
I989 l I6672 34.2 I 1.2 67.6 2 1 .2
I990 I49850 28.4 7.8 60.5 3 1.5
I 99 I I97939 32.1 5.4 67.2 27.3

I) Figures exclude other assets which are unclassifled.

2) For I988 claims on Government include some of the liabilities of the marketing Boards
taken over by the Govemment,

Source: Bank of Tanzania: Economic Bulletin, Vol XXI No 3 December I99I Appendix Table I2

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we have examined the impact of counterpart funds on the budget.

money supplyand credit allocation. Counterpartfunds are generated through the sale

of import support in the fonh ofcommoditjes orfbreign exchange. Until 1988, import
support consisted of commodity import support which was administratively allocated
to both the private and public sectors. On the whole a large proportion of commodity
import support wont to the parastatal sector. Within the latter allocation was concen-

trated in a few large parastau1ls which were considered of strategic importance. Only
a few of these were industrial parastatals; the majority were trading and infrastructure
related enterprises.

While the bulk ofSwedish commodity import support was to the parastatal sector,

the part thatwas allocated to the private sector is unique in two respects. F irst, it reached
more enterprises (80 firms) than any other donor programme. This in turn means that
average allocations per finn were also smallest for Swedish aid. Secondly, the criterion
on, which the allocation was based appears to be support to small enterprises. This is
unique in that to a large extent Swedish assistance has always recognized the impor-
tance of small enterprise development well before the current resurgence ofinterest
among other donors.
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With 1'egard to the monetary effects of counterpart funds our conclusions is that on

the whole the effect is neuu'al. There are two reasons for this conclusion. First, about

half of the counterpart funds were not collected, which would be intlationary if the
funds were spentbygovernmentanyhow. But, second, a large part of the funds' impact

on the budget was to reduce detlcit financing - that is, there was no expenditure

increase. Hence the net impact is neutral. Iris unlikely that theywould have been able

to have a deflationary effect.

The impact of counterpart lunds on the budget is twofold. First it has provided fbi

recurrent expenditure recovery and has more or less obviated the need fbi Govern-

ment's recourse to bankborrowing to finance budgetdeficit. Secondly, there has been

revenue recovety associated with output growth largely induced by increased imports

under the import support programme. However, revenue growth during this period

appears to have been achieved more through discretionary lax measures rather than
improved collection which is constrajned by weak administratjve capacity.

On the credit policy side there is genuine concern that unless there is parallel

liberalization of the credit market the movement towards market based foreign

exchange allocatjon system can become ineffectjve. However, linancial sector reforms
introduced in 1991 are designed to liberalize the domestic credit market. The recent

entty of private internatjonalbanks, the redefinitjon ofthe rule ofthe Central Bank and

the legal autonomy granted to publicly owned bank management. are all indicators of

an evolving liberal domestic credit market. Neverthelcss, the bulk of domestic bank

credit remains with the public sector and this situation is unlikely to change quicklv

before the completion of the restructuring programme of the real sector currently
dominated by public enterprises.
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5.1 Introduction

The previous two chapters have analysed the macroeconomic consequences of the

volume and types ofaid received byTanzania in the last two decades. We move now to
a more general discussion ofaid's relation to the developmentstrategybeingpursued.
More specifically, we focus on two topics. Part5.2 begins with an overview of the relative

importance of the different sectors ofthe economy, focusing on their contribution to
overall growth. This analysis is used to pose the question: is aid being used to assist the

most important sectors of the economy? We also address the issue of whether the

combination of liberalisation andmore freelyavailable forex from own lunds and OGL
have led to a process of deindustrialization, as has been claimed elsewhere (Bhadlui et

aL).

The second topic - discussed in Parts 5.3 and 5.4 - is the related issue of whether

aid t.o Tanzania, and import support in pa11icular, have been an effective tool in

alleviating poverty. Part 5.4 focuses more specifically on current efforts at poverty
alleviation in Tanzania. On the basis of this discussion, and the analysis of Chapter 3,

we are led to propose an altemative channel for Swedish aid to Tanzania - this scheme

is laid out in Part 5.5. Part 5.6 concludes.

5.2 The Pattern of Growth in Tanzania

The gross domestic product (GDP) of a country is the sum of the value added of the

different sectors of the economy. Figure 5.1 shows the real GDP for Tanzania for the

period 1970J992}, distinguishing between four sectors: ag-1iculture, manufacturing,

other industry (which comprises mining, construction and utilities) and services. From

this f1gure we may see the overwhelming importance of agriculture in the Tanzanian

economy - accounting for more than halfofvalue added. Ag1iculture's share of total

l ) The flgure shows GDP at factorcost-that is the sum ofthe sectoral value added. excluding net indirect
taxes.
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Figure 5.I Real GDP by Sector, I970- I992

(Billions of I987 TShs)
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employment is even greater - estimated at 85 per cent. It can be seen also that the
sectoral value added of agriculture has increased over time, as has that ofservices. The
manufacturing and other industry sectors, on the other hand, appear to have been
quite stagnant - suggesting that these sectors have notcontributed to the growth ofthe
economy that can be observed in Figure 5.1.

The contribution of each sector can be analysed in a more formar manner through
adecomposition of the sources of growth.The methodology lbr such a decomposition,
and the full results, are given in Tecl1nical Appendix 1 (in Volume ll of this report) . As
is shown in the Appendix, a sector's contribution to overall growth depends on two
factors: (i) the sector's rate of growth; and (ii) its share of total value added. The first
ofthese is obvious - the more rapidly a sector grows then the more it can contribute
to growth. But the sector's share is also important - if a sector is very small then even
substantial growth can only have a marginal impact 011 the economy as a whole.

The (lecomposition analysis may be carried out in one of two ways. The Hrst is to
calculate sectoral contlibutions to growth on z1year-by-year basis and then calculate
average values for selected periods. Such an analysis is presented in Table 5.1(a): this
tables shows the average contribution to growth ofeach sectorwithin each period. The
second method is to sum sectoral value added across periods and decompose the
sources of growth from one period to the next. This analysis, which shows the
contribution to growth between periods, is shown in Table 5.2(b).

From Table 5.1(a) we see that the Tanzanian economy has grown at an acceptable
late (between 4 and 5 per cent a year) in the early 19705 and since the mid eighties. In
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Table 5.1 Sources ofGrowth in Tanzania, I97I -92

(sectoral concributions to growth)

A PERIOD AVERAGES

I 97 I -75 I976-80 I 98 1 -86 I987-92

GDP 4.6 1.8 1.5 4.1

Agriculture I.5 -0.2 2.0 2.5

Manufacturing 0.5 0.3 -0.5 0.5

Other industry 0.I 0.I 0.0 0.I ,

Services 2.5 I.7 0.0 I.0

B BETNNEEN PERIOD GROWTH
I916-8 l I 98 I -86 I981-92

GDP 17.2 6.3 23.3

Agriculture I.9 6.6 I7.0

Manufacturing 2.3 -2.2 I.4

Other industry -0.2 0.I 0.6

Services l3.l I.8 4.3

Note: 1981 15 included in penbds one ond two os periods must be ofequul length (six years).

Source: See Technical Appendix

the intcwening decade, since 1976, growth has been more modest. Since the popula-

tion is growing at about 3 per cent each year, income per capita in Tanzania had been

falling for the ten years prior to the adoption of the Economic Recoveiy Programme.
During the 19705 much of what growth there waswas accountedfor bythe service sector

a growth resulting from the (lramatic expansion of public administration during this
period (much of it related to thebureaucratic requirements ofdecentmlisation).This
pattern has changed in the 19805 with agricultural growth accounting fbi the largest

part of the economy's expansion. Even in the 19705 the performance ofthe economv
as a whole mirrored that of the aglicultural sector quite closely. By contrast, the

manufacturing sector has contributed little to growth: atbest not much more than half
a percentage point. This Hilding is not surprising: manuiacturing value addecl is loss

than 10 per cent of the total, so the contribution to GDP growth of this sector is

necessarily limitedg.
Similar conclusions emerge from the analysis ofgrowth between periods. VVhat is

most striking Hom Table 5.1(b) is that (luring the 19805, and particularly since the

introduction ofthe ERP, agriculture has accounted for most of the increase in output

over the earlier period. The implications of the decomposition analysis are both

posilive and normative: the agricultural sector is the most important sector for the
growth ofthe Tanzanian economy and this must be so: only bv stimulating agriculture

2) The remarkable 12.0 percent growth recorcle(lby thisscctor in 1991 meantthatitcontrihutc-(l iii per
cent ofthe e(tonomy's 4.3 percentgrowth in that year. Bur in I992 the contributjon tell bark loonly

~ ,0. - per cent lof overall growth of 8.8 per cent).
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can the living standards of the majority of the population be increased. Does aid in
general, and import support in particular follow this prescription?

Aid may assist sectoral development in one of two ways - either by the nature ofthe
aid-iinanced activity stimulating grow1h or by the policies upon which the aid is

condjtional doing so. We consider each in tum.

5.3 The lmpact of Aid at the Sectoral Level

Table 5.2 shows the sectoral allocation of aid for all oflicial development Hnance
(average figures for 1986-89), Norway (1992 disbursements) and Sweden ( 1991/ 92
disbursements). Whilst the figures have been constructed so as to be comparable, strict
comparability cannot be ensured because ofuncertainty as to the DAC classificatjon
used for the ODF figures. In partjcular: (i) it is not clear if DAC include only free-

standing technical assistance in that category or also that which is project related; and
(ii) it seems possible that sectoral adjustment credits have been allocated by DAC as

funds to that sector wllereas, in Iact, most the monies are programme assistance

(import support). (For example fhnds in support OfTAN AA may have been classified
under agriculture). Therefore the share of import support in the total aid progranune
may be more than suggested the by share of programme assistance. The distribution
ofNorway's aid was Öödistorted"bythe large amount (NOK 138.6 million) spent on the
Pangani Falls redevelopment in 1992 - the share of import support has more typically
been 30 to 40 per cent (i.e. a figure more comparable with that reported for Sweden).

Table 5.2 Sectoral Allocation of Aid

All ODF Norway Sweden
(I986-89) (l992) (I 99 I -92)

Social sectors 5 I l l5
Economic infrastructure 20 55 I8
Agriculture I3 l I 5
Ménufacturing 5 I 3
Other industry 3 0 0
Services 3 0 0
Technical cooperation 22 6 7
Programme assistance I8 I3 46
Other I2 2 7

Sources: OECD Geogrclphicol Distribution ofFinonciul Flows to Deveiopingcountries (variou$); Royal Norwegian Embassy;
Tanzania ondNorwuy Development Cdbperutsbn, I'993; and Embassy of Sweden. Swedish Development Cooperution withÖ

Tdnzunin. I992[93.

A similar pattemg maybe observed in the allocation of OGLfunds, shown in Figure
5.2. In each month during 1992 30 to 60 per cent of OGLfunds went to the beneiit of

3) The data for this figure are LCS established. We believe these to he a reasonable guide to sectoral
allocation, as there is no reason to believe there is :1 systematjc bias in the ratio ofestablishment to
utilisation.
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Figure 5.2 Allocadon OfOGL funds by sector in I992
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industry - the average over the year was 45 per cent. The share ofagriculture was much

smaller - being at most 13 per cent and averaging only 10 per cent for the whole year.

The large share of transport - over 20 per cent - is both notable and important.

Hence, although in the most recentperiod (1986-92), agriculture contributed over

60 per cent of the economy's growth it has received a far lower proportion of the aid.

Table 5.2 (and Figure 5.1) suggest there has been an undue neglect of the agricultural

sector - donors have put too much emphasis on developing aspects of the "'modern

sector" which leave the welfare of the majority ofTanzanians unaffected.

Of course, agriculture may benefit from aid not going directly to the sector itself:
either from improvements in economic infrastructure and transportation or from the
goods provided through import support or use ofmanufacturing output. For each of
these it important to distinguish between the aid programme in general and import

support.
Much of the aid-fmanced investment in infrastructure has been in energy, much of

which will not directlv beneilit the agricultural sector. The rehabilitation of the road
network is an i1nportant part of enabling the marketiug of agricultural produce, but
evidence suggeststhatat least, ifnotmore, important a constraintis the jack ofadequate

transportation. The use of OGL funds for transport (which the analysis of N01wegian

OGL suggests is mostlyfbr spare paris) is one way in which these lunds are potentially

beneiicial to agricultural development. M noted in Chapter 2, some four wheel drive
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vehicles land boats) are included on the negative list, thus limiting the beneficial
impact of OGL on agricultural markering.

The secondwayin which aid mayhelp agriculture is through the nature of the goods
imported. Again, the evidence is that OGL 1nay have been more beneticial in this
respect then previous forins of aid. Our analysis of Norwegian OGL, reported in
Chapter 2 (Table 2.9), showed that about one third of OGL funds are used either for

the importation of, or to supportthe production of, incentive goods.we simplycannot
say what share of these are reaching rural areas. We do however have evidence of
increased goods availability - both from the most recent World Bank (1991) country
economic report and from the reports of the villagers interviewed as part ofthe SIDA-

financed study of rural perceptions of economic and political change in Tanzania
(Booth el ol.). It seems probable that OGL has usefully contributed to this increase.

Other forms of aid - including CIS - probably have not led to any significant
increases in incentjve goods. CIS was mostly used to support manufacturing produc-

tion, rather than the im port of Iinished products. As documented, the films supported
were mostly inefficient parastatals, so that CIS supported the pro-industiy bias.

Exceptions are Dutch import support, which was directed at the sugar and cotton
sectors, and fertilizer imports. For some years donors supported the notoriously
ineflicient Tanzania Fertilizer Corporation (TFC). Since TFC had a monopoly on
distribution itfound it more profitable to importfertilizer for sale rather than making
it itself - so that the transition from project-based support to import support led TFC

to stop production. Some donors, including Norway, have continued to give import
support funds earmarked for fertilizer.

In general, however, we draw two conclusions. Of the different forms that aid can
take, the OGL system has a greater likelihood of resulting in indirect henefits for
agricultural production than do otherforms of aid. Nonetheless, the amountof aidthat
is directly targetted at agricultural production appears too small given the sector's
importance to the economy's growth.

If the aid monies themselves have not been explicitly directed to the agricultural
sector, what of the aid-supportedpolicy reforms? Prior to ERP the productive potential
of the sector was quite clearlyinhibited bythe controls imposed bygovernment - most
notably the pticing system administered by parastatals which failed to pass on world
prices to peasant producers. One of the earliest sectoral adjustment credits - TANAA

was directed towards the removal ofthese controls, and subsequentpolicydiscussions
have continued to incorporate fur1her reforms. Despite this fact, and as discussed in
Chapter 2, the impact has thus far been slight. Booth et al. (1993) presentboth macro
and micro evidence to confirm the position that the refonns have not "filtered down

the main stumbling block being identified as the continued dominance of the
agricultural markering parastatals. Problems such as late or non-paymentof producers
remain.

Of the other reforms that have been implemented those liberalising the foreign
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exchange market have the most importance for the sector - mostly for the reason
discussed above, that is the importance of incentive goods in stimulating mral

economic activity.
The conclusion must be that the reforms can potentially be of greatbenefit to the

sector, but that their full potential is as yet some way from being realised. The impact
of aid funds and reforms on the agricultural sector are closely linked with their
effectiveness in poverty alleviation. Butbefore we go on to discuss such issues we turn

to a H1rther sectoral issue - the performance of the manufacturing sector during the
ERP period.

Deindustnlalization in Tanzania?

Academics have expressed concern over African deindustrialization as a result of

adjustment (for example, Stewart 1991). Such a concern has been expressed about

Tanzania by a number of observers (Bhaduri et al., 1993; and Rattso, 1993). Iris difficult
to see why.

Figure 5.3 shows real manufacturing value added. Real growth in the manufactur-

ing sector since the inception ofERPhas been impressive - most notably the 12per cent

recorded in the year to 1991. The quarterly index of manufacturing output published
bythe Bureau of Statistics gives a less optimistic picture (Figure 5.4) - nevertheless this

series also shows :1 trend increase of just under one unit per quarter. The log regression

gives a growth late of just over 0.8 per cent a quartet - that is about 3.6 per cent a year."}

Figure 5.3 Real Manufacturing Value Added

Bllitons of 1987 Tshllllngs

1 . . . . .

5 . . . .

7 7 2 74 76 78 Bd B2 84 EG 88 90 92

4) The Htted line in Figure 5.4 is from the linear, not log, regression since the former gives the better (it.
ira for log regression calculated by correlating exponential nf titted valueas with actual series).
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Figure 5.4 Index of Manufacturing Output
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There has been cleindusnrialization in Tanzania: not since liberalisation but, to the
contrary, in the period preceding liberalisation, when manufacturing output
plummeted.The roots of the decline lie in the extremely low productivity of sectoral
investments, which is explained by three factors. F irst, the foreign exchange shortage,
atitsworstduringthe early 19805, which resultedin velylowlevels ofcapacity utilisation.

Second, deteriorating infrastructure disrupted production and supplies (which were
at times further disrupted by the arbitrary nature of the resource allocation system).
Third, many industrial projects were poorly conceived in design and badly imple-
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mented. During the early 19805 the incremental capital output ratio (IGOR) for the
manufactuiing sector was negative (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 also shows that there has been a substantial improvement in the IGOR
- switchingfrom negative to positive in the period since ERP was introduce(l. It is still,

however, rather high - and took a sharp turn upwards in 1991 as growth from 1991 -92

fell to 1.9 per cent (which has been attributed to the power shortages).

As shown in Figure 5.5 the sectoral investment late has also risen in the later part

of the 19805. Hence the improved growth performance is attributable to both higher

investment and the increased productivity of that investment. (The manufacturing

investment late appears to be extremelyhigh - reaching over 100 per cent. This figure
is consistentwith other data, but must read to some suspicion. But even allowing for

error the percentage is symptomatic of the extreme inefficiency of the sector) .5

The reasons given as to why aid may result in deindustrialization are two-fold. First,

aid-fmanced goods displace demand for domestic output. Second, aid-related liberali-

sation destroys infant industries that are unfairly disadvantaged by the poor state of
Tanzanian infrastructure.

The data in Table 5.8 give some insigllt to the first of these. For some indusnies,

notably soap, import support has fmanced intermediates not final goods so that

domestic output (which was quite clearly supply constrained, not demand con-

strained) has expanded. In some indusuies, such as iertilizer, domestic production has

been displaced - but so itoughtto have been given the well known hicleous inefficiency
ofTFC. Another industry shown in the table that has probably been adversely affected

Table 5.3 Per cent change in output 1981-83 to I989-91 for selected industries

Per cent change Per cent change

3,034.5 BIankeLs - l8.6
Cem&ntw I2 I .4 -l9.3

I 09.2 -23.3

$oap,. 104.3 -23.4

68.0 l -25.5

Eain;..~a..~ 57.7 Eetrsdeum"- -26.4

Etslmetie. Aluminlgm36.4
~ ~

, -39.8

32.9 Bgttenes -40.5

30.9 emi zerE 'i " -44.0

I 9.6 -50.6

9.5 -63.1

-4.2 -66.6

$u~.l;.. - ~ -8.7 LeaLher -77.4

$1$a ones" - $bgä -83.0Ir - l5.9
£1igaLeLLes..,~ - I 6. I .Bike -87.5

Source: BOT Economic and Operations Report

5) 1m/ XQU
=

1m/ 1 x 1/ Yx Y/YU. In late 805 these ratios are, respectively,just under 0.3, just over 0.3 and

YU/Y = 0.08. This givcs a Im/Ym of0.?> x 0.3/0.08 = 1 12.5%.
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byimport support is bike tyres and tubes, since bike paris have been a substantial item
under OGL (bikes and bike paris are 10 per cent of total Norwegian-financed OGL).

Other industties that have experienced declines will have done so because of the

influx of foreign goods facilitated by both the introduction of own funds imports and
subsequent reduction in tarilfs. Beer is an example of this: not only have tariffs been
reduced, but in the last two years Kenyan beer has enjoyed the preferential PTA ta1iff
rate.

So at the level of individual industries the picture is a mixed one - some have
suffered from either one or both of the effects mentioned above, whereas other

industries have benelitted. The overall balance can be judged from the growth of the
sector as a whole - which we find to be positjve. Our data are thus consistent with the
view that adjustment is now taking place within the sector so that less efficient
enterprises are closingdown. This is after all what "adjustment" means: some films will
go out of business, these are the costs of transitjon.

There remains the question, however, of if some finns are unfairly disadvantaged
because ofpower shortages. The response to this problem should ofcourse be to get

the power supply system functioning rather than to continue subsidies or protection,
though we recognise that the problem will not be solved ovemight. Nevertheless, we

would utge cautjon in revertingto protection on these grounds - any special protection
afforded mustbe on the basis of this disadvantage being proven andwitli a defmite time
flame for the phasing out of support. One reason for this caution is that protection is

costlyfor Tanzanian society as a whole, implying a regressive reallocation of resources.
Itis to this issue - or poverty and the distribution ofbenefits from aid - to which we now
tum.

5.3 Import Support and Poverty Alleviation

The rhetoric of aid donors emphasises aid's role in reducing poverty - this is especially
so for the Scandinavian donors. In his discussion of Swedish aid and the poor Berg
wrote that:

The Swedish Gor/emmentu. should primmily he eonrrmed about the ~cts 0] the poor, since
they are the reason ourgouemmmzt hus hem mtmsted with the taxpayers

'
money

(Berg, 1986: 266)

The effects on the poor may be either direct - from aid programmes targetted at
the poor - or indirect - 1/ia the benefits of growth spreading amongst the population
at large. There is little evidence on the distributional implications ofaid programmes
- the most comprehensive study is by the Inter American Development Bank (IDB).

In the early 19805 the IDB adopted the policy Objective that 50 per cent of their
resources should be directed to the poor. In monitoring IDB'S povertyperfbrmance a
measure called the (Ioefficient of lncome Distribution (CID) has been developed. The
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Table 5.4 Sectoral ClDs for lDB projects - I979-I986

I979-82 I983-86 I979-86

Agriculture 74.1 48.3 64.0

Fisheries 35.6 59.2 43.1

Industry  27.2 26.0 25.0

Tourism 24.0 82.3 80.4

Mining 20.1 47.6 45.9

Energy 30.3 I4.6 20.1

Transport 26.6 27.7 27.3

Communications 54.6 83.4 74.4

Urban development 83.5 74.6 76.3

Science and technology 9 1 .2 9 I .2

Education 3 I .9 77.1 58.7

Health 87.2 87.3 87.2

Sanitation 5 1 .4 45.6 47.6

Environment 45.0 45.0

Total 53.3 37.7 44.4

Source: Powers (I989: Table 3.4)

CID for a project is detined as the percent of net benefits accruing to the lower half of

the income prolile.ö
Using the (tIDs calculated from nearly 400 projects from the period 1979-1986

Powers (1989) reports sectora.l CIDS (which are weighted averages). These figures,

given in Table 5.4, show thatprojects in the industrial sector consistentlyyieldthe lowest

proportion of beneiits to the poor-an average of25 percentover the period as awhole,

compared to 64 per cent for agriculture. The share of benefits accruing to the poor
from economic infrastructure (energy and transport) projects is also low.

If a projectyields less benefits to the poor then their current share ofincome then

the project worsens income distribution. Although this evidence is taken from

countries that are very different to Tanzania, the strength of the results are at least

suggestive thataid to industry is, whateverits other merit5, notdirectlyprogressive.7 The

conclusion is mitigated to some extent by the finding that :1large part of the support

may increase the supply of incentive goods, though the geographical distribution of
these goods is also important.

The studybyMbelle and Karamagi of Norwegian OGL funds reported the regional

6) Bcnefits accruing to gove1 nmcntare excluded as itwas not possible to determine the finalbeneficiary
of govemment resources. Where the ClD cannot be calculated using net benetsts it is proxied by the,

loss satistactory, measure oflhe share ofthe bottom 50 per centin the total number ofbeneflciaries.

7) Afurther conclusion that we might dmw is that there should be such evidence tor Tanzania and that
donors ought to be concemed that appropriate data are collected for such analysis.
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Table 5.5 Regional Distribution of LCS Established for Norwegian OGL,
I990-I99 l

Location Number of LCS Per cent
Established

Dar-es-salaam 925 78.9

Arusha 89 7.6

Mwanza 37 3.2

Moshi 32 2.7

Zanzibar 32 2.7

Others 57 4.9

Total 1,172 100.0

Source: Mbelle and Karamagi (l992: 28).

distributional of LCS established. These data are reproduced in Table 5.5, and show
that about 80 per cent of funds are drawn by LCS established in Dar-es-salaam: our
analysis of the main users ofNorwegian funds supports this finding. We have no reason

to believe that the geographical allocation oföimport supportfunds provided by other
donors will be substantially different - indeed both BOT and NBC officials coniirmed
that "nearly all" applications are made in Dar-es-salaam.

Ofcourse, itcannotbe concludedthatthe final use ofgoods is also in Dar-es-salaam:
indeedwe notedin Chapter 2 thatthe tradingf1rms maywell supplydistributors around
the country. Nonetheless, the fact that such a proportion of requests originate there
suggest that a not insubstantial substantial proportion ofend use maywell also be there.
More generally we might observe that aid programmes in general - and Tanzania
appears to be no exceptjon - are over-concentrated in the capital, in both their direct
and indirect effectsfl Yet only 5 per cent of Tanzzmia's population are resident in the
capital. Moreover, the regional accounrs show Dar-es-salaam to be by far the richest
region: in 1991 its per capita GDP was over three times the national averaqe and nine
times that of the poorest regions (see Table 5.6) .9 Data from across Africa show that
most of the poor live in rural areas: in Mali 86 per cent of the poor are rural and in
Uganda and Malawi the f1gures are 92 and 99 per cent respectjvely.

If the direct effects of the aidprogramme are poor are limited what of the indirect

effects?we have arguedin previous chapters thatthe renewedgrowthin Tanzania since
the mid 19805 may be attributed to the aid money and reforms. Will the poor benefit
from this growth? It is now commonplace to obsewe rl1atgrowth is a necessa1y, but not

8) Some cornmentators ascribe a prime rule to the rapid expansion of urban-based administration ju
explaining urban migration - and the consequenl social problems -in Tanzania (see the discussion
in van Donge, I992)

9) The regional accounts are no doubt suhject to quite large margins of error. but these cannol he
sufficient to alter our argument.
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Table 5.6 Regional GDP Per Capita, 1991 (Tshillings)

Region GDP per Region GDP per
capita capita

Arusha 26.535 Mbeya 28.288

Coast 8,459 Morogoro 21.708

Dar-es-salaam 72.876 Mtwara 12,347

Dodoma I2,947 Mwanza I4,l I3

lringa 26.553 Rukwa 36.026

Kagera 20,1 lo Ruvuma 26,522

Kigoma 18,442 Shinyariga 17.858

Kilimanjaro 19,475 Singida 20, I 24

Lindi 8.348 Tabora 15.432

Mara 228 I 7 Tanga 2 1 .009

All Mainland 23,4 I 0

Source: Nacional Accounts of T anzania. 1976- 1991

suflicient, condition for successful poverty alleviation. In the words of a recentworld

Bank report:

,.there is no esmping Nu need or rmmued gmzuth, und zcrmt gronlth, ax tim jnimmy

mer/zanism or alleuialing pot/erty. But the przttern in zu/zi€/z the gmzuth omurs and tim

intnvectoral ulhrati om o expmditum within a grominge(onmma ute impo11rmt (letermimmts

olhom e jértiue rmeuwl grozuth is in al~ating pouerty.

(World Bank, 1993: 1)

Statements such as this are nothing new - it has long been known that growth may

not benefit the poor, and this fact provided the impetus for 21 shift towards basic needs

anddistiibutional concerns in the 19705. Table 5.7 (see next page) is reproduced from

one influential book produced at the time of this shift, the World Bank-IDS volume

R£ödistri1mtion l/wth Gmzuth. The table contrasts measures of the growth of national

income for 19605 data using three different weighting systems.

The most conventionally reported figure - GNP growth - is a weighted average of
the growth of income to each income group (say quintile) where the weights are each

group's share of income in the base year. That is GNP growth is, by constructjon, a

regressive measure of national welfare as it puls the highest weight on the richest

groups. The table contrasts (BNP growth with a fignre in which each income group is

given an equalweight (i.e. equal to its share in population) and "povertyweights"which
give a higher weight to poorer groups.")

10) The weights used were 0.1. 0.3 and 0.6 fbi the top Me- nty, middle forty and lowe-st lbrty percenl'
respcttively.
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Table 5.7 Growth and lncome Distribution in Selected Countries in the 19605.

GNP growth Equal weights Poverty weights
Korea 9.3 9.0 9.0

Panama 8.2 6.7 5.6

Brazil 6.9 5.7 5.4

Mexico 7.6 7.0 6.9

Taiwan 6.8 9.4 10.4

Venezuela 6.4 4.7 4.2

Colombia 6.2 6.8 7.0

El Salvador 6.2 7.1 6.7

Philippines 5.4 5.5 5.4

Peru 5.4 5.2 4.6

Sri Lanka 5.0 6.4 7.2

Yugoslavia 4.8 4.7 4.6

India 4.5 4.1 4.0

Source: Chenery et al. (I 974: 42)

Only in the case of three of the thirteen countries shown (Taiwan, Colombia and
Sri Lanka) has the increase in national welfare been higher as measured by poverty
weights compared to the regressive GNP growth measure. In the other countries the
better off have benefitted disproportionately from growth. What of Tanzania?

Table 5.8 Distribution and Growth in Tanzania

GNP weights Equal weights Poverty weights
I969 to I975 4.7 4.8 4.8

I975 to I99I 1.8 -0.2 - 1.0

Source.: Calculated from World Bank= World Tobles World Development Report and Social Indicotors of Development
,

We have available three point estimates of distribution in Tanzania: 1969, 1975 and
1991. The first two distributions are suspiciously similar so that one may be an
extrapolation of the other 1} The 1991 data are for expenditure shares. Nonetheless,
bearing in mind these reservations the iigures - shown in Table 5.8 - raise serious
concern. For the period 1969-1975 income distribution appears hardly to have
changed, so that the three measures arevirtuallyidentical. However, the 1991 data show
a dramatjc shift on favour of higher income groups. Indeed, real income fell for the
bottom 40 per cent over the period 1975-1991: at a late ofover 3 per cent a year for the

1 1) Data given bywagao and Kigoda (1993:14) suggest a worsening of income distribution between 1969
and 1976/77, with the Gini rising from 0.45 to 0.57
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bottom 20 per cent. Hence the positjve real GNP growth figure is turned into a negative

if either equal or poverty weights are used."

Series on rural living standards given by Wagao and Kigoda (1993: 18-20) show a

sharpfall between 1976/77 and 1982/ 83 of more than 10 per centa year in per capita

tem1s and a stabilisation in real income since that time. Hence the incomes of the rural

poor fell more than the average during the crisis years and have not risen with the

national trend in the period of reform. These findings are consistent with the

deteriorating income distribution reported above.

A further illustration of how growth may not benefit the poor is provided at the

micro level by Mosley's (1987) study of trickle down from the Agricultural Develop-

ment Project of Cajamarca in Peru. The analysis identified the direct and indirect

projectbenelits accruingto the rich (top 10% ), medium (next50%), poor (next 30%)
and destitute (bottom 10%), where indirecteffects were calculated as the tiickle down

land up) from consumption linkages. As Table 5.9 shows, the destitute received none
of the direct benefits and their share of indirectbenefits was a little over one per cent.

The poor fare not much better - getting 14 per cent of the direct benefits and only 10

per cent of the indirect. As Berg says in the paper cited earlier:
'~uivzg money to the rich

is -at best - a circuilous may to help the poor" (1986: 266).

'Table 5.9 Distribution of Benefils in Cajamarca project

(0005 soles per annum)
Direct Benefits lndirect Benefits

Rich 400 68

Medium 650 242

Poor 200 35

Destitute 0 4

(Source: Mosley (l987: I94)

The evidence we have given so far, from both Tanzania and from other countries,

demonstrates that poverty alleviation cannot be taken for granted but must be a

conscious part ofa count1y's developmentstrategy: there shouldbe policies forgrowth,
but it should be a growth which will benefit the poor.

VVhat sort ofgrowth it is thatwillbenefit the poor has been elaborated in recent.work

on the new poverty agenda" by the World Bank. In the late 19805 increased attention

was paid to poverty issueswithin the Bank - reading to the 1990 Worlddeuelopmentrepm't

with a special focus on poverty. The WDR was followed by a Policy Paper, Assiskmce

Strategin to Reduce Po-umy, and - in 1992 - the Poz/my Handbook and an Operational

Directive on "Poverty Reduction". These documents proposed a two prong" approach

to poverty alleviation. The firstprong is to facilitate a process of labour-intensive growth

12) The poverty weights used were 0.3, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.1 for the bottom 20, next. 20, middle 40 and top
20 per cent respectively.
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and the second to develop the human capital of the poor ( through improved health
and education) so that they may participate in the growth process. There should also
be a safety net for the poor. Vlfhat sort of an impact have these initiatives had in
Tanzania?

5.4 Aid and Poverty Alleviation i Tazania
A part of the renewed concem for poverty issues in the late 19805 manifested itself in
the UNDP-World Bank Social Dimensions of Adjustment (SDA) project. In Tanzania
an SDA Unit has been establishedin the Planningcommission.The projectdocument
envisaged four areas ofactivity: data collection, training, research activities and a fond
for poverty alleviating projects. There have been activities in the first three of these
areas, which are undoubtedly of benelit in policy formulation for poverty alleviation.
Butno donor supporthas been fbrtllcomingfor the last activity - the provision offunds
actually aimed to reach the poor. The CID for the SDA project thus far is zero.

Personnel at the SDA office ascribe donor reluctance to contribute to the fond to
a "donor fatigue". Some money was provided in the early 19905 for the Priority Social
Action Programme (PSAP) and no evaluation has yet been made of these expendi-

tures. Such an evaluation would clearlybe a useful exercise for planning future poverty
interventions, but especially so if the absence of an evaluation is all that is stopping
further donor support to direct poverty intervention.

In addition to the SDAprojectthere are a number of other initiatives - for example,
NORAD are currentlyplanning to finance a Grameen Bank style operation. However,
we feel we must agree with Wagao and Kigoda (1993) when they say that existing
interventions for poverty alleviation have had a limited impact because of the lack of
an overall strategy fbi poverty alleviation. There have so far have only been piecemeal
measures.

No mention hasyetbeen made of howthe WorldBankitself is implementingits own
poverty agenda. There is, in fact, not much to mention. The Poverty Assessment - the
analytical foundation for the development ofa poverty strategy - is still in the pipeline.
Other donors should not waitfor the Bank to take the lead in this area but push ahead
with strengthening the poverty focus of their own aid programmes.

"Strengthening the povertyfocus" will entail some sectoral reorientation. The new

povertyagenda correctlyem phasises improvingthe human capital of thepoor through
health and education. Yet Table 5.2 showed that that the low sounding 15 per cent of
Swedish aid to the social sectors is higher than that of the aid programme as a whole.
SIDAdecided some time ago to move out of the health sector as itwas "over crowded",
but retains a comrnitment to education ifperceived institutional shortcomings can be
satisfactorily addressed. We believe that the increase of resources to primary education
is a matter of some urgency, and now devote some space to a discussion of the sector
and its problems.
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PrimuryEducution
As already mentioned, the second prong of the two prong strategy for growth wit.h

poverty alleviation is enhancing the capacity of the poor to participate in growtll. To
achieve either this Objective improvements are required in the health and educational
status of the poor. let in Tanzania primary school enrollment ratios are falling and the
level of educational facilities is appallingly low.

In 1978 a push was made for universal primary education (UPE): the number of
primary school students enrolling in Standard 1 rose from 543,000 in 1977 to 878,000

the following year (but in 1979 fell back to 541,000). The 1978 cohort left primary
education in 1984 - so that. the absolute number of primary students actually fell from
1984 to 1985 . There have been modest increase in 1989 and 1990, but the number of
primary students is at roughly the 1980 level and about 95 per cent the peak reached
in 1983.

Whilst the number of prirnary students has been more or less static over the decade,

the population of children of school age has been growing - so that enrollmentratios
must have fallen. That they have indeed fallen is bome out by all sources of data -

though byhow much is debated. Enrollmentratios maybe measured in either gross or

net terms: gross is total number of prima1y pupils divided by the number of 7-13 year

ol(ls; net has the same denominator but only includes pupils aged 7- l3years old in the
numerator. Table 5.10 shows different estimates ofthese ratios. At the worst estimate,

bv the late 19805, less than half of all 7- l3year olds were attending school - whereas 60

per cent had done so in the late 19705.

Table 5. Id Gross and Net Enrolment Ratios in MainlandTanzania, I978 and I988

GER NER
I978 I988 I978 I988

Ministry of Education 96.6 ' 78.1 70.7 63.5

TADREG 95.0 74.0 60.0 47.0

Note: I ) Figure for I 980

Source: TADREG (l992)

Three main reasons have been identified for falling enrolment ratios:
' the absence of opportunities for suitable employment or seconda1y education

upon completing prima1y education;
* the lack of community participation in and control over primary schools: more

generally an alienation of the majority of the population from the state-spon-

sored development process; and

' the declining quality of the education delivered by the primary system.

It has been strongly argued in a recent SIDA-f1nanced study on parental attitudes
to education in mral areas by the Tanzania Development Research Group (TADREG,
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1993) that it is the second of these that is the binding constrainton expanding primary
schooling. They argue that:

Much still remam to be done be om large-scal€donor support eo districts orm bejusti zed. The

major issues are not administmtiue or teelmical, !mt political (md institutional.

(TADREG, 1993: 6-7)

Any (zttempt 1;)> the state to ]im't/ln dermtmlise hmmcial responsibility (md mcmagerial
authority to loeal councils (md increase community "comfributions" without opming more

space or democratic accountabilitjy mill have the ej~ct (jjurthcr alienating parmls jrom Hur

school system. More parmtal im/oluem/mt in 'running sehools is ol ~mdamcntal importancc

for[uture attempts to renouate the system.

(TADREG, 1993: 47)
It is also said that "the problem with primary schoolingis as much t.he misuse as the

inadequacy of resources" (TADREG, 1993: 5).
Butitis diflicult to see from the material contained in the TADREG reportitself how

the authors arrive atLhe above conclusions. The overwhelmingimpression given bythe
respondents in the studyis that, theyare dissatistiedwith the quality ofeducation. From
this fact itfollows that they resent the contributions in cash and kind they are required
t.o make, as they feel they are getting nothing in return. They similarly resent that so-
called "selfreliance" activities are just a forced labour by students to increase the
income of the teacher and/ or school - because such activities are not proper
education. Statementsby respondents such as the following are common in the Report:

~t/rey could assure us the quality o education c~colonial times rue would be mad); to pay[dr
it by zuorkingas casual labourers

(Parent from Korogwe in TADREG, 1993: 34)

Thatparentshave good reason to be dissatistiedwith the quality ofeducation is clear

from the data in Table 5.11, taken from an earlier TADREG report ( 1992) . Educational
resources are verypoor indeed - it is diflicult to imagine how a sound education could
possibly be delivered under such circumstances. Some students have to make do with

virtually no facilities - desks, textbooks or exercise books - whatsoever. In some areas
ofeducational provision - particularly the number ofGrade Ateachers - there are also
large urban-rural disparities.

An exploratory analysis in support of the view that the quality of education is an

important determinantof the demand for education may be made rising the district
level data compiled byTADREG, by comparing the gross enrollment ratio (GER) with

composite performance index (QUAL) for different districls reported in the 1992
TADREG report.}" The composite index is the average of live rankings for different
measures (per cent of Glade A teachers in total teaching staff, teacher pupil ratio,

13) The performance index inciudes the netenrolmentratio. To the extentlhat this measure iscorrelaled
with the gross ratio there will necessarily be a ('orrelation between the two. However. the relatjonship
is stronger than one would expect from this fact alone.
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Table 5.1 I Primary School Facilities in Mainland Tanzania, I990

Average Minimum Maximum
Pupils per teacher 35 I4 60

Pupils per classroom' 75 I2 3 18

Pupils per desk 5.0 1.2 38.0

Pupils per textbook 3.6 0.2 20.0

Note; l) Urban schools nperote £1 two shift system.

Source: TADREG (l992)

recurrentbudget per pupil, class size and net enrolment raljo) - so that the lower the

index the higher the quality of education in that district. If educational quality affects
the demand for education we would expect a negative relationship between GER and

QUAL: as the quality of education rises (QUAL falls) then the enrollment ratio

mcreases.

There is indeed a significant negative relationship between these two variables, as

shown in the scatter plot, in Figure 5.6 (drawn for the 91 districts for which data were

available). The regression line is also shown."

It seems likely therefbre that it will not be possible to increase parental willingness
tio send children to school until such time as resources available to education are

improved: this statementis contrary to the conclusion given byTADREG. We suggest
instead thatthere is a needfor donors to consider large scale intervention at the district

level to improve the provision of educational resources. We also believe that this end
is compatible with preserving the advantages identified for import support. The next
section explains how.

5.5 Modalities for Swedish Aid: A Proposal

As was described in Chapter 2, a large share of Swedish aid in recentyears has been in

the form of import support. A concern of SIDA, in common vvith other (lonors, has

been that accounting procedures are adopted to allow monitoring and enforcement
of cash cover collection and that the money should not. be used to fond items on the

negative list. Some donors see these safeguards as particularly i1nportant in justifying
the OGL svstem '"back home": it is importantthat aid funds cannot be directly used to

finance luxury imports (regardless of the fact that fungibilitv will allow this to happen

in practice).
SIDA does not tie the use of the cash cover in any way whatsoever - the intention

is that cash cover receipts bygovernmentshould not read to increments in expenditure
but rather to reduce the need for deficit finance. Indeed, as mentioned in Chapter 3,

14) The lormula for the regression line is (1-statisric in parenlhcsis)
GER = 99.3 - 0.43QUAL

(- 6.21)
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Figure 5.6 Educational Demand and Quality
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the SIDA document P1inEiples o Import Supprrrt rejects in principle double-tying: that is

tying the use of both the forex and the counterpart funds.
We would propose £1 different system, or rather a series of choices that may be

combinedinto asingle system.First, the maintenance of donor funds as aseparate lbrex
window with different procedural and access requirements is incompatjble with
exchange late uniiication. Only by channelling funcls through a single system can
unification be achieved. Such a procedure is now (August 1993) being proposedby the
World Bank, with the intention that (lonors should match their funds against actual
imports in an expostmanner. This system is viable so longas the w1lue of eligible imports
to be funded exceeds the aid funds putinto the system. However, there is clearlygreat
scope tor fungibility under such a system and the factthat the aid llmds actuallyfinance
imports in "non-essentials" may be very apparent. But we think this should not be of
concern to the donors. Donors should be concerned not with the use of the forex but
vvith the use of the counterpart funds. Why is this?

F irst, as argued in Chapter 3, an aid-financed economic expansion will read to an
increased demandfor imports over and above the vztlue ofthe aid provided, so that the

aid does not relieve (but tightens) the forex shortage. Ifdonors fond projects that are
less import-intensive then this problem is less acute. Import support is 100% import
intensive. The most recent data (shown in Table 5.12) show industry to be extremely
import intensive. By contrast, these data show the social sectors to have no import
requirements at all!
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Table 5. l 2 Import lntensity by Sector

I985I976 I980

Agriculture I.2 2.8 1.0

Agricultural processing 18.8 20.5 13.2

Other manufacturing 90.1 96.9 84.9

Other industry 10.5 I8.7 22.4

Social services 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other services 3.5 3.9 2.0

Whole economy I3.7 I5.9 9.8

Note: Import intensity is defned cs imports divided bygross output

Source: Revised National Accounts of Tanzania

Whilst the figure of zero is clearly an understatement of these sectors import
requirements, the requiremenls are low indeed. In education at least three quarters
land often more) ofrecurrent expenditure is on salaries. Most items used in schools
- such as exercise books and pencils - are manufactured in Tanzania (although some

of the raw material may be imported). ASIDA study of rural health clinics (Anderson-

Brolin et al., 1991) found up to 50 per cent of costs to drugpurchases which are either

imported or, ifmanufacturedclomestically, have a highimportcontent. But50per cent
an over-estimate of the import content of rural health care since a part ofthe wage

costs of these centres are met by outside agencies. A more realistjc upper limit to the

import component of health expenditure would be of the order of'20 per cent.
These figures are important since we suggest that a donor provide the forex

equivalent of total project costs and the government retains that part of the forex that

is required for the project. and sells the rest.

With such a proposal forex is provided through an auction to the private sector, as

proposed in our Interim Report and now put forward by the World Bank. But from the

pointofview of the donor, these fnnds are notbeing used for imports: the donor fhnds

are the counterpartfundswhich are usedfor health, education orwhatever. The whole
of the aid has been used to support health - regardless of the fact that. the process

involved the sale of forex to raise local fhnds. By saying this - by concentrating on the
use of the monies in country rather than the use of the forex, aid officials shouldbe able

to (quite honestly) justify the system to politicians and public at home.

But S1DAhas, rightly, been concerned to limit increase in expenditure on account

of the inflationarv implications of deficit tinancing. This concern is well-founded. At

the same time, the social sectors are in need of rehabilitation - which can be partly

achieved through reallocation of expenditure but may also require some donor

backed expenditure increases.
A further change in modality maybe from project to sector and/or district support.

Project type interventions have proved unsustainable, partly because of the environ-
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ment of institutional destruction in Tanzania. The ultimate concern of government
and donors alike must be that there exist well run, eflicient and sustajnable social

services which deliver the goods. Donors may therefore be better advised to think in
terms of systems support rather than projects. In practice, such a mechanism would
operate through a government-donor monitoring scheme operated at national and
district level. The provision of donor fundswould notbe ear-markedto specific projects

butrather to achievingagreedin targets (in sectoral spendinglevels, inputdeliveryand,
most importantly, output indicators). Systems building rather than the systems dis-

placement caused bypr~ects should be more sustainable - but attention needs to be
paidto the recurrentcostimplications of all activities las suggestedbythe government's
development of a rolling plan) .15

Taken to its logical conclusion, our argument leads to the view that the donor need

not be concemed to monitor the use of the aid monies at all but only (indirectly) its
results. Table 5.11 showed the dismal state of primary school facilities in mainland
Tanzania. Based on a flame of all primaty schools a sample of 100 could be taken each
year (or even six monthly) to monitor progress in these indicators of educational
quality. The success of the aid funds would be judged on these grounds, and not an
accounting of the use of each dollar in the ministerial bureaucracy.

Even with this sectoral support some outside assistance may be required in
rehabilitation and delivery of technical services. Most such interventions - particularly
in the social sector - are tjed by donors.1/vhoever pays decides who should deliver the
goods and services. This practice is contrary to the market-based allocation system
donors support in other areas ofeconomic decision making. Alldonors with an interest
in a sector maybe involved in the monitoringprocess. But this fäct need not im plythat
they need be involved in project management. 1/Vhere clearly defined, separable
activities in the governmentprogramme ("projects") are to utilise extemal inputs the
agency delivering these in puls should compete to do so. Donors wishing to remain
involved in project management and implementation should expect to compete with
other donors and private agencies for the rightto do so, even if "their funds" are paying
for the project.

There may still be some room for general balance of payments support in the
bilateral programme. If this is channelled as debt relief on debt that Tanzania has to
and would have paid (i.e. to the World Bank or IMF) then this money is equivalent to
a gift of untied forex. Hence, in line with our arguments above, this is the most
appropriate form of Bel) support. If additional import support is required this may
either be through the ex post identilication of what the money was used for or even

attached to particular commodities jeg. paper) up to some certain minimum import
requirement. However, the share of funds explicitly identjfied as import support
should decline.

15) An example ofhow such a scheme may operate is provided bv USAlD'S import support to the road
sector. The counterpart funds are earmarked for a road fond for maintenance expenditure. These
fond willbe phased outby 1995. lt. is planned that by that time the fond will be sustained whollv from
domestic revenues raised from vehicle-related taxes.
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5.6 Coclusions

The prima1ypurpose ofaid is the alleviation ofpoverty. This purpose will onlybe senled
if the direct and indirect effects reach areas of concern to the poor. Hence aid should
be predominately rural rather urban; agricultural rather than industrial; and social
father than economic infrastructure. Neither import support nor aid in general match

up to these requirements.
There are channels through which OGL can benefit. the rural poor - largely

through the provision of incennve goods and the facilitation of markering of agricul-

tural produce. It is desirable that aid continue to allow these kinds of imports.

Nonetheless, ourreview suggests that there has been an undue neglectof poverty issues

by government and donors. SIDA could well take the initiative in redressing the

balance.

Our proposal is that aid monies be directed to sectors ofbenefit to the poor - we

highlight primary education. Poverty lending is not very import intensive. Therefore

the largest. part of the aid will be required for local expenditures. The local lunds will

be raised by the sale of the donor forex by auction by the Band of Tanzania - no

conditions wllatsoever should be attached to the use of these funds (so that the

principle ofnot double-tying is notviolated).

Adopting our proposal will result in a reduction in the share of Swedish aid

designated as import support. This is our recommendation.
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Appmdix
TERMS oF REFEnENCE

TERMS OF REFERENCE F()R A ]OINT EVALUATION OF IMPORT SUPPORT TO
TAN ZANIA BY NORWAYAN D SWEDEN

I . BACKGROUND FOR THEEVALUATION
Since the early 19805 import SUppOrt programmes have constituted a major aid e*fiöorl in
T3-UZPlfliE by Noiway and Sweden, accountjng For 30-50 per CNN Ol' UK' r€'F.'11l€1F alllllléll aid
pmgrammes. ThE high lEvEl ol' im port support are to a large cxtent linked to the Tanzanian
€Eon()n] ie relbrn1 progra1nnle suppol't.€(l by llhe VVOI'1(I Bank alld IMF .

N omay and Sweden carried out evaluations of import support to Tanzania in 1988. Since
then there has been a change from channelingthe import sup t l h h -t per tlroug t eprewoussystem
based on administrative allocaLion, to the market-based Open General Licence (OGL) system.
ThEI*€ is also a need to go beyond previous evaluations and address the impact ofimport support
on the overall economv and im relevance to ovcrall aid Objects.

The two donors will undertake a joint evaluation primarly because ofboth donors support
the OGL system in a similarway. A pro-studywas carried outduringAugust 1992.7he main study
will be canied out in the period ]anuary-August 1993.

2. OB@]ECIIVES
The main objectives of the study are to:

2.1 Evaluate the total import support to Tanzania and particulary the support via the OGL
system. The import support shall bejudged in terms of elliciency, effectiveness, impact,
aid dependence and relevance t.o Tanzania's needs and to Norway's and Sweden's goals
of support.

2.2 Evaluate the Norwegian and Swedish import support in relation to the same critcria.
2.3 Discuss the macroeconotnic effects of import support in relation to the same criteria.
2.4 Present recommendations on future import support to Tanzania regarding critical factors

of the economic policy framework, the balance between import support and other
support including project support, and the administrative procedures For import sup-
port.

3. SCOPE AND FOCUS

The Main Studyshall comprise the following taskswith emphasis on the macroeconomic issues:

3.1 Brieflydelineate the explicit andimplicitohjectives ofthe Norwegian andswedish import
support to Tanzania dur-ing 1986-1992. Describe briefly the basis for the two (lonors'
decisions to support the OGL system.

3.2 Examine and assess the eflccts ofimport support on the resource utilization of various
categories offoreign exchange users in terms of:

1 1 2
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3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

SIDA

a. Financial and economic efficiencv.

b. Capacity utilization, production technology, use of local recources an(l employment
creation.

c. Social impact (distributions effects).

Estimate the real (or shadow) price of foreign exchange and the proportion of this price
that actuallyhas been paid by the foreign exchange users, and assess the effects ofpossible
price (liiferences on foreign exchange utilization.

Examine and assess whether the OGL svstem has been a more efficient means of

implementing import support to Tanzania than the previous system based on adminis-

trative allocation. Hereunder, assess lo what extent the two system have succeeded in:

a.Allocatingthe import support to users thathave been able to utilize the imported goods
efficiently in financial and economic terms and with £1 positive social impact ("right
users).

b. Delivering the types of imported goods agreed upon. at correct price and quality and
in a timely and cost effective manner ("right" imports).

c. Collecting and transferring the full amount of counterpart funds to the Govemment.

Assess to what extent the credit allocation system and the general credit policy have

effected the ability of the OCL system to fimction accordingto its intentions. Also identify
and assess other aspects of the implementatjon of the Economic Recoverv Programme
policies that are considered important for the function of the OGL system, e.g the
exchange rate policy.

Assess the economic and social impactof counterparts funds from the import support on
the Govemment Budget, including revenues, expenditures, fiscai dehcit, aid depend-

encv and fiscal policy. Hereunder, assess the impact on:

a. The govemmenfs mobilization,allocation and utilization ofthe financial resources for
development and other purposes.

b. The internal economic smbilitv (egGovernmentbudgetbalance, money supply, price
level, interest level).

Assess the effects of import support through the OGL system and other non -project
assistance on Tanzania's balance of pavmenls. Hereunder:

a. Examine trends in export and import structure that can throw light on the issues of
productive use of foreign exchange (e.g primary products, manufactured goods,
senices; consumer, intermecliate and capital goods: private sector and government
sector imports).

b. Examine trends in the flows of foreign financial resources on the balance payments,
hereunder especially the approximate flows related to the own fhnds scheme. Assess

the eifects of import support on Tanzanian mobilization and utilization of foreign
exchange. Also compile available data and ifnecessary, make estimates of the compo-

sition of various sources of foreign exchange, such as import support and own funds.

c.Assess the effect3 of the import support on the external economic stability (e.gbalance
of trade, level of exchange rate, foreign exchange reserves).

Analyze and assess the economic and social development effects of total non-project
assistance on the overall econorny. Hereunder, the effect on:

a. Domestjc saving and investment ratios (e.g to what degree has the support been
additional to domestic saving and investment?).

b. Aggregate productivity (e.gincretnental Capital Output Ratio - I.C.O.R) and choice of
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technology jeg in terms of capital-saving, labour-saving or neutral technical change
effects).

c. International competjtiveness jeg "Dutch disease" etlects, export creation and import
subsitution).

d. Economic growth.

e. Absorption capacity and inflation.

8.9 Discuss the macroeconomic effects on the economv of import supportvs. effects ofother
~

forms of assistance,includingprojectsupport. Considcr the appropriate balance between
different forms of assistance.

3.10 Consider the likely consequences fbi the productive sectors ofa unified and fully market
based foreign exchange system.

3.11 a) Discuss the statistical basis used and assess the extent to which lack of data, empirical
economic models, and other knowledge about the Tanzanian economy, including the
parallel economy", constrain this cvaluation. Discuss how this uncertaintymay allbct the

evaluation's conclusions and recommendations.

bi Identifyimportantgaps remainingin our knowledge about the impact support and the
functioning of the OGL system in Tanzania. Discuss the need for further studies.

3.12 Identify critical factors for support. programmes to achieve intendcd effects on the
Tanzanian economy, and examine changes in these factors since the introduction ofthe
Economic Recove1y Programme.

3. l3 Presentlessons leamed as well as recommendations or options relatecl to findings on the
above issues.

4. EVALUATION TEAM
The evaluation will be carried out by an independent evaluation team with expertise and
experience that covers:

0 Microeconomic analysis (i.a economic and financial analysis) of the industrial and
ag1icultural sectors in developing countries, preterably from Tanzania.

0 Macroeconomic management of the Tanzanian economy.
' Production of national accounts/ balance Ofpaymenls smtistics and industries' statistics

with experience preferably from Tzu1zania.

0 Good knowledge about the Tanzanian economic policy and government system.

The study is envisaged to require a maximum of 15 man/ months.

5. MEYHODS
The evaluation shall be undertaken in close cooperation with the Notwegian Ministry of
Foreign Aflairs, NORAD, SIDA and the Tanzanian authorities.

The evaluation study shall be based on prrject documents, evaluation studies and other
relevantdocuments. statistical sources and field studies, as well as on intetviews and discussions
with key infbrmants. Evaluation of the implementation ofthe import support (paragrap1l 3.4
above) and of its effbct 011 the resource utilization of foreign exchange users (paragraph 3.2
above) shall as far as possible draw on available data and information of relevance without
unnecessaly collection of new primary data. Relevantsourccs of primarydata and infotlnation
are i.a reporls and primaty materials from:

. Ofstad, A1ye (September 1992), "Evaluation of import support to Tanzania- Pro-study",
Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen.
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0 Mbelle, A.V.Y. an(l Karamagi, I (December 1992), "Evaluation of the NORAD import.
support programme through the Open General Licence (OGL) System". A report
submitted to NORAD.

0 The World Bank sub-sector studies on the rcllabilitation and restructuring of various
industries in Tanzania:

First phase - the Industrial Rehabilitation an(l Trade Agreement (lRTAC) - comprising
the leather. textile and edible oil sub-sectors.

Second phase - the Industrial Restructuring and Adjustrnent ( Zredit (IRA( 1) - focusing on
the mctals and engineering, wood and paper. agroproccssing and the chemicals,

lertilizar, plastics and rubber sub-sectors.

0 World Bank/' SPA multi-donor review mission, "joint SPA mission to Tanzania fbi import
support management" 1990 (()ctober 1990),

1991 (()ctober 1991) and 1992 (O('tober 1992).

0 Noiwegian state audit's review OlTANAA credit and joint financing.

0 The World Bank's Public Expenditure Reviews (PER)

The evaluation team will consider the reliability and validity ci" data used in the above-

mcntioned studies.

6. REPORTING
The (ionsultants shall be submit the fbllowing reports in the course of the Study:

a. Inception report; comnlenting and interpretingthe terms oiöreierence,describinghow
the various issues shall be answered and presenting a work plan.

b. Draftfinal report; setting out the lindings, analysis, conclusions and recommendations
as required by these temls of reF erence.

c. Final report alter receipt ofcomments on the draft final report.

The final report shall be preparecl according to the standardized [or1nat used for SIDA
evaluation reporls.

7. TIME SCHEDULE
The tentative time schedule for the evaluation is:

1992 Nov-Dec: Agreement on the T.O.R. for the evaluation. Selection ofconsultanns.

1993 Ultimo ]an: lnception reportincludingplan for operationalization ofthe T.().R. an(l work
plan.

Ultimo Fel>primo Apr: Field work in Tanzania.

April 15: Seminar and written report on preliminary findings in Norway.

May 29: Submission of draft final report to be commented on by the donors and the
Government of Tanzania.

August: Submission offinal report.

january 7, 1993

/m'le Hårstad
Head of lfualuatirm Unit
Nanulagirm Mini.tt1v 0/Frrreigvz Ajjairs
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Fungibility and Sustainability
Import Support to Tanzania
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is a major recipient of Swedish import support. SIDA and the Norwe-

~ gran Ministry ofForeign affairs decided to evaluate Swedish and Norwegian~ i' -
F

*

import support to Tanzania in two parallcl and unusually ambitious studies,"

'and this is the SIDA-Hnanced evaluation.

The authors find that the Open General Licence (OGL) System, under which
the Government of T anzania sold foreign currencv from import su pport, to buyersL /

on first come, first servecl basis, functioned significantly better than the pre - 199l
system. in August 1993, z1 new system with a single exchange late was adopted by
the Government with support from the World Bank; the new system will overcome
many of the perceived problems of the OGI, system.

The authors' analysis ernphasizes the /imgillili/fy of import support; if Tanzania
rece1ves import support, the Government can use its own foreign (turrency - which
would otherwise have financed imports - Jur some other purpose. The authors
note that imports have not increased in Tanzania since 1970. During this period
the real purchasing power Oftanzaniar1 exports Tell, implying that Tanzania
cannot on its own finance the level of imports necessary to sustain economic
growth.

The counterpart revenue from import support has enabled the Government of
Tanzania to stop cutting Government expenditure and borrowing from theL

1..

domestic banking system. Also, Government revenue has increased due to import-
induced economic growth.

The OGL system has probably beneiited the rural poor bv increasing the
supply of incentive goods and by making it easier to transport agricultural pro-

duce to market. The authors sugqest that the poor would benefit even more if!. L .

some nnport support was replaced with a new kind ofaid: increased Government
spending on primarv education financed bv the sale offoreign currencv from£

~

Sweden.

(lopies ofthis report can be ordered from SIDA, ti" 105 25 Stockholm, Sweden.
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